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Earn a Teacher’s Diploma
or

“LEADERS”

Bachelors Degree in Music

SCHOOL FOR THE PIANOFORTE
IN THREE VOLUMES

BY THEO. PRESSER

In Your Spare Time at Home
Why don't you, too, get new ideas to use in your teaching, make your work
a real pleasure and increase your income at the same time?
You can use your originality, adapt the lessons of a
great artist to your teaching and gain independence.

Start the New Year Right
Did you take “inventory?”
It isn’t too late for new resolutions.
Look back over the year that has just passed.
If you are not mak¬
ing more money and teaching larger classes than you were a year
ago, it’s time for you to make the start that will put you ahead
when another year passes.
If you are content to go on in the same
old way instead of standardizing your work, this announcement
will not interest you. If you are ambitious—sincere in your desire to
enlarge your class, work for Teacher’s Certificate and Degree—
PIANO
Melody of Loee, Engclmarm
Airy Fairies, Spaulding
In the Arena, March, Engclmann
No Surrender, March, Morrison
Keeping Step With the Union, Ma

i

Read What These Graduates
Tell of Their Progress

BY JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
PRICE $1.50
A History that Has Pleased Thousands
So Clear that a Child Can Understand Every Word
So Absorbing that Adults Are Charmed With It
^Music lovers are
WOTd6\re0“8el“pr™ounced”g Bound in cloth, stamped in gold.

Helpful, Economical and Convenient Service to Teachers
The Task of Securing the Best Publications for Teaching Purposes Is Not a Difficult One
for the Teacher Taking Advantage of the Liberal Examination Privileges of the Presser
“On Sale” Plan. Decide on Material Tried in Your Own Studio.
Thousands of Teachers of All Branches—Piano, Voice, Organ, Violin, Theory and Other Branches—Have Found
the Presser “On Sale” Plan and the Other Features of Presser’s Mail Order Service to Music Buyers the Most Con¬
venient and Most Economical Method of Securing Necessary Materials.
Best Professional Discounts on All Publications, Liberal Examination Privileges, Convenient Charge Accounts,
and Prompt, Accurate Service as Given by the Theodore Presser Co., Save the Teacher Time and Money!
Details cf the “On Sale” Plan ai Well as Graded and Classified Catalogs on Any Branch Desired Will Be Furnished Cheerfully on Bequest.

THEO. PRESSER CO.
4 chestnut street

PHILADELPHIA,

Many Etude readers are now using our courses with success. The
courses are endorsed by the world’s greatest musicians and by thousands
of teachers who have completed the course. Don’t take the advice of
someone who hasn’t had the lessons but let the teacher who has
tested them help you decide.

Affiliation With Noted Chicago College for
Residential Work Gives Our Graduates
Credit for the Extension Courses
Perhaps you have seen our offer many times.
We have been advertisers in The Etude
columns since 1908.
Each year adds more
ambitious men and women to our classes. You
have the same advantages which were given
to them.
Without the expense of leaving
home and giving up your classes, you can. im¬
prove your knowledge and teach at the same
time.
Be progressive!
Many people want success

Standard History of Music

MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS
MAIL ORDER MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSF
Established 1883

you will benefit greatly by the Sherwood lessons, which are yours for
the asking.

PA.

CHSm AND chorin pmr, ?°°TS
BAND and 0rche?TRA MusicNS
TALKING MACHINES AND RECORDS

) get it.

Your desire to

they lack courage, but many a person has
held back from the path he should followsimply because he lacked the initiative to make
the start.

This is Your Opportunity—Mail the Coupon TODAY!
Fill in the coupon below—send it now for four lessons and our late catalog. We will give you full details of
our offer to teachers and students, and the offer .calls for samples from one of the courses. Gef the catalog and

University Extension Conservatory
in.

THE ETU.
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Mothers! Your Children
WILL LOVE

Supreme in its field!

The Children’s Bible Stories
—just starting in
CHRISTIAN
HERALD, every
week. Told in
language every
child can under¬
stand. Stories
thatwill influence
and inspire their
lives for all time.
“The paper seems
like an old friend,
of the family,”
(Founded 1878)
writes aNebraska
subscriber. And so it is to many.

SCHIRMER’S
LIBRARY

Christian Herald
It is Loved by Home Folks
Other interesting features include heart-toheart talks with girls by Margaret Slattery and
Margaret Sangster; worth-while talks to women
by Emma Gary Wallace; “Homey" stories of
life by Katharine Holland Brown; absorbing
travel tales by Wm. T. Ellis; Sunday School
Lesson helps by Dr. Samuel D. Price; I nspiring
Sermons by Dr. Jowett, Dr. Francis E. Clarke,
Dr. Daniel A. Poling and other great preachers;
weekly Digest of World News. Over 1000
pages of good home reading for only $2.00.
YOUR MAGAZINES AT REDUCED PRICES
The Etude (1
[-$3.25
Christian Herald)
Christian Herald*) ALL 3
j Sate 81

raid's ALL 3

> $5.50

ionj Bare St
Send Money Order or Check t<

THE ETUDE

1712-1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

No.
1439.
1444.
1445.
1446.
1447.
1449.

1453.
1454.
1455.
1456.
1457.
1458.
1459.
1460.
1461.
1462.

■■---—e for Mm.
needs this great boys’ periodical. Parents
owe it to their sons to give them clean, in¬
teresting and instructive reading that win
make them self-reliant, manly and courageous.
A SIX MONTHS’ SlIBSCllIPTION
FOIL ONLY 35 CENTS!
(This is % the regular price)
Each issue of Tlie Boys’ Magazine con¬
tains the very best stories by the world’s best
writers. Special departments devoted to
' Kadio, Mechanics, Electricity, Athletics,
Physical Training, Stamp Collecting, Ama¬
teur Photography, Cartooning, etc., etc.
Beautiful big pages with handsome covers in
colors. A big lot of jokes and comic drawings.
Just think of it! A SIX MONTHS’ sub¬
scription for only 25 CENTS. It means six
months of pleasure, entertainment and in¬
struction for your boy, or for some boy
in whom you take a particular interest.
Remit in stamps if more convenient.
(On sale at all newsstands, 10c a copy.)
THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO.. Inc.
0333 Main St., Slnetliport, Pa.
I enclose 25 cents for a six months’ sub¬
scription to THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE as per
your special half-price offer. Enter my sub¬
scription promptly and send me my first
copy of THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE by return
mail. You agree to return my 25 cents at
once should I not be more than pleased
with THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE.
My Name is.
My Address is.
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Most Recent Additions
Price
FOSTER, Album of Songs. 1.50
RUBINSTEIN, Barcarolles (E. Hughes), For Piano. 1.50
BAZZINI, Allegro de Concert, Op. 15 (L. Auer). For Violin
and Piano.75
SIND1NG, Suite in A minor, Op. 10 (L. Svecenski). For
Violin and Piano. 1.50
TSCHAIKOWSKY, The Nutcracker Suite, Op. 71 (S.
Esipoff-C. Deis). For Piano, 2 Hands. 1.50
SAINT-SAENS, Variations on a Theme by Beethoven, Op.
25 (E. Hughes). For 2 Pianos, 4 Hands. 2.50
BRAHMS, Hungarian Dances (J. Joachim) Book I. For
Violin and Piano.. 1.50
BRAHMS, Hungarian Dances (J. Joachim) Book II. For
Violin and Piano. 1.50
KOHLER, Special Studies, Op. 112 (Carl Deis). For Piano 1.50
REINECKE, Twelve Studies, Op. 130. For Piano, 4
Hands. 1.00
BACH, Eight Little Preludes and Fugues of the First Mas¬
ter-Period. For Organ. 1.00
TOURS, The Violin (A complete method). 1 50
MENDELSSOHN, Trios, Op. 49 and 66. Vol. I (Op. 49).
For Piano, Violin and Violoncello. 2 50
—The same. Vol. 2 (Op. 66). 2.50
PAGANINI, Concerto, No. 1, D Minor. For Violin and
Piano (Wilhemj-Zimbalist).75
MACDOWELL, Sonata Tragica, No. 1. G Minor, Op. 45
(E. Hughes). For Piano. 2.00
MACDOWELL, Second Concerto, Op. 23, D Minor (E.
Hughes). 2 Pianos, 4 Hands. 2.50
ERNST, Rondo Papageno, Op. 20. For Violin and Piano..
^75
BRAHMS, Concerto, B\> Minor, Op. 83. 2 Pianos, 4 Hands
LOESCHHORN, Modem School of Velocity, Op. 136, Book
I (Parsons). For Piano.
CONCONE, Op. 9. Fifty Lessons for Medium Voice.
Transposed for Soprano or Tenor.
ALKAN, Preludes and Prieres—10 Pieces from Op. 64 and
Op. 66. Arranged fcr Organ by Cesar Franck (Boyd)..
ERNST, 0 Etudes for Solo Violin (Auer).
SCHUBERT, Trio, No. 1, in B flat, Op. 99. For Violin',
’Cello and Piano (Adamowski).
--Trio, No, 2, in E flat. Op. 100. For Violin, ’Cello and
Piano (Ad amowski).
KALLIWODA, Three Duos Concertantes, Op.' 178 ' (L.
Svecenski). For 2 Violins.
REBIKOV, Silhouettes, Op. 31. 9 Childhood Pictures for
Piano (C. Deis).
BACH, Prelude and Fugue in A minor. Transcribed for
Piano by Liszt (E. Hughes).
SCHUMANN,. Trios for Piano, Violin and Violoncello
Edited by Joseph Adamowski
—•—Op. 63, in D Minor.
-Op. 80, in F Major.
.
-Op. 110, in G Minor.
;;;;

Single Copies 25 Cents_VOL. XLII, No. .

The Old Teacher and Gratitude

20Qiai3EIE

1452.
TEACHING SONG
THAT EVERYONE IS USING
Special introductory price—25c.
LR & CLEMENTS, 562 7th St., Brooklyn, N. Y

FEBRUARY, 1924

|HIRTY-FIVE years ago, the house
of Schirmer’s published the first num_____ bers of Schirmer’s Library of Musical
Classics. This edition has been constantly aug¬
mented until it now contains nearly 1500
volumes, covering the choicest literature of
classical music for voice, violin and piano and
including also valuable pedagogical material,
much of which is not available in any other
edition.

$4.00 People',&f$4.25
The Etude
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Evangelistic
Piano Playing
By GEORGE S. SCHULER
PRICE, *1.00
Every Pianist Will Find This an Extremel
Helpful Work—Full of Interesting, Practice
Hints on Effective Hymn Playing
Very often the playing of hymns as they ai
written is not easy nor effective upon the piani
lie effect of the singing of the fourparts is usual!
the main thought in the mind of the compose;
not the question of how many notes the right an
left hand shall play, or whether the performs nc
-snot, physical easy.
ow to adapt real piano accompaniments to hymn
tunes, tills is an interesting subject toall pianist
and this book will help those who should bccom
ore prohcient m playing religious songs in whic
tHe piano accompaniment is lacking.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Music Publishers and Dealers. Est. 18:
1710-12-14 Chestnut St, PHILADELPHIA, PI
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Order of Your Regular Dealer
An instructive 85-page catalog, fully classified, of Schirmer’s Li¬
brary may be secured free at any music store. Obtain a copy

G. SCHIRMER, INC., NEW YORK

PRESSER’S

bandero s

There is nothing that the old teacher values quite as
much as the sincere gratitude of his former pupils.
The music teacher’s relation with his pupil is rarely a
dollar-for-dollar transaction. His interest extends far beyond
the fee that he receives and he gives in thought, care, attention
and interest far more than the mere instruction he imparts dur¬
ing the lesson period.
Knowing down deep in his heart, of the love and considera¬
tion he has put into his life, he feels himself a real art-worker
and expects a recompense in something more than the coin of
the realm.
He expects results, artistic results from his pupils. When
you have paid your teacher in money you have paid only half of
the bill. You must pay him in results. He takes a responsibility,
when you go to him for instruction, and you assume an obliga¬
tion no less important. Your part is to show him that to the
limit of your talents you have been worthy of his labors, his
advice, his patience and his cooperation.
Above all, however, he expects recognition. He is entitled
to have his work with you acknowledged.
When an architect builds a great building he knows that
his name is in the cornerstone. He can point to the structure
with pride. When the teacher builds, he has the same pride in
pointing to his pupils.
Unfortuately, with success many pupils fail to recognize
the services of their old teachers. Many an old teacher has gone
down into his sear and yellow years with a heart aching because
of the ingratitude of his former pupils. Each act of neglect is
a knife in his soul.
It is a fine thing to let your old teacher know by letter,
act. or gift that you have not forgotten your obligation to him,
that was never paid in currency. Just a few words that may
cost you a few minutes will bring delight to him for days. A
little gift from you individually, or a gift from a group of
pupils, just to let him know that in your joy and success in
your music you have not forgotten him, will light the torches
of gratitude and bring happiness to many a dark hour.

Never Too Late
Every now and then some panic-stricken soul aged sweet
seventeen, writes to inquire (of our supposedly omniscient store
of wisdom upon all matters musical and otherwise) whether it
is not too late to begin the study of music.
Given a modicum of talent, passable health and an insati¬
able ambition, we do not recognize an age limit for the student
who is willing to work.
We mean that. We have seen so many,
many instances of progress late in life that we know that with
these four qualities there is no need for despair.
Mark you, we do not say that the student who begins prep¬
arations for a virtuoso career at sixty is to be compared with
the one who starts at sixteen. But we do say that wonderful
things may be accomplished if a certain amount of inborn human
laziness which usually multiplies itself with advancing years can
be overcome.
What are the qualities necessary for the music student who
begins when others are letting down.
I. Ambition.
The driving power, the fire under the
engine, the water behind the millwheel, the electric current in
the wires. Ambition, combined with will power to overcome the
resistance offered by laziness, lack of time, or other drawbacks.
II. Work. Work is the engine itself. Its fuel is ambition
and will. The materials of which it is built are health.

III. Talent. Talent is the raw material. You have far
more than you realize; but it must be worked to secure results.
The stronger the fire, the finer the engine, the richer the
talent, the greater will be the product, every time. The great
trouble is that, with the “letting down” years, folks who aspire
to play the piano spend more time hunting around for excuses
for their failure to play and failure to succeed than they devote
to the very work which would accomplish the results.
The present tour of Valdimir de Pachmann, at the age of
seventy-five, should be a lesson to all those who are past
forty and who are lazily drowsing in the moonshine of excuses.
Ue Pachmann’s hands are twenty-five years old, because his fire
of ambition is as intense now as in his youth, because he works
from five to ten hours a day at the keyboard, and has a glorious
time of it. No pianist in the last quarter of a century has
excelled him in certain phases of his work.
His fleetness of
finger, his accuracy, and his incomparable tone are historic.
Notwithstanding his platform nonsense he richly deserves the
recent criticism of the Philadelphia Ledger “The Master of
Masters, the miracle worker, the grand old man of the piano,
more wonderful than when heard here ten years ago.”
If de Pachmann and Saint-Saens can triumphantly tour
America at the age at least ten years past that when many enter
old folks’ homes, who shall say when the limit of advancement in
piano playing is reached?
When you get right down to it, success at any age depends
so much upon the strength of your desire, the skillful handling
of your talents, and your intense determination to battle down
all obstacles of time, space, and matter, that if you set these
forces working and keep the fire of ambition incandescent you
may amaze yourself with the results.

Nippon and Music
Music in Japan is bifurcated these days. The olden music
of Japan, dear to the heart of the native-born Nipponese, still
exists in all parts of the Island Empire; but in recent years the
music of European type has become so dear to the residents of
the big cities that the advance in all musical interests is hardly
comprehensible.
The great earthquake demolished an amazing amount of
material devoted to musical purposes. The Female Music School
(Joshi Ongakuen), and the excellent, prosperous musical maga¬
zine published in Japanese and known as “Musical Japan,” were
wiped out of existence. “Musical Japan,” during the last few
years, has been “The Etude” of Japan, the guiding spirit of
thousands.
“Musical Japan” supports the “Female Music
School” with 300 students, who, since the earthquake, have been
living in sheds. Musical Japan has been aligned with the Chris¬
tian community of Japan and immediately after the'great dis¬
aster the officers of the “Female Music School” and the staff of
“Musical Japan” devoted their time to keeping up the spirits of
the homeless men, women and children by teaching them cheer¬
ful songs to sing and conducting community sings for the
people.
At least thirty thousand dollars will he required to enable
these brave Oriental enthusiasts to take up their musical work
again. They expect to raise $15,000 right in Japan at once.
They have appealed to the Christian music workers of America
for assistance in procuring the remaining $15,000. America
gave nobly to Japan at the time of her great trouble. What
an opportunity it was to show our brown brothers that we had
no desire to combat them, but a strong desire to be of service to
them in the common cause of humanity.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.
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There are many here who will want to help rebuild the
musical foundations of Japan. The Japanese look to us as
idealists who have accomplished great things in the world. We
should respond in the measure of our means. Do not send
.contributions to The Etude, but to the Yokohama Specie Bank,
Yokohama, marked for the benefit of “Musical Japan,” ,Ongakukai, Japan.”
Nothing has filled us with more editorial pride and more
admiration for the fine spirit of music brotherhood than the
magnificent manner in which the real music lovers have
responded to previous appeals of this kind that have appeared in
The Etude. We have found rich experiences through giving
from our blessings to others. Give if your means honestly
permit; and, if they do not, try to induce others to give.

A Great Music Pageant
The Philadelphia Music Week will.be the occasion for what
promises to be the most magnificent pageant in honor of music
ever given. It will be presented three times, on successive nights,
at the famous old Academy of Music (May 12th, 13th and
14th), and will be under the direction of the Philadelphia Music
League, of which Dr. Herbert J. Tily is the president.
The pageant will be a gorgeous combination of color,
action, poetry and music. The orchestra will be from the famous
Philadelphia Orchestra with assisting artists. Thousands of
people will be engaged in preparation for this magnificent
tribute to music, including Philadelphia musicians who have
done so much during the past twenty years to bring interna¬
tional fame to Philadelphia as a music centre.
This will be a fine time for out-of-town visitors who con¬
template visiting Philadelphia to come to the city. Tickets must
be procured far in advance, as in the case of the famous Mahler
Symphony performances. The pageant promises to be thrillingly beautiful from the musical and artistic standpoint. Mr. J.
W. Harkrider, immensely successful Pageantmaster, has been
engaged.
Those desiring to make a musical pilgrimage to Philadel¬
phia at this time may obtain full information relating to seats,
transportation, hotels, etc., from the Philadelphia Music League,
1823 Walnut Street, Phila., Pa., Mrs. F. A. Abbott, Director.
If. you do come, we shall be glad to welcome you when you
visit the home of The Etude.
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Music, Musicians and Music-Lovers
Some Notable Personalities as Seen by the Distinguished Modernist

CYRIL SCOTT

Scores of ingers have written us that Mr. Williams entirely
original ideas^ave restore,! their lost voices and
The “high lights” come in The Etude editorial office
when we least expect them. We are virtually scouring the
entire musical world all the time for features.
Often, quite
accidentally some little features will turn up m our office and
will prove more valuable to our readers than something we have
worked months to procure. Such a feature was the ( orrcct
Hand Position” illustration which appeared last spring.
Teachers everywhere realized instantly that it was
a good
thing,” an indispensable illustration for the studio. W e were

In the Pedagogical Seminary May Lipscomb Sikes con¬
tributes a very stimulating article upon the subject of ‘ Music
and the Left Hand.” Mrs. Sikes has been a pupil of Emil
Liebling and others and has taught piano for years. Her obser
vations lead her to the conclusion that musical talent may rest
in that part of the brain controlling the left hand.
This may or may not be so. If it were so, it would appear
that all left-handed people would show a predisposition toward
music. We have never noted this in actual life. In fact we have
known many left-handed people who had no inclination toward
music.
Mrs. Sikes has noted that pupils who play finely with the
left hand advance much more rapidly in music. This does mean
something to us. It means that in a very great many cases of
piano students the neglected left hand is a mill stone. It holds
the pupil back. In our own experience in teaching we often
found this to he the case. Give the left hand from three to six
months of intensive drill and the whole pianistic progress of the
pupil will become immediately noticeable.
In fact, we feel very strongly that the music teacher should
have in her musical pharmacopeia certain definite remedies
specifics if you wish—like the old-fashioned country doctors,
calomel and quinine. We shall be glad to send to our friends
a list of left-hand technical specifics, if you will send us a postal
letting us know that you need them.

High Lights

Honor to Whom Honor is Due
Roland Hayes, born of a slave mother, once a waiter in
a Louisville, Kentucky, hotel, has risen to the very heights of
musicai attainment as a tenor. In America he has been “soloist
with the Boston Symphony;” in London and Paris he was the
sensation of the hour in aristrocratic circles. Unspoiled and
still intensely studious and ambitious, he has come back to his
native land
Leading citizens of Louisville have asked him to
come back there for a concert. - All honor to him and his achievements. His voice is reported to be one of rare beautv and large
range. His mastery of songs in English, French, Italian and
German has brought him the plaudits of musicians everywhere
Roland Hayes has won upon pure merit; and his triumphs have
been indisputable This is very pleasant, to hear at a time when
prejudice brough about by the misdeeds of some of {he ilor
ant members of his race has made it difficult for wo thy^nen
and- women of negro origm to secure justice.
"

uu ., , ^

Debussy and other modernists. Early in life he
became a student of occult philosophy and has
written extensively upon the subject. He has
written a symphony, four overtures, a pianoforte
concerto, considerable chamber music, numerous
lovely songs and some very successful pieces for
pianoforte, including Lotus Land and Danse
Negre.

How Humperdinck Taught

ties, Strauss, when writing at his best, possesses so
distinct a style that any failure on the part of a fellowcomposer to recognize it seems astonishing.
“With regard to Tschaikowsky, of whom we also spoke,
our opinions were more in unison. Tschaikowsky, be
it known, was having a great vogue in England at this
time—so great, by the way, that Sir Henry Wood told
me that his directors wanted him to conduct the ‘Pathetique’ every night at nine o’clock at the Proms, which,
thank God, he refused to do. That Debussy should
ardently dislike this most popular of the Russian com¬
posers I could well understand; and I was not surprised
when he deplored British taste which could set up such
a vulgarian as an idol to be worshiped. According to
him, the British had accepted the very worst ‘Russian’
and overlooked the truly admirable ones, Rimsky-Korsakoff, Moussorgsky and others.
“In view of what Debussy had written about my own
works, I ought to mention that he never saw my more
popular compositions, but only those I thought worthy
of his interest, namely, the more serious orchestral ones
and a few others, such as the piano sonata, the violin
sonata, the second suite for piano (dedicated to him)
and one or two short violin pieces. Of the orchestral
compositions he admired most a rhapsody which has
since been lost in Petrograd, and, of the smaller works,
the piano sonata and the second suite. And I think
these were my best efforts up till the time I last saw
him in 1913. I had broken my journey in Paris on my
way to Switzerland in order to dine with him and his
wife, and had spent a very enjoyable few hours in his
studio, playing and talking. That studio, incidentally,
struck me by its remarkable neatness—there was not a
piece of music or music-paper to be seen anywhere, only
a piano heavily covered with a silk cloth, a large and
elegant desk, chairs, tables and bookshelves containing,
among other volumes, several works of Kipling.
“That evening, although Debussy was charming and
affable to me as usual, he spoke despondently of his
own work, and was, I gathered, in the midst of an
unproductive period.
“ ‘My style,’ he said, ‘is a limited one, and I seem to
have reached the end of it.’
“I made some encouraging denial, although I silently
agreed with the first part of the sentence, and I told him
I felt sure he would get a new influx of ideas before very
long. But I have come to believe that in this I was mis¬
taken, for most of his compositions after that year have
fallen short of his previous standard and he seems merely
to have repeated himself instead of creating anything
new. The distressing truth is that his health was on the
decline, and he was in a few years to die of that most
dreaded of all diseases—cancer.”

When in Frankfort studying with Knorr, Mr. Scott
also came in contact with Engelbert Humperdinck, and
his relating of the way in which that master taught
is a kind of negative lesson to all teachers.
“Humperdinck, the author of ‘Hansel and Gretel,’ had
been Wagner’s secretary. When quite young, and during
my first visit to Frankfort, I had one or two lessons
from him which I shall not forget.
“As in those days he was very poor (‘Hansel and
Gretel’ had not yet been composed), the Director of the
Conservatoire charitably engaged him as a professor,
but had perforce to dispense with his services shortly
afterwards, for the reason that he was quite incompe¬
tent to teach. As Knorr described it, he would enter
the classroom, sit down at the desk, and absentmindedly,
so it seemed, start to count his ten fingers by tick¬
ing them off one against the other. Then, having satis¬
fied himself that they were all there, he would say
dreamily, looking at one of the students, ‘Herr Lampe—’
“ ‘Excuse me, my name is Sekels.’
“ ‘Well, Herr Sekels, go and write out the natural
notes of the horn on the blackboard.’
“Herr Sekels would comply, after which Humperdinck
would grunt in a very non-committal way, so that no¬
body knew whether the notes had been correct or other¬
wise, and the performance would start all over again.
“ ‘Herr Trautmann—’
“ ‘Excuse me, my name is Rindskopf.’
“ ‘Well, Herr Rindskopf, now you, you go and write out
the natural notes of the horn.’
“And so it would continue, for Humperdinck treated
his students like children instead of adults ranging from
nineteen to thirty. But on these occasions the erratic
professor did at least stay in the classroom till the
end of the lesson, which was more than he did when
teaching orchestral score-reading to my two colleagues,
Norman O’Neill and Mr. Holland Smith. From the
latter, who for many years has been headmaster of
music at Durham School, I learned that Humperdinck
used to keep them waiting for about twenty minutes
before he remembered to enter the classroom at all—and
then having arrived and listened to them for appreciably
less than a quarter of an hour, would disappear, never
to return.

Musical Talent and the Left Hand

Like everything else The Etude Music Magazine has it's
high lights. We would like to have every issue as fine as some
of our good friends assure us it is at all times; but we know that
some issues are very much better than others. For instance we
had expected to present in this issue a symposium which has been
deferred to March—a symposium which has enlisted the serious
consideration of many of the finest brains in the world of music.
The symposium was not quite complete and we had so much
good material for this issue that we let it go over for a month.
But it will be one of our “high lights.”
As we. look back we see many “high lights,” thanks to the
cooperation of famous composers, writers and artists.
The
Hymn Census of last spring was reported in scores of papers
around the world and gave rise to a great mass of editorial
comment.. The various national issues, French, Italian, Eng¬
lish, German, Polish, Czeclio-Slovak, Russian, were so valuable
that they are for the most part out of print.
The American Indian issue, the Woman’s Issue, and the
American Issue were distinctive “high lights.” Certain articles
are demanded over and over again until the issues have been
sold out. Many pieces are in great demand and people write
to us asking for the issues in which a particular piece appears,
not realizing that the pieces in The Etude are always pub¬
lished in sheet-music form and are always procurable in that way.
Many of the most demanded articles have been republished
singly or in group form in books. The Dramatic Reading of
Ibsen’s “Peer Gynt,” arranged for, club and recital use with
Grieg’s music, is one instance of this. This appears as a small
booklet, published at very nearly cost price, for the benefit of

The following are extracts from the manu¬
script of Mr. Cyril Scott’s Memoirs which he pro¬
poses to publish later. The work is one of the
most fascinating of its kind we have been privi¬
leged to read. Cyril Scott was born at Oxton,
Cheshire, September 27, 1879. He was a pupil
of Ivan Knorr at Hoch’s Conservatorium. In
his youth he was greatly influenced by the work of

A Word Portrait of Debussy
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“Debussy, with his somewhat Christ-like face marred
by a slightly hydrocephalic forehead, was neither an un¬
pleasant personality nor an impressive one. In manner
he was, for a Frenchman, unusually quiet, both in the
way and in the amount he talked—at any rate to
strangers.
“If I were asked to describe Debussy’s character, I
should find it difficult; therefore I can only give you
very brief impressions of him, and nothing further. I
think he was one of those few Frenchmen who sacri¬
ficed French politeness to sincerity. To those he ad¬
mired and liked he was charming; to those he disadmired and disliked he was the reverse. He once
asked me rather naively if I consorted with the composers
of my own country, and without waiting for an answer
told me that he did not consort with the composers of
France. Certainly, even apart from living musicians,
he had very pronounced dislikes, one of which was
Beethoven, who he described as le vieux sourd (the old
deaf man).
“On the other hand he had an unusual admiration for
Schumann’s piano concerto, which struck me as rather
strange; for, without meaning to disparage that work,
I should have thought it too unsubtle to appeal to his
taste. As to Richard Strauss, although the orchestra¬
tion seemed to him highly ingenious, he failed to recog¬
nize any intrinsic style in the works themselves which
offended him by their all too frequent banalities. But
on this point we disagreed; for, admitting these banali-

A Literary Music Lover
Mr. Scott, whose artistic and social connections en¬
abled him to meet and know most of the contemporary
great men, had the good fortune to be the guest now and
then of H. G. Wells, the most discussed literary person¬
age of England, possibly excepting Kipling. His picture
of Wells’ interest in music is characteristic and interest¬
ing.
“I discovered that his methods of work were rather
unusual: I understood him to say that he worked at any
odd times of the day, especially when dressing in the
morning. To my amusement I also discovered that he
kept a typist in a little hut in the garden, whom he
would visit from time to time with fresh batches of
manuscripts, the whole arrangement suggesting a caged
animal that had to be fed with buns. His recreations at
the moment were Badminton and Beethoven—the latter
he used to play witl much enthusiasm on a player-piano.
‘I suspect you don’t altogether approve of this,’ he said
to me, ‘but I get quite a lot of enjoyment out of it.’ I
hastened to tell him that composers were not so averse

to mechanicalTnstruments as might be supposed; in fact
there are one or two Chopin Etudes which sound entranc¬
ing on the player-piano, though I cannot say as much
for Beethoven.”
Noise, the Musician’s Hell
Mr. Scott has taken an active part in trying to sup¬
press street noises in London. His laughable descrip¬
tion of some of his sufferings will be read with interest
by those whose ears have been tortured by the din of our
modem crowded streets.
“There was only one menace to the harmony of our
menage, and that—as I discovered all too soon—was the
abominable sound of barrel-organs. I would be, perhaps,
in the middle of a composition, with ideas flowing
moderately well, when suddenly... .The Honeysuckle and
the Bee, or the Intermezzo from ‘Cavalleria!’ And it
was not only irksome but also useless to descend two
flights of stairs and shout and gesticulate, for the barrelorganist merely wheeled his instrument of torture a few
yards down the street, to render its tinkling a little less
audible but still sufficiently so to prevent me from carry¬
ing on my work for at least another ten minutes. As we
had signed a three years’ agreement for our rooms, some¬
thing drastic had to be done to keep me—my friend was
at Somerset House all day—out of the lunatic asylum.
“Fortunately several bank-clerks, tradespeople and
other persons carrying on business in Queen’s Road were
becoming as exasperated as myself, and steps were taken
to put a stop to the nuisance. A meeting was called and
a resolution passed that an association be formed, if I
remember rightly, ‘The Queen’s Road Protective Associa¬
tion,’ in which each member should subscribe a modest
sum to the maintenance of a commissionnaire to patrol
the road in question and turn away any barrel-organists,
penny-whistlers, harmonium-players, cornet-blowers and
other ungodly noise-producers, who make London streets
places of torment to everybody who is not deaf....And
for a while all went well; then it was discovered that the
commissionnaire was not severe enough, so another of a
more awe-inspiring type had to be engaged. But even
then, after about two years, the scheme was, or had to be
abandoned, and Queen’s Road once again became a musi¬
cian’s hell, from which the only musician who was foolish
enough to try to live there had to flee.
“Since the war, things are ten times worse; though the
whistling for taxis has been prohibited, the penny-whis¬
tling, brass-band-blowing, barrel-organ-playing, and kin¬
dred nuisances, have increased in some districts immeasur¬
ably. And what can one do? Tip the policeman on the
beat, who is very polite, full of sympathy, promises to do
what he can, but is afraid as the law stands he can do
but little? And very little is done. When in Marylebone,
I think, some attempt was recently made to pass a by¬
law putting down street cries, the authorities decided
that to do so would be to interfere with the liberty of
the British subject. Yet if this be the case, how is it that
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The Composer of the Famous
“Fifth Nocturne”
X. J. I. Leybach

Grainger, Grieg and Strauss
■^rly .Grainger and Cyril Scott have been confreres
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verTTZ C°StUmf C°nS:Sting 0f a b]ue and red shirt
very much open about the chest, and a pair of shorts
made out of coarse, dark-colored Turkish towels Round
his calves were twisted, very far apart, puttees of Xe
hnen, under which he wore neither socks nor stockings
Good Lord! I ejaculated as I entered, ‘Ls it foot¬
baller Buffalo Bill on a penance?’
“ ‘Percy wanted something cool to wear,’ Mrs. Grainger explained, so he got me to make him that.’
One hears that Wagner was very fond of dressing
up in queer costumes-is this a peculiarity of com

Some Questions from M. Moritz Moszkowski
M. Moszkowski, who for many years has been a goc
friend of The Etude Music Magazine, has been dan!
gerously ill for a long period. His affliction is s„
exhausting to the famous composer that he is incapable
of effort of any kind for many hours at a time. He has
however, from time to time written the following Para’
graphs of an educational character which he has collected
and sends to the readers of The Etude, under the title.
“Savez Vous?”—(Do you know?).
Do you know:
That Liszt wrote an opera in one act at the age of
fourteen, which was presented in Paris and interpreted
by the well-known actor-singer, Alphonse Nourrit? At
the end of the representation the child was carried upon
the stage and received a very enthusiastic ovation.
Do you know:
That it was a Polish pianist. Mortier de Fontaine
who performed Beethoven’s Sonata, Op. 106 for fb»
first time in London?
Do you know:
That the musician, Czerney, who appears I" ns as such
a formidable constructor of technical cxi-rcLcs, com¬
posed one oratorio and twenty-six masses?
Do you know:
That Bach and Handel were both born in t|,e same
year (1685—the year that saw the revocati. n „f the
Edict of Nantes), but a few miles apart in Saxony
that both became blind, that they never inn. .,„d that
both died on a Good Friday?
Do you know:
Where the first representation of “The Flv „ , Dutchman” was given? At L’Opera of Paris. U ,„or rcad
his libretto to the director who found it inter, ting and
bought it from him. Wagner naturally thought , f writ¬
ing the music himself; but he was informed that the
conductor of the orchestra, Dietsch, had rea-iwd orders
to compose a score for the work. Wagner
„ very

™ r pract!cally. been the ruin °f Tschaikowsky;
willjie prove the ruin of Strauss also? Time can bul
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Savez Vous ?

pared. Although aware that the national malady in
England is liver; in France, migraine, and in Germany,
‘spoiled stomach,’ I had associated Strauss with more ar' tistic things.
“Nor did my second meeting with him, when Sir
Edgar gave an evening devoted to his works, altogether
dispel the unfavorable impression. This time Strauss
himself was well enough, but his compositions were de¬
plorably seedy; he had unearthed some work—Opus 2,
I think—of which one could but say that it had far better
have been left in its grave, or, rather, in its cradle.
Moreover, a day or two later I was to hear the Josefslegendc, which did not add to my admiration for him,
considering what a descent from whilom inspirational
heights it proved to be.
As Vienna’s leading critic wrote: ‘It says in the
Bible that the Lord was with Joseph—yes, but unfor¬
tunately not with the Josefslegende.’ But then as
Strauss admitted to Lady Speyer that one day he intended
to write as he wished, the inference must be drawn that
his monetary and musical aspirations were pulling in
opposite directions. To what lofty ethers he will soar
when freed from the considerational ballast of an un¬
necessarily heavy purse remains to be seen. But even
then, I, for one, hope that his predilection for Mozart
will not compel him to help himself more and more
reely to those well-defined melodies which bear so close
a resemblance to that all too melodious composer. Mo-
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“At Sir Edgar’s I had my first interview with Richard
Strauss, when he came over to conduct ‘Elektfa ’ It
had been suggested that I should show him some of
my scores with a view to his performing them °n GerTdTn soU far th0^ hC- professed himseIf interested,
and in so far .the interview was a success in other re¬
spects, it proved disappointing. I had greatly admired
Strauss and had anticipated being impressed by his
personality; so that to be greeted as I was, with lamenta¬
tions over the disturbed state of his stomach, acted
as a piece of iconoclasm for which I had not been pre¬
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“What Are My Earning Possibilities
in Music?”
By the Noted New York Critic

HENRY T. FINCK
This very moment there are thousands of American
girls and youths who are asking themselves: “What can
I, as a student, look for .in music as compared with
other callings? Can I through music transform myself
from literal poverty to fame, as have, for example, some
of the Russian violinists?”
Why not? The field is open to any who cares to enter
it. But before you start, let me tell you one thing,
young girl—or young man. I speak from an experience
of forty-three years as a Metropolitan critic, and I
assure you most emphatically and irrevocably, that if
your object in becoming a musician is entirely or chiefly
commercial, you are foredoomed to miserable and utter
failure.
One of the greatest and most successful of operatic
singers was the American, Lillian Nordica. In her re¬
cently published book, Hints To Singers, there is a
chapter on “Choice of Singing as a Profession,” in which
she says truly that “success as a singer is impossible to
those with whom the question is ‘How long will it take
me to get on the stage, and how much shall I make when
I get there?’”
The Secret of True Study
“The mercenary feeling,” she adds, “cannot enter into
it; one must study because one loves one’s art, and
once having begun one must stick to it. Love of art
is the secret of true study. That art is not to be looked
upon as a vehicle of making money, but as a something
to be done beautifully, and to be done well for its own
sake alone.”
“One must study because one loves one’s art.” That
brings us at once to the heart of the matter. Unless
music—including your own singing or playing—gives you
pleasure you cannot possibly give pleasure to others, with
it; and pleasure—intellectual, sensuous and emotional—is
the alpha and omega, the beginning and the end, of
music. You will waste a great deal of good money and
hard work if you go ahead while lacking the gift of real
and intense enjoyment of music.
It is different with most other professions. You may
become a financially successful carpenter or engineer,
or lawyer, or doctor, even though you have at the start
no special liking for that particular field of activity. As
you gradually learn the details of such a profession you
get interested in them; you learn to like and even to
love them; and this interest, combined with tremendous
industry, may lead to your financial success.
But in the field of music this is not so. If you do not
love it at the start you will never learn to love it suffi¬
ciently to be able to give others pleasure with your per¬
formances ; and unless you do give pleasure you are
doomed to failure. Ergo, unless you are intensely inter¬
ested in music for its own sake, don’t try to become a
musician—that is, a soloist or public performer.
Of course, if your ambition is to become simply a
minor musician—say a member of a band or an orches¬
tra—you needn’t be so particular in the matter of en¬
thusiasm. Natural talent for music will suffice. Many
thousands make an honorable and comfortable living this
way. Thanks to the musical unions, orchestral players
now have good pay—they have to earn it, too. If you
have an idea that the life of a minor musician is an easy
one, drop it subito—which is Italian for suddenly.
But, if you are willing to work, go ahead, learn an
orchestral or band instrument thoroughly and you will
have no difficulty in finding an acceptable job. To make
sure of an engagement, learn a woodwind instrument—
not the flute, for flute players are legion—but oboe, clari¬
net, or bassoon; for these the orchestras and bands yearn;
sometimes woodwind players are so scarce that they can
earn fancy wages, like bricklayers or plasterers. Think
of that!
Yes, how about women? They cannot, alar, be plas¬
terers and bricklayers, but have those of them who are
humble enough to aspire solely to the rank of minor
musicians any chance in orchestras?
Apparently not. The question of women and orches¬
tras is somewhat mysterious and puzzling. Many a time
in my long career I have read that the time had come
for women’s—or mixed—orchestras. But it hadn’t. I
don’t see, exactly, why not. In our school orchestras,

the number of which is getting to be amazingly large,
girls and boys play together as successfully as they study
together. But, when it comes to public orchestras, women
are, as always, conspicuously absent, except sometimes
as harpists; and even that seems all wrong, for the harp
is the angels’ instrument and angels are of the mascu¬
line gender. Do you remember how the famous sculptor,
Gutzon Borglum, not knowing this, made a female angel
for a cathedral in New York and smashed it when the
critics called his attention to his blunder? Doesn’t the
very idea of a woman being an angel make you smile?
Joking aside, it does seem strange that there are no
women in our orchestras except as. harpists. Maybe it
has been found that they won’t obey the conductors.
They won’t even obey their husbands any more; the
word obey is being removed from the wedding cere¬
monies. But I am joking again!
Seriously speaking, I think the fact that most orches¬
tras travel a great deal may explain why there are no
women in them.
Women, therefore, in the realm of music, seem doomed
to the role of major artists, alias soloists. One of the
strangest- sights is a womenless orchestra playing for a
woman, even a girl fiddler or pianist, or solo singer.
If the women are good enough for soloists, why not
in minor parts?
And why shouldn’t they travel with men ? In the book
by and about Mme. Nordica, to which I have referred,
are a number of letters written by her mother.. In one
of them she says: “Lilly has sung in many of the larg¬
est theatres and halls in America, Great Britain, Holland,
Belgium, and finally in the French metropolis at the
Trocadero, and much of that time traveled with sixtyfive gentlemen of all nationalities, that is, German, Ital¬
ian, French, Irish and American. And not one word
or look was ever heard or seen in the least possible man¬
ner approaching disrespect. Not a man of Gilmore’s
band would do more than raise his hat in complete defer¬
ence to us as we met them in hotels, theatres or the street.
As for Mr. Gilmore, he has the bearing and the soul of
a Christian gentleman.”
I believe the time is coming, and soon, when women
will be members of orchestras, travel or no travel.
Disheartening Competition
There is another letter of Mrs. Norton that I wish
to quote a line or two from: “Fifteen thousand pupils
have been graduated from the New England Conserva¬
tory and not one has the reputation already made by
Lilly in America, Great Britain and France.”
Not one in 15,000! What became of all the others ?—
and that institution one of the very best in the world!
When you ask yourself, young woman or man, “can
I through music win fame and fortune?” reflect on the
fact that there are thousands of music schools in the
world, and how rare are the song-birds, or pianists, or
violinists who do make fame and fortune for them¬
selves 1 It is not particularly encouraging. Is it a con¬
solation to know that it is the same in most fields of
human activity? There is a glut and ruinous competi¬
tion in everything. So, after all, if you have musical
talent and enthusiasm, go ahead and try. There is
always room at the top—only, in trying to get there
don’t forget what Edison said about genius—that is,
the top: “Genius is one per cent inspiration and ninetynine per cent perspiration.”
You cannot—you simply cannot—win fame a.id for¬
tune in music unless you are willing to work in the words
of Maud Powell, “longer and harder than any laboring
man ever dreamed of doing.” She—the greatest female
violinist of all time—had been asked if the financial re¬
wards of a musical career are commensurate with the
outlay of talent, time, sacrifices and cost of education,
and her answer was: “In rare cases, yes; generally,
decidedly no.” What made her answer the question so
pessimistically was the fact that even if you have excep¬
tional talent and work harder than a workman, you may
fail dismally, simply because your personality does not
interest the public.
“Let me tell you,” Miss Powell went on to say, “that
the world is full of artists and musicians whose talent
and ability command the deepest reverence, who, never¬
theless, cannot swell box-office receipts by a single dollar

HENRY T. FINCK
for lack of that elusive quality of magnetism. The great
public is moved by human qualities more than by art
qualities. So suppose you spend your youth and early
womanhood in the sweatshop of art, and come forth into
the light of public work well equipped technically and
artistically, only to find yourself gloriously snubbed by
the public because you are aloof and leave them cold—
where is your financial reward then?”
So you may succeed if you have a magnetic personality
plus musical talent. And there are other ifs.
If, for instance, you are so nervous that you never do
yourself justice when singing or playing for others, you
should no more think of becoming a musical performer
than you should think of becoming an Alpine guide if
you get dangerously dizzy when looking down a precipice.
It isn’t done, and that’s all there is to it
If you are a born scoundrel I know of one way to get
rich quick in music and that is to become a fake teacher.
All you need to learn in order to succeed is poker. Bluff
does it I The woods are full of girls who just love to
be fooled and humbugged and fleeced. Make their work
very light. Tell them that they have wonderful voices, and
then you can, in three months, get them a chance to sing
Carmen or Isolde at the Metropolitan Opera House.
Charge $5 or $10 a lesson—the more the better. There
are many “teachers” who do this; and the girls like them
better than the honest ones. These girls, to be sure, never
get anywhere; but what does the fake teacher care as
long as he has their cash ? The time will come when such
“teachers” will be lodged in jail; but it hasn’t come yet.
To come back to the Russian fiddlers we started with.
Half a dozen have made “big money,” but how about the
others? There have been such multitudes of them that—
well, I once defined Russia as “a country with 180,000,000
inhabitants mostly professional violinists.” That' may be
an exaggeration, but it hints as the multitudinous compe¬
tition awaiting those who wish to take up music as an
avenue to wealth.
Try something else, is my advice, unless you are so
passionately interested in music—as were all those who
have succeeded—that nothing else will content you. For
in that case you will be happy, even if you do not make
“big money.” And happiness is infinitely more important
in this world than lucre. If you don’t believe this, read
the section on “Music, Money and Happiness” in my
Success in Music and How It Is Won.

Suggested “Self-Test” Questions upon
Mr. Finck’s Article
1.

What is the secret of true study?

2.

What opportunities seem likely forWomen orchestral players?

3.

What did Maud Powell say about the
work of the music student?

4.

What part do nerves play in platform
success?
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Hints On Passing Musical Examinations
By Sydney Grew
Wf=MMIN£TI0N- candidates are rarely cool and comfortahk. Examiners are either cold, severe and academ>cal; or kmdly and human. There is no need for the
young student to be nervous. This is said out of pS
sonal expenence as examinee and examiner,
used tn rnJ earllest examinations in organ and piano, I
used to counter my nervousness by preparing mv pieces
so thoroughly that it was well-nigh impossible for me

taken quietly; there is no reason at all why you should
not pass; if you fail, it isn’t a matter of life and death,
and you can go up again next year; you are well pre¬
pared, and you will not fail.
Some candidates under-prepare. This is bad. If in
your final moments of preparation for the examination
you are suddenly convinced that you have not worked
hard enough, go away, sacrificing the fee, and giving
the examiner a little leisure. The examiner can tell
nervousness from carelessness and laziness, and to the
careless candidate he says the words that hurt.

Using Our Best Gift

was
mvtehodn,Ca"y
mind
was confused
contused, my
body exercising eVen
itself when
in themy
plavimr
y a process of habit. For several days before an

By Louis G. Heinze

ES
Sayi-ng to be
mySClf’
hours
from now I shall positively
playing this piece

Playing from memory is to be valued as a gift from
heaven, which usually gives early manifestations of it!
presence. Someone has said that, of all the gifts with
which a beneficent Providence has endowed man, mem¬
ory is the noblest.
All tins unhappy anxiety and confusion was wromr
One child, who as yet has studied nothing, is able
at times to remember with ease a poem or a melody
Another, who has been at school for some time, has
great difficulty in this respect. These differences in
ability are to be seen in even the more advanced years.
Memory is too often accused of treachery and incon¬
stancy, when, if inquired into, the fault will be found
to rest with ourselves.
A quick and retentive memory, both of words and
da™,
““"™r wants to
c„dl_
things, is an invaluable treasure and may be had by
' anyone who will take the pains. A child will memorize
easier than an adult and girls easier than boys.
t may be both profitable and interesting to here give
some examples of remarkable memory feats, outside of

r^ftTh m''nd *

^^

Ben. Johnson not only could repeat all he had ever
written, but also whole books he had read
Cyrus knew the name of each soldier in his army
• Scipio knew all the inhabitants of Rome.
Beneca complained of old age because he could not
as formerly, repeat 2000 names in the order in which they
were read to him, and he stated that on one occasion
reeled by the different pup,Is of his precept- he re
peated them in reversed order.

ticular department of musicTtlsTTf “ ^ par_

Scales Day By Day

As most musicians allow. Scales are the bedrock
especially of pianoforte technic. Just as Schumann
advised students to make Bach (J. S.) their “daj|
bread,” so should pianists never omit to give the finge *
their “daily walk,” or rather “run," over the- keyboard
Teachers differ as to whether this “Constitutional” should
be taken in large or small doses. Some possibly confl
sider that scale-playing should cease after the stude t
period, relying on the repertoire in hand for sufficient
subsequent development. But the majority, without doubt
look upon scale-practice as a necessary but uninteresting
duty, to be rushed through and got rid of as quicklv
as possible.
y
Now the Scale stands for the even development of
every finger on the hand, for facility in overturn and
underturn of individual digits, and for the correct
of hand and arm. Can any three points in piano playing
be of greater importance than these? 11,
1 wou]5
strongly endorse the necessity of the “daily trot" Wer
it even to cover the entire length of the 1. ’....ir’d-and
so get hand and arm at every available auyle—at least
once a day. Instructors differ regarding il; number of
scales to be practiced at a time. S,,„
selection only for the diurnal grind, these to |,c played
carefully in all positions (including contrary motion)
In this case, suppose four scales are take,, daily (Sav
to start with, C with A minor, and G with 1C minor)
the twenty-four of the diatonic scries can 1
in a working week of six days
Personally, I prefer the following regime
Starting
with C major, play this evenly (not too 1 • , „p an(j
down once through its entire compass; then
directly
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An Interview Secured Expressly for THE ETUDE with the World Famous
Prima Donna

MME. AMEL1TA GALLI-CURCI
II
This section of this remarkably helpful conference may be read independently
of Section I which appeared in the January issue of The Etude.
“I am sure that I am saying nothing novel in stating
that the material that one sings is not nearly so impor¬
tant as how one sings. Personally I employed only the
simplest materials. The exercises of Manuel Garcia
are an example of this. It was with such material that
this great Maestro is said to have started Jenny Lind and
kept her practicing upon them for months in order to
restore her voice.
I

Transpose exercises within comfortable range.of the voice.
Sing ah, or other pare vowels- ad lib.

2

Similar exercis.es in sixths, sevenths and octaves.

V,ma.ar ttreatrae~t 0f ,he rda,ivc minor (A) in
the Melodic form. Thence straight to G then to E
minor; thence to D, followed by B min - and s0
through flat Wb0le ‘‘sbarP” S6ri«. working. I,a, kwards,
through flats (making, mentally, the ml,am. „ie . haiute
on F sharp to G flat). Arriving ••home" at C take
this in positions, following with the relative min.,/ (A)
now in the Harmonic form, and also in tr iors Th s’

boo?rbnvdtrU,dfCrmit ,0meraory the contents of a
book by reading it three times, and could freauentlv
repeat the words backward as well as forward
7

that TndT re at
gam,,,■ and ,hus «l"a"v Practice
s bes? taken ;! 'd mTr’ in P^'ions.
1 -is “run”
o*) nt ! /
m°rn,ng bol,rs a"d at the start of

a„BHr,rd,reP^n0t °nly the whole Bible, but
M TT’t.Vjrgl and Horace> besides many other works
Mozart had a wonderful memory. When only four’

cedewSi1::
from five tn to g •’ Tbc sca cs themselves occupy only
don™ tttscs; ?ndiif briskly
coiS
to tackle any ptcTTnd
‘hCm a"d ^ ab'e

4

beSmeST^dtfatt0 ‘hjS da'^ dri" if’ oncc •»"
he he.rd i, ,g,i.
ueten that is not you when you are fearsome.
Nervousness need not conquer you. It can be over
S in ^ub'hc "because f I "went' to!f" far

memory.

foUo.^Zr^i'"^?

’ SatlSfied hm,sdf °f the fide% of his

can remember.
lumber room.

I win'°™Hinake t0° 'T t0 d6SCribe the Process here, but
candidate ^Do °nnt
B h f°r the examination
candidate. Do not over-prepare for examinations Leave
scope for interpretative energy in the moment of
fonnance, and do not make the music stale in your mind
by excessive practice. Have a clear idea of Ae range

thafkey 'TusTcSc m"
^ion"wr'i«« in
“First Prelude” to
5 a,°r may br,nS Bach's famous

B

a
of
“sunny” keys of A
Bat, as in hiS 1

^ "P

Memory should be f ^
you
a storehouse not a

(though unableP to fuUy^oHpw ^he^de^0111 the music
Piece) perhaps by the sense oT n, J
?PmCnt of ‘hf
true musical memory! When such a
T by ■
thread, he cannot repair the damage and muft'simT **
or begin again.
must s,mpiy stop
A certain degree of musical knowledge will k
sary for the correct art of playing f^mu
be necesa knowledge of the constructfon of t^e “T°7’ name,y
and modulations and form. It cannot^ °dy’, rhythm
granted that even with the best knowledge of a
f°r

elmblTon 77
incorP°rated - the scheme of the
examination (scales, arpeggios, and the like), but do
ot try to work through the whole of it on the day of
the examination, or on the day preceding. For some
hours before the examination put it out of your mind
and go for a walk, read a book, or sit quietly af the
Pictures. In particular, do not talk with other candi¬
dates about the examination. Such talk either disturbs
£•■ your ideas or gives you fresh notions which it is too
■^incorporate into your already determined work.
never be able to read well; so tke reaffiW 7fu may
Just before the time to go before the examiner, begirt
not be neglected.
eading had better
to think quietly and quickly of what you will have to do¬
th6 pieces, the order in which tests will be set you and
the general scope of the technical studies from which
the examiner will make his selections. Fix deep in vour
>s m it of Divinity more than the ear di“overs.” ^
consciousness these facts :-an examination is to be
—Sir Thomas Browne.

BBT™"

"“"J0' of
...
7* flaf’ of M<=ndeL-ohn in the
or of Chopin's love for D

64, No. i)
DaTTr tand ,the favori,e Wa,tz <°P
intelligently, and withTr. thus . Performed brightly
can never be fonn^ a u’ prec,s,on and appreciation
trary, they Torm " d 1 ^ mcchan'oal- On the con
ment which even the . ®r'asccnd,ng Ladder of Achieve
even the v.rtuoso cannot afford to overlook.

The After School Pupil
By s. m. c.
Time,.4 P. M.

"

studio with flusheTfT near,i>y Public school enters the
S]on telling 0f stormy !’,t USe ed and wi,h faciaI exPres'
BiHie takes his
"'7™ durinK ‘he day.
to play his exercises with * ’C P'ano bench and begins
counted. He hasTnl' u Jm°re mis,akes than can lie
energy during the m!„ded ,a tremendous amount of
yawns tell of weariness anr) °f tbe day’ and frefll,ent
! are Wu going t0 e0Sia"d an empty stomach. Teacha torrent of reproach or ^,fhls tired little lad with
stinging than the lash? ?Td h,m °n with words more
few minutes in chTful bIow much better to spend a
fame, which would maki “nversation, or even a little
1 tbe day, and put him ;n lm forget the unpleasantness
lesson.
h'm m a better mood for the music

thesis-
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The Thresholds of Vocal Art

By Dr. Annie Patterson, B. A.

“Of course these exercises must be transposed to the
most comfortable pitch of the voice. If done under the
supervision of a teacher who really knows his business,
so much the better.
“Garcia was really a very learned man with scientific
tendencies, as his invention of the laryngoscope shows.
The following quotations from his works are helpful
to the student.
Vocal quality is the highest desideratum of every
singer who would rise to the greatest heights in
his art.

Every change of the quality
of the voice originates in a
change of the tube of the
pharynx. As this very elastic
tube is susceptible of count¬
less changes of form it results
in countless changes of vocal
sounds or quality.
The sound that is to be pre¬
ferred is.mellow, well-rounded
and ringing.
To avoid guttural sounds
the tongue should remain tran¬
quil at its base.
To avoid a nasal quality
simply raise the soft palate by
inhaling deeply and insuring
an open throat.
To avoid hollow, cavernous
tones avoid raising the tongue
at the tip. Let it rest natu¬
rally in the mouth entirely
without strain.
Be careful to avoid exag¬
geration in opening the mouth.
The lower jaw should be al¬
lowed to fall by its own weight
while the lips retire slightly as
when one smiles. Let the
tongue be loose and motionless,
making no effort of any kind
whatsoever to raise it at either
extremity. Opening the mouth too zvide tightens the
pharynx and destroys the resonant vault-like shape
of the pharynx. If the teeth are too close together
the voice takes on a grating character. If you shape
your lips like a funnel, as many singers make an
effort to do, the voice becomes dull and heavy. An
oval fish-like shape of the mouth makes for gloomy
tones and inarticulate vowels.
Equality is absolutely requisite in the voice. Trans¬
pose each exercise into as many keys as necessary—
never exceeding the natural limits of the voice.
Begin each day’s study zsnth sustained tones.
Elementary practice should not last longer than five
or six minutes at a time—repeated at long intervals
several times a day. After months of practice these
periods may be extended to a half an hour—not more.
“The singing student should make it a practice to
assimilate as much as possible the vocal wisdom of
the great singers and teachers of the past. I have
profited immensely from such a wonderful book as “The
Art of Singing,” by Mme. Lilli Lehmann.
“The American vocal student spends entirely too much
time at lessons studying mere songs—often very poor
songs. Songs* are all right; they contribute a great
deal to the beauty of life and they serve to keep the
family interested in the vocal progress of the student.
But they should not supplant the real vocal food upon
which the voice must be nourished for years. Songs
are sometimes very comfortable for the teacher who does
not care. They are often equally bad for the pupil.
The average soprano voice, for instance, will develop
wonderfully by the study of such roles as those of
Bellini, Donizetti and Verdi. These are regarded with
apprehension by the ignorant, where as a matter of fact
they are much simpler than songs; that is, if the songs
are to be sung right. They have a most salubrious
effect upon the voice, freeing it, exercising it, strength¬
ening it. One hour of “Somnambula,” “Norma” or
“Lucia” is worth five hours of ordinary songs. A
revival in the employment of these roles for teaching
purposes would be a revival in the art of training the
“Don’t be afraid of an abundance of solfeggios. Rather
fear too little. Of course I am not in position to criticise
singing teachers. All I know is by hearsay; but it
seems that entirely too much time is spent upon nonessentials. Breathing is important but it is by no means
a subject to which one must devote months and months

of special exercises. I have never believed in exhaustive
breathing exercises, which may even be harmful to girl
students. Nature has a wonderful way of regulating
the right amount of breath to the tone that sounds right.
That is the best test after all. Vocal experiment by
one’s self will soon determine whether one is taking too
much or too little breath. Pupils often depend too much
on the teacher for this. Not until you are conscious
of doing it right yourself will you ever succeed. Your
consciousness must come from within.
“‘How can I acquire a beautiful tone?’ This is a
question that thousands of girls ask themselves. I
know it was my constant inquiry, and still is, for that
matter. The only answer is everlasting analysis. Analy¬
sis of one’s self and every singer heard, including talk¬
ing machine records. All through my youth I listened
to the hundreds of singers I. heard, with an inquiring
mind. This singer’s voice was too white, this too hard,
this too harsh, this too dull, this too blue—it lacked life¬
blood. I have listened to my own voice with no less
severity. T.he same thought applies to technic. The
only great technic is that of which the audience and the
artist do not seem to be aware. With Kreisler and
Casals, for instance, the tone seems to float out of no¬
where.
That is the acme of the technic of tone
production.
“Thus the singing artist must be literally unconscious
of technic or even tone production. Consciousness makes
artifice rather than art. The singer should listen, rather
than make various kinds of physical efforts to produce
tones. By this I mean the most acute possible listening
accompanied by constant constructive self-criticism—not
self-irritation or fussing or worry, but the ambition to
make more and more beautiful tones every day. I have
never heard my ideal tone and never expect to. I am
sure that my art would go backward if I did.
“The singing artist realizes that the tones that carry
are those depending upon perfectly vibrating vocal
chords. Many voices do not carry because too much
breath is used or because the voice is “pushed” up into
the nose or throat. Personally I would rather a thou¬
sand times sing in a very large hall than in a very small
one. It is really very much easier. I do not try to
sing any louder, but depend upon the carrying quality of
my voice. If my voice is vibrant I seem to feel my
whole body vibrating, my spine, ears, nose, throat, che^t.
everything. I feel surrounded by tone. If one makes
an effort to push the voice, or “throw the voice” as some
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say, this experience never occurs and the voice does
not carry. This is quite as true with a simple song as
with an operatic aria. The public seems to have an
idea that the operatic artist should be some big and over¬
powering artist who, by virtue of great physical strength
and giant efforts, reaches the multitude. Of course this
is absurd. The violin has quite as much carrying power
as the bass viol; and it is only a small fraction of the
size of its mastodonic brother. It is not “beef” as some
imagine that contributes carrying power but rather what
might be called acoustical perfection. If this were not
so, only the fortissimos would be heard; whereas the
greatest artistic effects are often secured through pianissimos so delicate that the whole great auditorium is
hushed to the “pin-drop” stage so that they may be en¬
joyed. Simple songs are indeed often quite as hard
to sing as great arias.

“The melodic line, the legato, the stream of beautiful
sound are all-important. Just as the violinist must pre¬
serve a beautiful legato in most of his work so must the
singer. The difference is that the singer in addition must
care for clear enunciation and for the variety of vowel
color. The art is, to do this without disturbing or ruf¬
fling the melodic stream too much. Over-enunciation agi¬
tates the stream so that the musical effect of a lovely
legato is ruined. Under-enunciation or poor vowel
treatment ‘muddies’ the stream.
“A song may also be compared to a little painting. An
opera is a huge canvas of Michelangelo dimensions. A
song may be no less intense in its significance; but it is
a little canvas like a Fortuney, a Corot or even a Whistleresque sketch in black and white. As with a painting
the song must have its high light, its climax. Everything
else must be subordinated to and work up to the climax.
“Velocity is of course an indispensable asset for the
coloratura soprano; but velocity without clearness, ease
and, above all things, accuracy—is worthless. Velocity
must be acquired through very gradual stages. Scales
and arpeggios such as one finds in the Garcia exercises
I have mentioned and in many other books are excellent;
but the singer should be “all ears” to listen for the
slightest irregularity of pitch, the slightest slurring. The
only real remedy is to return to a slower tempo when
these inaccuracies are discovered. This requires patience,
but patience is the safeguard of all real artists.
“The voice like every other organ is ruined by either
overuse or underuse. Literally speaking, I never ‘rest’
my voice. That is I never pass long periods without
singing. Every day during my vacation I sing just as
regularly as during my season. Rest in the sense of
letting my voice lie fallow seems to do me more harm

than good. It is just that much harder to recover m,
work. Neglect of a week or a month shows upon m!
voice just as much, as it would upon the trained athlete
The athlete's muscles do not grow stronger by rest T
rarely ever have a cold, but even when I do, I find ^
gentle exercise seems to help me work off the cold. Of
course one must be very careful alxntt this.
“Keeping the voice pure and fresh also depends very
largely upon all the things which go together to make
good health. Food is very important. Plenty of fresh
vegetables, plenty of good milk, a moderate amount of
meat, few sweets, all have a very pronounced effect in
the long run. One of the things that the singer has to
learn is that she can not eat anything that interferes with
digestion in the slightest degree. Indigestion affects the
voice even more than a cold. Nuts and dried fruits seem
to possess properties that disagrees with me verv
decidedly.”

Studying the Song
“In studying a song I devote myself first to the absorp¬
tion of the poetic beauties of the verse. Every good
Suggested “Self-Test” Questions on
song is a miniature drama—a drama of moods, emoMme. Galli-Curci’s Article
tions, ideas. It is the mission of the singer to discover
the central idea and bring out the theme. Next I make
1. Who was the teacher of Jenny Lind?
a distinct study of the vowels, their possibilities on the
pitch where they occur. Vowel beauty and vowel variety
2. How may guttural sounds be avoided?
m a song is like the different tone colors of the orches¬
tra in a symphony.
3. Why are old Italian operas beneficial for
“After this I make a thorough musical analysis of
the singing student?
the song, phrase by phrase. The master composer intro¬
duces his harmonies to secure artistic effects. He does
4. What is the secret of a beautiful tone?
not merely “throw them in.” Like the every brush
mark m a painting, they must count for something To
5. What makes the voice carry?
understand and appreciate these harmonic effects con¬
6. How must velocity be acquired?
tributes enormously to the rendition of even a very
simple song. This is one of the reasons why all singers
should be well grounded in music as well as in the art
of producing beautiful tones.
Pointers on Chart Teaching?
“For similar reasons it is always bad to try to sing
when tired or when worried. Singing demands a superla¬
By Constance Savage Roe
tive physical condition. Worry attacks the voice like a
blight. Learn to throw off worries if you wish to keep
A chart is the teacher’s best friend. Facts are so
A separate chart should be made with the names of
your voice fresh and bright. Also avoid practicing too
much clearer to children if they can actually see the
the notes, and notes themselves, placed in triads; first,
soon after meals. The singer who attempts to do good
teacher’s statements right there, in black and white.
the F-A-C-E, and the E-G-B-D-F. The. I . ild also
work when her body is devoted to digesting a hearty
Many explanations which the teacher might make and
be
placed consecutively, running from the F below the
meal, with the blood diverted principally to that purpose
have the pupil get the wrong idea of entirely, would be
bass to the A above the treble. Middle C should he ex¬
and away from the throat, is fighting an obstacle
understood perfectly with this proof. Children have
plained with particular care at the beginnim:. and then
Possibly the average girl who aspires to an artistic
queer little quirks in their notions, and they are usually
the teacher can place the notes in the regular order with
musica career and feels the real impulse for creative
from Missouri, requesting evidence. It will always pay
no break between the clefs.
musical work in the interpretative sense, does not waste
the teacher to purchase two or three charts, or he can
It is surprising sometimes what ignorance there is
her time thinking of the emoluments of the singer. Others
make his own. This is very easily done, and is often
among children regarding middle C. Many of them do
seem to be inspired by the possible financial returns,
better than buying them; for the teacher can make them
not know where it is, nor why. Care should be taken
rhe financial returns are by no means the greatest deto nt his own particular needs.
in respect to this, as it is really very important.
hght of the art life. More gratifying still is the priviSelect bogus or bristol board, about twenty-six by
Jege of meeting and knowing great personalities in the
There should be a table of time. Place the note
darken!26’ “uT^
br°Wn’ or ^ Almost any values m regular order, with tlie rest below them. The
held of art; painters, writers, dramatists, musicians
chaUc mirL'""Sr'b0WceVer’’
that will show
who are doing something more permanent for mankind
rests are difficult for a child to remember, and should
chalk marks Make the figures with heavy black cravon.
than merely acquiring money to pass on to others. Meet¬
M expiamed wnh comparisons, as a quarter rest rehaymg the lines of the staff about an inch apart and toe
ing such a personality as Mascagni, for instance is an
semblmg a blackbird flying, when turned horizontally,
notes about an inch high. Care should be taken to have
inspiration He came to our home frequently when I
the lines spaced evenly.
etc Tf IlrlSt -'ke 3 per cent si8n with the O left off,
was a child He was a remarkable talker, often very
In teaching elements to children, it is desirable to
I.
:. beglnners are very young, and have not had
playful m his moods and always an engaging guest.
have a number of charts. Many teachers do not like
arithmetic in school it is well to have a circle divided to
It was Mascagni who, m a measure, helped me make
show the values.
my determination to become a singer. When he first
If Sly m!keUSthem fSha11
thdr nice
walls!
heard of my ambition he thought that it was foolish
down at wM
heWy P3per they can take ‘hem anv'!!re-St'i°jld 1,6 3 cbart °* 0H-styIe music. Consult
for me to try and advised me to go on with my career
jrr ’r3-for this-At first°niy
as a pianist
When he heard me sing, however, he
Ixnlfn !•
£kVen 'ines is neces*ary, to illustrate the
quickly admitted the possibilities of my voice and said
d£„ T ,°f middIe C In the course of time all the
that it would be foolish to try to do anything else.
The- nS °U,d ,W exp,ai"<* and illustrated,
,. Many people know of Mascagni’s early struggle; how
has onlv t . 6 3 dictation chart. This necessarily
his Cavalleria Rusticana” was written in an attic and how
the composer suffered actual hunger while he was pro¬
to both read6 and VeS’-tblank' Children should be taught
read and write readily from the beginning.
ducing it. These all had a formative effect upon his
character, making him human and sympathetic to young
artists, in the highest degree.
Sponfini’s
Cure
for
Deafness
“Of all the opera singers I have heard, probably
Spontini’s “Olympie,” though now unknown tn
ramagno had the greatest effect upon me. The quality
of his voice was marvelous. No matter in what part of
something Tt'al’l events
°ther’ 'COme
you
the auditorium you might be sitting, his voice seemed
ta ring in your ears as though he were just at your side.
“olvmpie.”tW° Hled
tbe theater to hear Spontir
His entrance in Otello” was unforgetable; and his death
scene, which was fortunately recorded very successfully,
which happened*to*h( °'T °f the overwhelm'ng final
is one of the most wonderful records ever made I
rimo than USUal
be P'3yed tha‘ evening more fort
would advise vocal students to purchase this as' an
investment and play it innumerable times.
“Doctor,^ ^ heaf m’the P3tient turned and exclaim
“The talking machine has virtually revolutionized the
resources of the vocal student. In these days there is
the ‘TteorWi,h " t0 ^ ^ tWs —ing,” wrote down
“Doctor, I tefl vo°nSe’ * u* happy patient again shout*
no excuse for failure to become acquainted with the best
in vocal art and more can often be learned through
A blank stared ** ^ CUred me”
pa2areSspoh»eseUSe? ' ** ^ 3
was the imcareful listening to records of real artists than from
doctor was a deaf ^ ^ h’m’ 3,1(1 be found that t
scores of the old-fashioned lessons. It may interest
his own prescription^ 3 P°St’ having faIIen a victim
the novice to learn that I constantly listen to records
of other artists of the past and present and never fail
The March ETUDE, in additi^ZTT~~~
to profit by the experience. Even some of the bad ones
show me what to avoid.
•
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What to Teach at the Very First Lessons
By JOHN M. WILLIAMS
Practical Advice for the Young Teacher
Do you want to learn how to teach?
If the pupil appears at the second lesson with the first
perfectly learned so far as notes and time are concerned,
do not immediately begin assigning new work. Was it
not Emil Liebling who said his idea of the worst music
teacher in the world was the one who each lesson said,
“Take the next exercise?” Right here is a tremendously
important point. Correct playing conditions are more
important than anything else, for the first year.
Where is the child to learn these? From new material?
No. Most emphatically, No!
When reading new material, our minds are engaged
with;
First—Reading the correct note.
Second—Playing it with the correct finger.
Third—Placing it correctly on the piano.
Fourth—Counting correctly.
This leaves very little of our attention for correct play¬
ing conditions. For a beginner the new material, far from
being a help, is very apt to be detrimental. Hence the
importance of stressing the review work.
Beginning with the second lesson, for the next several
times he comes ask the pupil, “Which is the more im¬
portant—the new work or the old?” (By “old work” is
meant the pieces that already have been “gold starred.”)
In this way the student learns to play easily and with
freedom—two things much to be desired, but seldom seen.
Of course, in new work the pupil learns all such as notes,
values and principles; but correct playing conditions
come after these things have been learned, when the
mind is free to concentrate on other matters.
Use the Chart Daily
Use the chart a few moments at this lesson. Ask the
direction of High and Low; locate Middle C. Have the
right hand play from Middle C up to G, the left hand
from Middle C down to F, observing that as the notes go
higher on the piano they do likewise on the chart, and
vice versa. Thus the pupil gets a correct idea of the
Grand Staff and is saved much trouble later on.
Correct Playing Conditions
What are correct playing conditions? A relaxed hand
and arm are generally considered desirable. Firm tips,
(the first joints must not “break in”) and slightly rounded
(arched) knuckles are also advisable. If playing con¬
ditions are correct, the hand will gradually take on the
proper shape. Work from cause to effect not from effect
to cause. Immediately a child tries to “fix” the hand in
a certain position, it gets rigid; and this rigidity or stiff¬
ness is the worst thing the teacher has to overcome.
Seat the child at the piano so that the under part
of.the forearm is about on a level with the white keys,
or perhaps the wood in certain cases. (A large person
can afford to sit lower than a small child.) “Neither
High nor Low” might be a good motto. Next swing
the arm gently at the side, absolutely relaxed—devitalized,
Mr. Matthews used to say. When this can be done
easily, the teacher should pick up the hand and arm of

Mr. Williams' series, of which this is the second article, will show you.

the pupil and let it drop. If it falls it is relaxed; if
it does not there is a hold-back (tension) somewhere.
When the pupil can “let go” with absolute freedom,
try raising the arm about a foot above the lap and letting
it drop onto the lap, absolutely and completely relaxed.
Now try the same thing, allowing the different finger^
to fall on each key from C to G, always with the dead
weight of the arm falling on each key. (Some teachers
prefer the expression “live weight.”) Easy? Not at all.
A solid half hour has often been spent in teaching an
advanced pupil to do this. The teacher who hurries over
the first lesson in relaxation is only laying up future
trouble.
Will one lesson be enough? Certainly not! The price
we pay for a good pupil, for one who plays with free¬
dom and ease, is constant watching, reminding and
demonstrating. For every lesson for at least three
months go back to exercise No. 1, for review, concen¬
trating on correct playing conditions.
The Three Touches
Just as a carpenter must have hammer and nails to
erect a building, the pianist should have at least Three
Fundamental Touches with which to play the piano. In
even the simplest moti'-e, as C-D-E, three touches should
be used.
First—The Attack, the touch (down arm) which we
use to play the first note of a phrase. (See illustrations
at heading of page.)
Second—High-raised curved fingers—the touch with
which we play the intervening notes.
Third—The "release,” the touch (up arm) used to
release the last note of a Phrase.
This exercise should be played very—very slowly
perhaps in whole notes—slow enough for thought. It
may be extended so that, after falling on C, the pupil
plays D-E-F with high-raised finger-touch and releases
the phrase at G.
The above are the “tools” or “technic” of the first few
weeks. We need no other,, and they may be demon¬
strated in a few minutes.
Easy to teach?
No!
Naturally a child tries to do as asked; but effort generally
leads to tension. But, by constant watching, correction
and demonstration, it may be achieved. Not so, if all the
time is given to new work; sufficient review work is
necessary. These three touches should be applied to
each exercise used.
Time and Key Signatures
In explaining .time and key signatures, write out the
word—“(SIGN) nature,” thus. Ask what the first
part of the word spells. Explain that just as stores,
doctors and lawyers have sighs announcing their places
of business, so each piece of music has its “sign” or
“signature.” Thus,
Ex. l

means that this is where Mr. % Measure lives. Do the
same thing later with the key signature. Have the pupil
to say, “Mr. G-Major lives here, because the ‘sign’
(SIGNature) is one sharp, F sharp.”
The second lesson is finished. Attention has been
concentrated upon correct playing conditions, but new
material should be assigned, embracing
as well as
2/4 time, and perhaps adding a note or two up or down.
The Third Lesson
Begin the Third Lesson by a thorough drill on an
exercise using the three fundamental touches of Lesson
Two.
Next, hear all the work—old as well as new—paying
particular attention to the three touches and correct play¬
ing conditions. Criticise, demonstrate and encourage.
Always praise first, then show how it may be bettered.
When each exercise can be played in the three ways of
Lesson One, place a gold star by its side. This is
important.
General Hints
If a wrong finger is used, place a circle around the
finger mark.

If an incorrect note is played, place a circle about
the note.
Ex. 3

If a particularly difficult spot or fingering needs atten¬
tion, draw a figure by it, and tell the pupil there is a

“nigger in the woodpile” who is laying for him and to
be careful or he will get him. Erase the figure when¬
ever the warning becomes unnecessary. A child loves
a game, and anything done to make a game of the
music lesson helps to get it learned.
Remember—“sugar-coat the pill.” The child mind can¬
not be disciplined from the outside. This must come
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from within the child himself; hence, arouse his interest
and he will then do the work himself.
The Weekly Assignment
How many exercises should be assigned at each
lesson?
All depends on the age, talent, general physique of
the child, amount of help given at home, and many other
considerations. Some children have hands so small
or so scrawny and thin that the slower they go at the
beginning (commensurate with keeping them interested),
the better for them. Their hand grows stronger or
argcr ,)ust as does the musical development—slowlx.
Musical progress should be a gradual unfoldment—a
forced growth is neither natural nor desirable. Just
as a hot-house plant may be forced for a while, so it
is with music—but the ultimate result in each case is
disastrous.
Fourth Lesson

rule, after the first one they may take four or five little
exercises (of one or two lines each) at each lesson.
After the first lesson their practice should cover at
least a half-hour each day. Some may work an hour
a day to advantage. For children five to seven years
of age, thirty minutes a day are quite enough, and in
some cases fifteen minutes are ample.
Sharps and Flats
When the pupil arrives at the first sharp or flat explain
both thoroughly.
Sharping a note raises its pitch one half-step.
Flatting a note lowers its pitch one half-step.
Do not leave the subject with the idea in the pupil’s
mind that a sharp or flat is necessarily a black key.
Assign daily practice in this for a week. It will save
trouble later.
Extending the Playing Compass

About the fourth lesson the pupil should be ready for
eighth notes Eighth notes are now introduced much
variety*3" f°rmerly’ °n aCC°Unt of the gain in rhythmic
It should no longer be necessary to name the notes
iiach exercise should be played :
First—Count.
Second—Sing.

The playing compass has, by now, been gradually ex¬
tended until the pupil is utilizing the keyboard from F
below to G above Middle C. He should have learned
these notes naturally and with pleasure—by using them
—not laboriously, away from the piano. He may now
be given several studies using the notes lower and higher,

Take the following little exercise:

These will extend his playing compass seven additional
In™°st cases if the teacher plays this for the pupil
it will be mastered quickly by imitation. Play it correctly—then explain carefully. First the Thing; then
the bign; the old pedagogical maxim holds good in music
as well as at school. It is seldom necessary or desirable
to count with 'and’; the eighth notes.should “pulse”two notes to a beat. Most assuredly they do not do this
when and is counted. Spend sufficient time on this
point. Playing eighth notes at the time of quarter notes.
Have eighth notes played as eighth notes or not at all
Pupils enjoy playing on time.

In

Recapitulation
the following little exercise we have halves

uZteTl’ eLShthS ™d d°tted half-notes; staccato and
legato touches. Make haste slowly; train your pupil

g’VI,ng
aU°geIther> a Playing vocabulary of
the r position
n "v
0f
Yhlch he knows the names and
their
on au
the keyboard.
Five-Finger Position for First Lessons
All exercises or pieces should be kept in five-fineer
position Why? First, the five-finger positions ffie
easiest (it requires no crossing of the thumb over nor
is casv mawn!!- *' ^ SeC°nd’ What We ***« need
holding the interest the
trate on correct playing conditions. Also, the invaluable
practice of transposition of all the exercises into six
or twelve major keys is greatly facilitated.
“T the pupil shouId be learning also the
Val-’ *

Ex. 5

An Early Beginning in Theory
By George Henry Howard
Theory is commonly begun too late. The child shnnM

To know facts and principles’ about music feone^oTffi'
founds ton of conceptive and
ability°fThe
to be an observer. Before the playing is begun, point out
each mark in the exercise. (The staccato touch in this
case is not the back-handed wrist staccato; it is simply
no* otrpehra0L;UP “

*“* *

Continue to pay particular attention to correct playing
conditions, and review from the very first exercise of
this system at each lesson. The materials of the first
two lessons should be played correctly and easily by
tnn h
u
Kf the exercise °f the three fundamental
touches has been practiced daily, the pupil should have
gained considerable freedom of the fore and upper armin other words, of the entire piano-playing apparatus. ’
The Next Few Lessons
It is inadvisable in a writing of this nature, to indicate
the exact amount of material for each lesson, as chil¬
dren differ so materially in their capacities. As a general

seLjyeaTVj, figff*.Jjgj bf*jfly f

nine or ten years of age.

.

g

by pupiIs und«

study of theory. The^odernToirit f'°r. unsatisfactory
not yet taken T very firm Md
intended to teach harmony and compos.^

TSe JSST 'V
tL

However, ffieVls’a %£*£%£
from which we

The Boys’ Recital
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By Ethel Annis Randall

How often one hears it said “Oh! I just love to hear a
man play the piano,” or “I would much rather hear a man
play than a woman.” Does any one know how much
larger is the percentage of girls studying piano than
boys? Does not the average class consist largely 0i
girls whether primary or advanced? And yet the master
musicians of the world are men. How many delightful
piano recitals have you attended in which the boys pre¬
dominated? Usually the boys have rather a lonesome
time, embarrassing to say the least, when the recital is
given largely by beautifully dressed girls.
Such has been my experience after teaching eighteen
years, in which time I have attended many recitals given
by other teachers as well as my own. Bi t n I |)Cgan
teaching I hoped I would never have a boy for a pupil,
fearing it would be difficult, or I might fail altogether
to hold his attention. I did not get my wi-h however,
for the first pupil was a boy and a good pm : too, who
progressed very well considering my
xperience.
Since then I have changed my tune, im
,, 0f the
best scholars have been boys, though
was the
largest number enrolled in a single year until hi t reason
when the number jumped to sixteen.
Why the boys should more than double m ne year I
do not know unless like the tramps, one another.
As my class is limited to fifty pupils the pr,
it ion of
boys was new to me. Through thinking of
.. thing to
lend variety to the June recitals one day
in the
winter, it came like a flash—why not haw- the l>oys
give a recital all by themselves? This, in-trad . t play¬
ing in their own grades, in three or four r,. u ,!, with
the girls, as usual. To this locality at lea-t th,- ,1,* was
new. So far as I can learn no teacher had ■ ■ r given
such a recital, nor can I find any one who has ever
attended one.
“No sooner said than done," as the fairy ..- say
but teachers know that successful recitals arc m,t given
by a fairy s magic wand, so I began planmi
it once,
but did not confide in the boys until later, in
when
the more deligent workers were nearly n.,
I wo of
the pupils in the beginners’ class had disc,ml :cd les¬
sons but that left plenty of material. You kn
a long
rectal is wearying to all concerned. The
- were
delighted with the plan and wanted to -heal
, girls’
recitals, which of course resulted in most ,.f -V girls,
the younger ones especially, working harder,

nofrlr T6 ?f th®,oldcr boys objected, saving he did
to h?m h ^ W!th thc li,tle boys. When I
Gained
factors =nHW Tu
Pe°PIc enj°>'C(l goi"g ’
ugh a
the raw
*hC dcvcloPmeut ol products from
astir w ieaal hC S3W the poim and became rnthusiwhere al^m* ^ rehearsals in the church auditorium
boys- recLwu^fl5 3re given= and the night of the
was beaufif it 6 p at^orm where the grand piano stood,
ffie b?vs l ' ytdeC?ra,ed with
flowers, for which
me boys were largely responsible.
fifteen years and'th°Teen *** rangcd from eight t0
to fouryir’ “ft,*? leng,h <’f
from ten weeks
two duets nlavrd PKaym/ Was from raemory, including
Though I Ho w
by first a,ld second year pupils,
pupils memorized re'|l,'rc ,m',n"r-v work for duets, these
without musk A br^S y f 'at they prcferred “> l’,ay
the bells in the local hiVb
°f ,he bo-vs 'vho pIays
Patriotic airs with nian^ SCh°° orchestra- P>ayed some
as giving nlea^W P ° “““Wient, which as well
goodpractice ragceoVanety-t0 the program- gave some
We always have ato one of the older boys.
Piano numbers only ^ Z
t0.g'VC a cIiangc from
in securing a vonn’c, u f tbls recital I was fortunate
the best teacher of ffiat^r?^ Wh° 'S studying with
delightfully humorous Jead°\u"^ He gaVC tW°
°ur ‘assisting artists” were toys
enC°reS: S°
time, with thisDexneried l°
duets and some novels66’

S° successful that another
S,’a" ^ to haVe ^

**

ciS:
dism harmony and general theory.
instruction
HaH of the success in harmony teaching is in ™ v
the subject as lovely as possible In a fl
akmg
the child is first attracted bv the u a flower garden,
the lovely perfume If all ffie 5n beautlful colors and
whi,e. ha’ ".uwV littllt,,
“■
h"”
,h' *■"» °f beautiful nriojia
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hoys, for they6a^eln^;' n°! be kept secret from the
their recital in June, 1924"^ forward with pleasure to

by the arrangement”^16 ” th<? history of the attempt,
to use. and enjoy the • ®?a,ds’ to gratify the senses,
ecstasy which comes "fV
a"d ‘° attain t0 tha*
beauty.’’—w j i'URN °m tbe contemplation of pure

Basic Principles in Pianoforte Playing
Secured Exclusively for The Etude by Interview with the Distinguished Virtuoso Pianist

JOSEF LHEVINNE
This Series Began in the “Etude” for October.
Accuracy in Playing
Why is much playing inaccurate? Largely because
of mental uncertainty. Take your simplest piece and play
it at a normal tempo. Keep your mind upon it, and
inaccuracy disappears. However, take a more ambitious
piece, play it just a little faster than you are properly
able to db, and inaccuracy immediately appears. That is
the whole secret. There is no other.
It takes strength of will to play slowly. It is easy
enough to let ambitions to play rapidly carry one
away. I remember a student who would play the Chopin
A-Minor Chromatic Etude at a perfectly terrific rate
of speed.

At the end both ■ the performer and the auditor
were breathless in the apprehension of mistakes.
Among which there were bound to be several blurs,
smears and other faults. It gave no artistic pleasure
because there was no repose, no poise. Only by hard
work was this pupil made to see that she should practice
very slowly, then, just a little faster and finally never
at a speed that would .lead to mental and digital confu¬
sion. There is no limit to speed, if you can play accu¬
rately.
One good test of accuracy is to find out whether you
can play a rapid composition at any speed. It is often
more difficult to play a piece at an intermediate than at
a very rapid speed. The metronome is an excellent
check upon speed. Start playing with it very slowly,
and gradually advance the speed with succeeding repeti¬
tions. Then try to do the same thing without the metro¬
nome. The student must develop a sense of tempos. In
fact, the whole literature of music is characterized by
different tempos. The pupil should learn to feel almost
instinctively how fast the various movements in the Bee¬
thoven Sonatas should be, how fast the Chopin Noc¬
turnes or the Schumann Nachtstiicken should be. Of
course there always will be a margin of difference in
the tempos of different individuals; but exaggerated
tempos—either too fast or too slow—are among the most
common forms of inaccuracy.
Two Important Factors
Before leaving the matter of accuracy, it may be said
that two other factors play an important part.
The
fingering must be the best possible for the given passage;
it must be adhered to in every successive performance;
and the hand position (or shall we say “hand slant”)
must be the best adaptable to the passage. The easiest
position is always the best. Often pupils struggle with
difficult passages and declare them impossible, when a
mere change of the hand position such as raising or
lowering the wrist or slanting the hand laterally, would
solve the problem. It is impossible to give the student
any universal panacea to fit different passages; but a
good rule is to experiment and find what is easiest for the
individual hand. Rubinstein, who so often struck wrong
notes in his later years when his uncontrollable artistic
vehemence often carried him beyond himself, was terri¬
bly insistent upon accuracy with his pupils. He never
forgave wrong note slipst or mussy playing.
One of the chief offenders in the matter of inaccuracy
is the left hand. Scores of students play with unusual
certainty with the right hand who seem to think noth¬
ing of making blunders with the left hand. If they only
knew how important this matter is 1 The left hand gives
quality and character to playing. In all passages except
where it is introduced as a simple accompaniment, its
role is equally important with that of the right hand.
An operatic performance with the great Galli-Curci as
the soprano and, let us say, Caruso as the tenor, would
be execrable if the contralto and the bass made the audi¬

Each Installment May be Read Independently.

ence miserable by their poor quality and their inaccuracy.
Practice your left hand as though you had no right hand
and had to get everything from the left hand. Play
your left hand parts over and over, giving them individu¬
ality, independence and character; and your playing will
improve one hundred per cent.
If you are suspicious about your left hand, and you
doubtless have ^ood reason to be, why not imagine that
your right hand is “out of commission” for two or three
days and devote your entire attention to your left hand.
You will probably note a great difference in the charac¬
ter of your playing when you put them together. Left
hand pieces and left hand studies are useful; but they are
oddities, “freaks.”
Some Things About Staccato
Staccato, considered as touch, is often marred by sur¬
face noises of the fingers tapping on the keys. Perhaps
you have never noticed this. In some passages this per¬
cussive noise seems to contribute to the effect but in
general it must be used with caution. A very simple
expedient reduces this noise and increases the lightness
and character of the staccato. It is merely the raising
of the wrist. By raising the wrist, the stroke comes from
a different angle, is lighter, but none the less secure and
makes for ease in very fleet passages.
Try the following measures from Rubinstein’s Staccato
Etude, with your wrist in normal position. Then raise
the wrist and note the lightness you have contributed to
your playing.

Ex.V-3 Chopin Nocturnes. Op. 32. No. 2

The Basis of Beautiful Legato
The word legato, meaning bound, has misled thou¬
sands of students. It is easy to bind notes—but “How?”
—that is the question. There is always a moment when
there are two sounds. If one sound is continued too long
after a succeeding one is played, the legato is bad. On
the other hand, if it is not continued enough the effect
is likely to be portamento rather that legato (always
remembering, that the word portamento as used in piano
playing has an almost entirely different meaning from
the use of the same word in singing).
Well played legato notes on the piano must float into
each other. Now here is the point. The floating effect
is not possible unless the quality of the tone of the
notes is similar. In other words all the notes must be
of the same tonal color. A variation in the kind of
touch employed and a legato phrase may be ruined. The
notes in a legato phrase may be likened to strings of
beads. In the playing of many pupils the strings of
tonal beads are of all different colors, sizes, shapes and
quality in one single phrase. The touch control varies
in the different notes so greatly that such a simple phrase
as the following from Schumann’s Traumerei might be
likened to the following:
Ex.V-4 Schumann’s Traumerei

Finger staccatos, produced by wiping the keys, are
also effective when properly applied. There is also, of
course, a kind of brilliant staccato such as one finds in
the Chopin Opus 32, No. 2, and in other passages, where
the action of the whole forearm is involved. In this
the wrist is held stiff. But in every and all cases let the
fingers look down—see and feel the keys and not look
at the ceiling!

Surely the effect will be heightened by maintaining
the same touch for at least one phrase.
When the colors are blended as in the prism, instead of
being mixed up by ill-selected contrasts, the effect is far
more beautiful, judged by artistic and aesthetic stand¬
ards. Play Traumerei a few times, preserving the char¬
acter of the phrases by careful observance of what you
have learned in the previous sections regarding the
principles of beautiful tone production at the keyboard.
Another excellent work in which to make a study of
legato in the F Minor Nocturne of Chopin.
Ex.V-5 Chopin Nocturne, Op. 55, No. 1

One more principle in' the matter of legato playing,
before we dismiss it in this all too short discussion of a
subject which might easily take many pages. The greater
the length of the notes in a given passage in a piano¬
forte composition, the more difficult the legato. Have
you ever realized that? Note that we have mentioned
the piano particularly. On the violin the situation is
quite different. Take Bach’s Air on the G String with
its long drawn out notes. They could have been made
twice as long if necessary; but this would be impossible
upon the piano, because this instrument's sound starts
to diminish the moment it is struck. Therefore, in a
legato in very slow passages, the student confronts a
real problem.
He must sound the note with sufficient
ringing tone so that it will not disappear before the
next note; and in striking the succeeding note he
must take into account the amount of diminution so that
the new note will not be introduced with a “bump.”
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le^toandSL? Tl'™* mea"S for lhe s“’d>’ of both

Starting That New Class

A Stumbling Block in Reading

tone, the task of the teacher would be a far more en °wouldnadPr°fitabIe
3nd mUS1C throughout the world
would advance very°ne
materially.
fe™hwhaS b"Cn Said ” this sec‘10n of these consect'onc which
wh,>hn have
umP°rtant
bearing
the succeeding
sections
to do
with upon
Rhythm,
Velbcitv

study-Accurac^ *-£5’

S °Td
S‘accat0 are so important, however,
wd
h •
Wh°, «,ves t'^se matters extra attention
will surely be immensely rewarded. In fact it would be a
very good plan to take a book of standard studies or

Z7

ZVZ
'f bel0y,yT grade of accomplishment
Which
^ ° - Cfeful’ th°UKhtful, devout study, in
takfoh0/ T Puhy M equal r6,e wi‘h your fingers!
Igain h
3f
PhraSC and Pky them over and °ver

T

“”5

inattentive playing at the keyboard. It is vJry krgely
a matter of developing your tonal sense, your aesthete
.deals, and mixing them with your hours* of practke!
Tty practicing for beauty as well as practicing tor tech¬
nic.
Technic is worthless in your playing if 1
means.nothing more to you than making machines of
your hands. I am confident that centuries of practice
cSrsSr* swori?
<>*
riven h I, * Thousands of pianoforte recitals
are given in the great music centers of the world hv
aspiring students, every year. They look foTward to
rw “ ,Theyc pIay their Lisz‘ Rhapsodies, their
Concertos and their Sonatas, often with most commenda
ble accuracy, but with very little of the one greaTauriitv

s.iSL’r ,orL^If this series of conferences succeeds in turning the

SmS:1r».prae,;"'1 ■“ “ ^

All conscientious teachers of keyboard instruments
and of the pianoforte in particular, must have
noticed, in the case of young students, a strong tendency
—amounting at times to a very distressing habit—towards
the misreading of one or both of two notes in alphabeti¬
cal order, when one or both of the two are accidentals.
This tendency, or habit, is to assign the accidental to the
wrong note. Thus, in the following extract, from the
Adagio of Beethoven’s Sonata in B flat, Op. 22, the musi¬
cal tyro will almost always read, at first sight, A natural
and B flat, instead of A flat and B natural

Of course the ear at once detects the error, but the
fact remains. The probable reason forathe misreading
is that association with B flat is more frequent than with
A flat. Similarly, in our next example, from the Finale
of Beethoven’s Sonata in A, Op. 2, No. 2, C sharp and
D natural are often given at a first reading instead of
C natural and D sharp

I-

’•

*&£££ mOS>

HZ^Zrtj?‘°/,he ^‘O’oucH

from ^rdeI u° prev-ent this tendency’ or temporary error,
from crystallizing into a mannerism or a permanent habit,
• IS, , ! 0 P°mt °Ut t0 the student that when two notes
!lla,Vla fCa °rderJ,aV? one of ‘be notes inflected by
the sign of a sharp, that sharped note is nearly always the
higher of the two. Thus, if a natural and a sharp inflect

ral “eing a sh

ImtUraI and a flat- ** Mtu-

wh'elming majority tftstttt^t^ld^er^i/the

Ex. 3

4. How must scales be practiced?
5. How are hours of practice wasted?
Arousing Interest With a Bulletin Board
By Caroline V. Wood

How to Select a Good Teacher
By Cooper Boyd
Scores of factors enter into the election of a good
teacher; but there arc certain predisposing ones which
s and out above all others.
Unless tl,Z cxis7 S
chances of success arc greatly reduced
JniufTw yT- ,Caihcr Upo" ,lK; s,"ry that his other
dements by.,heir. own Performances, not In the advernceTor’f mS’ braRS °r by "*iT «« -i.l refer• a f /mer succcsscs- Attend hi,
iU’ recitals
and judge from them.
>0Ur ,C3Cher f0r h“ Pr°l*,hlc likelihood Of
SfSff* y0Ur‘CmpCramfn‘ a"d work,i
with yoa,
ment n^f5011'!, Pe^°naI inco*nPatibiI:t
,f tempera-

'-■BXSalSrS'0'’*

’l,C

Tt&r.“

COmm°" «“~

3- 'X54ri"of tone °ffeCt

t) schedule for classes in clen^tarv
aod advanced piarjo lessons and ' irrcductory
W’orlj m vocal rrjusic is now beino orraoced.
b shall be clod to reserve period ', for
‘
interested "Wore Joouory 8o 192,),
Wfoltop, f^ebrasljQ
fT)r\ D
V-

* * gene's no ploce % ^--W.tb music

Suggested “Self-Test” Questions on
Mr. Lhevinne’s Article

2'

To get new classes organized, either for the new sea
or in a new community, is always a rather difficult mZ”
sition. The latter is the most trying. “How can I nL,T
myself?” “How may I appeal to them without maki!’
myself conspicuous?” These are live questions.
g
In the case of the writer the new community harbored
no few acquaintances. They had, informally, heard h
play; and, though she had not finished in mus;c if
wished to appear to the best advantage. Reing somewhat
artistically inclined, the plan very happily popped into h
head to make little announcement cardThe illustrf
tion shows one of the set which brought immediate and
gratifying results.

This again is because the student is probably more
familiar with the sharping of C than with that of D

invariably
^
** as
^
signinwiU
invariably “ft
refer to the upper
note,
shown
ExaImos‘
2

Stop and Listen
Do you express the composers thought and mood?
Do you express what you feel and wish?
hatever it is, by all means express something!

assignment, e. g„ D to E flat in pv z
j ‘ , reverse
in Ex. 2, would produce a minor 2nd onToftt
T D
and rarer dissonances in music.
’
* “ harshest
Further assistance tending towards
ment of accidentals in alphabetical nrdt
f assigI1"

”d “*

- -

his own pLyffig' tCacher for his abil'ty 10 inspire by
factors ffi^ne person3!!! J° gct aI1 of thesc outstanding
will be lareelv!6
• your success with vour teacher
The Z2;i;rn
the number
do secure,
artistic ideals are hfe*. ,e^chfr’ hls character and his
bringing ultimate succesTm'ih
'be matter
°!
cess to the 3SS<‘tS
average American
pupil.

Three Pedagogical Pegs
example, the natural is in the second i?’ ,°" second
on the third line. Hencel Sa
sharp
By Mrs. C.M. Carpenter
called C, and the sharp that called D Indwt^ ^”d
that can be done to simplify the reaiW*
}hmg
the young student shouM certaintv
E °f music t0
the effort involved is already serirmt att™p‘ed> s,nce are
emulative—acquisitive ^ ^ average child is—curitmi—
dinand Hiller (1811-1885) once ™rkWf ,As Fer'
easy to read music as it is to read n i Il,t were as
‘o imitate, and^e!*1? C!!*d bIces ‘° ask questions, likes
sonatas would be as popular as Schiltfn Beetboven’s
.Socrates taught bv a^-reWardcd for effortpressed in an English idiom this ml! h *Pi
Ex“ his pupils to ask th/
^ng Questions and encouraged
that, but for the difficulty of reading ttw take" to mean
to know things. TJr " ^
httlc musical wards want
of Bach would be as pcpcla™""'£ S"**
as possible. At tbP j ,
to ask as many questions
.on,,, o, Beethoven a. , Shake.pSSn”'^”’ or a up something you
°fJ,be ,esson say. “Try to think
a*k me about it”
understand about this piece and

matters ImnnV ““S* -t0 arouse interest m musical
s“me sorMn tL T
’ 'S •*? have a bulletin board of
®?,SOrt“ the !tudl° or waiting room. On this can be
Svdtw 1’- P,CiT’ and anythin& of interest espePttL b
C !pped from the musical magazines. The
Etude is a rich source of supply for this purpose.
,.In‘blS way a tocher can bring to her students’ atten¬
tion things that she would like them to know ■ and it cer
tainly ,s much easier to put them on a bulletin board than
to pass a magazine around to the individual students. Be¬
sides, we all know that a bulletin board of any nature is
always read with much interest. Curiosity is perhaps a
bigger reason for this than is the desire for knowledge
n Liszt Came Back Again ?
However, the results are the same. Information is dif¬
What would the Abbe Liszt think if be u ,
fused where you want it to be.
back to earth in this year of o„r t f J , shouId coi
The bulletin board will also occupy the time and atten¬
wonld he «e a
tion of pupils who sometimes have to wait a while for
lacking in quality of achievement? M • extent b
their lessons. “It makes waiting a pleasure.”
Discuss freely with your pupils the articles that you
have posted, and call to the attention of some the particu¬
lar items that you wish them to notice.
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By Gayle M. Van Horn

By Orlando A. Mansfield, Mus. Doc.

‘he rtSrSrSfS? W °f ,he young teacher

ZX

imitation. Watch ,t?°deIs,of Performance and suggest
tog the fledgelinjr tn I^0‘bc'L bird springing about teachdistances 0f her tinv /' u She caref“«y measures the
wdI not strain tfe ii^ L- Z0” thc nest 50 that !t
who plays flamboyant !• b'rf TIle average teacher
wasting time. pjL
More the little pupil is
puPd. as a model
jus‘ in advance of the
natural instinct tor L,.- the pupiI may exercise his
D°n’t forget th* f ,atlonoffish. He wants to t aVe?ge child is instinctively
his music lesson.
" What ^ ,s going to get out

Brilliant Leaves from Saint Saens’ Note
Comments upon Music and Musicians, Penned by One
of the Most Interesting Masters of the Past Century

The following extracts from “Outspoken
Essays on Music,1’ translated from the writings
of Camille Saint Saens, by Frederic Rothwell,
and issued by the E. P. Dutton Co., represent but
a small fraction of the rather voluminous literary
creations of the great French composer. Aside

from his extensive travels, his excursions into
astronomy and into music publishing, to say noth¬
ing of his tours as a conductor, pianist and
organist, and the production of his symphonic
and operatic works, Saint Saens was one of the
cleverest and most entertaining of Composer-

Critics since Berlioz. He had the sharp-pointed
Gallic pen; and he used it to carve fascinating
word images rather than to stab his contem¬
poraries as did Wagner and some others. Saint
Saens may be regarded as a kind of tonal bridge
from the older classical school to Debussy.

How Opera Fascinates Great Composers

by symphonic poems, has revolutionized the musical
world by extraordinary operas upon which I will not
dwell, and thereby avoid irritating his admirers—for
he has admirers. Did not one of them state that the
fact of writing the song in one key and the accompani¬
ment in another, was a matter of no importance what¬
soever ?

Well then, I played the G Minor at Washington before
President Roosevelt who, after receiving me most affably,
did me the rare and signal honor of coming to listen
to my playing.
Shall I tell how pleased I was to see in Washington
the statue of La Fayette along with that of Rochambeau?
The Americans have one quality which touched me
greatly, they are not ungrateful: they have not for¬
gotten the part played by France in their independence.
Yes, America pleased me well and I would willingly
revisit it, but as for living there . . . that is another
matter. Born in the early part of the nineteenth century,
I belong to the past, whether I like it or not. I shall
always prefer our old cities, the sacred relics of Europe,
before all the comfort of a young nation. On returning
from New York, Paris seemed to me like some pretty
Bibelot, but how glad I was to see it again!
What pleased me abroad was not so much the present
America as the idea of what America will eventually be.
I seemed to behold a mighty crucible in which a thou¬
sand ingredients are mixed to form an unknown substance.
In the accomplishment of this task, what an expenditure
of activity, wealth and scientific progress in useful and
practical—as well as pure—science!
Everything one sees in America appears, from a
distance, as a kind of mirage, for we are still in a
transition period, preparing for a new world. It may
be that centuries will be required to give it its perfect
form, and. meanwhile, who can tell what will have be¬
come of this world of ours, carrying the heavy burden
of a past which it cannot shake off!

M. Vincent D’Indy insinuates that the love of gain may
have something to do with the preference for theatrical
form shown by certain composers. As the public has
always evinced a marked predilection for this form, no
wonder musicians instinctively turn to the kind of music
that will enable them to earn their living; not every one
has the good fortune to be born with a silver spoon in
his mouth. All the same, there must be some other
reason, for almost all composers have written for the
theater or have tried to do so.
Love of gain was not the incentive which made
Richard Wagner embark upon his colossal work, the
“Ring of the Nibelung,” under conditions of so excep¬
tional a nature that he did not know if it would ever
be produced.
Meyerbeer was possessed of a great fortune, the
major portion of which was swallowed up in his musical
works. In his memoirs, Duprez artlessly tells how the
gifted composer made every possible sacrifice to insure
the execution of his operas, and how the famous singer
profited thereby.
Haydn wrote Italian operas in his youth. During
his stay in London, when producing his finest sym¬
phonies for the Salomon concerts, he began an “Orfeo”
which he never finished, owing to the fact that the
theater at which it was to have been given went bank¬
rupt.
Mozart would still be Mozart, even if there remained
nothing but his theatrical works.
Beethoven and Opera
The reason why Beethoven confined himself to the
symphony and did not devote himself to the theater is
that the Opera of Vienna would not have it so.
Beethoven had actually offered to undertake the pro¬
duction of one work each year for five years.
No one can tell what would have happened if Bee¬
thoven’s offer had not been refused, if he had acquired
that theatrical experience which cannot be had apart
from the theater and which is evident in the second
version of “Fidelio” when compared with the first
“Leonora.” Certain parts of “Fidelio” are not inferior
to any of his works: the famous “Pistol” scene resembles
nothing that had hitherto been given. . Had Beethoven
been able to realize his desires, the very direction in
which the lyrical theater was tending would probably
have been quite different.
Both Mendelssohn and Schumann tried the theater. The
failure of Schumann's Qenevieve—interesting as it is
from a musical point of view, though anything hut adapted
for the theater—was what determined his hostility to
Meyerbeer; he could not understand how such music could
be regarded as music, though he must have realized that
the theater has to accept art forms inadmissible elsewhere.
The painting of stage scenery is different from painting on
an easel. Wagner placed the purely musical, even sym¬
phonic, interest in the foreground ; but success was achieved
only as the result of pressure directed upon the public,
the duration and intensity of which were such that nothing
like it up to that time had been seen, or probably ever will
be again.
Berlioz, after writing the following terrible sentence:
“Theaters are the disorderly houses of music, and the
chaste Muse one drags therein cannot enter without
shuddering,” treated thus his own Muse, and certainly
the result was not always satisfactory. Nevertheless
“Les Troyens” is a superior work, though it was not
smiled on by Fortune—that implacable queen who rules
over battles and operas alike.
Richard Strauss, after becoming known to the public

Remarkable Impressions of America
A great many things had been said to me in disfavor
of the New World. “America will not please you,”
they told me, “everything you see will shock your
artistic temperament.” Pictures had been given me of
excited and busy crowds, something like an exasperated
England.
As regards the inhabitants, I did not find them as
they had been depicted to me. Going about at their
leisure in spacious streets everywhere, I judged them
to be rather quiet compared with'the bustling inhabitants
of certain towns in the North of France. I found them
both courteous and sympathetic. Besides, how could
one help being satisfied with a country in which all
the women are charming ? And they really are, for
those who chance not to be beautiful find it possible to
pass themselves off as beautiful. I was afraid I might
meet some bachelor women with short hair and harsh
expression of face, and was agreeably surprised to find
that it was not so. True, in America it is woman who
reigns, even a little too much, I am informed; still, she
remains essentially woman and she reigns as she
has the right to do, by her charm and grace, her irre¬
sistible seductiveness.
ii that T frequently found
better taste than ii certain E
The / ■rieans imital
and especially the Greeks, also t..
the Renaissance. Is it our place to call them t o account
for this?
The sculpture Is not very Imposing, but there ire many
_
picture galleries containing brilliant examples of the French
school of the nineteenth century. r>o not run away with the
idea that the Americans have purchased the works of nur
artists indiscriminately and at too high a price. It is in¬
deed the pick of the basket that they have acquired. And,
whilst I feel somewhat sad to know that these artists, with
most of whom I was acquainted, have now passed over, it
a great consolation to know that they have left behind
) glorious a fame,
To c
‘o the art on w
specially interested. I
_y mention that - ...
—e excellent orchestras,
often composed Of Frei.._ lerformers
... .
... by very good
and led
conductors. In New York I was delighted
.....
Walter Damrosch, whose father had taken him there when
a child, and with whom I.iszt, who thought much of him.
had put me in touch just at the time he was preparing to
leave Germany f ;r America.
Mr. Damrosch is a worthy successor of his father and Is
sympathetic to French composers. Nor is he alone in this.
Whilst I was in New York, a successful performance of
La Croisade des Enjants, by Gabriel Piernp, was given, and
in all the towns I visited I found in the repertoire the
works of c<|aa|
" — —In Philadelphia, by lucky coincidence, a very fine per¬
formance of Samson et Delila was given by an amateur
company of two hundred and fifty chorists. The Delila,
both in voice and in talent was perfection itself and in
the Bacchanale of the last act the orchestra reached the
summit of enthusiasm and brilliancy.
I will be brief as to the reception I received personally.
Nowhere have I found a more attentive public, more
silent and enthusiastic. I had to* endeaver to recover
my fingering of past days in order to play my Concerto
in G Minor which everybody wished to hear interpreted
by the composer. This did not please me by any means,
for now-a-days young pianists play it better than I do;
I prefer to play the Fifth, which is more symphonic
and more fitted to my present powers.

Chopin’s Sincerity
Chopin’s musical studies had been so incomplete that
he was forbidden the great vocal and instrumental com¬
positions and had to confine himself to the piano, wherein
he discovered an entirely new world. This specialty,
however, may lead the judgment astray. When inter¬
preting his works, we think too much of the piano, of
the instrument regarded as an end in itself; we forget
both musician and poet. For-Chopin is above all a poet
who may be compared with Alfred de Musset: like
the latter he sings of love and women.
More than all else, Chopin was sincere. His music,
without being in accordance with any particular pro¬
gram, is invariably a tone picture; he did not “make”
music, he simply followed his inspiration. He expresses
the most varied human feelings; he also gives musical
form to the impressions produced in him by the sights
of nature. But whereas in others, in Beethoven, for
instance, these impressions may be pure and unalloyed,
in Chopin’s music . . . with the exception of a few
polonaises that voice his patriotism . . . woman is ever
present; everything is referred to her and it is this
standpoint we must adopt if we would give the music
its rightful character. His works thrill with a passion
. . . now overflowing, now latent or restrained . . . that
gives them an inner warmth of feeling which makes
them live so intensely, though too frequently this is
replaced by an affected and jerky performance, by con¬
tortions utterly opposed to his real style, which is both
touching and simple.
This latter word may excite surprise when speaking
of music that bristles with accidentals, with complicated
harmonies and arabesques, but we must not—as is
generally done—lay too much stress on these details.
Fundamentally the music is simple, it betokens great
simplicity of heart, and it is this that must be expressed
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when we play it, under penalty of completely falsifying
the intentions of the composer.
Chopin distrusted himself: he invited . . . and some¬
times followed . . . pernicious advice, unaware that
he himself, guided by instinctive genius, was more clear¬
sighted than all the savants around him, who were devoid
of genius of any kind.
An Appreciation of Gounod
A strange career was that of Gounod I Opposed from
the very outset, as all creators are, courageously steering
his course against wind and tide, it was his destiny never
to know the peace of unchallenged success and tranquil
glory; it was amid storms but seldom interrupted by
brief spells of calm weather that he became the most
popular musician In France.
s-eminently
to. Juliette ai
J Mistral
birth to c

tireille the offspring of Goethe, Shakesie musician as well as the poet gives
his own, creations less complete, it
■ t0
m»sses and possessed of that
«* the nature of music to bestow.

of Xfant™!“\iYerelv,»en«°£,iGoetilet^an<1 Provence the Mireiile

“Ceux dont la main cruelle me repousse
N'ont pas ferme pour moi la porte du saint lieu;
J’y vais pour mon enfant et, pour lui, prier Dieu.”
. Listen to the simple chord that accompanies these last
few words, thrilling us with a grief for which no con¬
solation can ever be found, affording us a glimpse of
the disturbing and. mysterious depths of the vast cathe¬
dral and then tell me if any other art can attain to such
results with so few means and appliances!
Does not the cathedral in “Faust” seem a kind of
link between the dramatic author and the chorister,
symbolized by the organ which is shown on the stage?
The religious music of Gounod is great, more especially
the Mass of Saint Cecilia and the Requiem of “Mors
et Vita, the Mass written at the beginning, and the
requiem at the end of his pareer, the former adorned
with all the brightness of a glorious dawn, the latter
burning with the golden fires of a setting sun. In them
we find sincerity of faith wedded to perfection of form,
to a power and quality of voice that daily become
rare before the ienlons onrt rlnmi.p0r:.„
.
•
The Need for Virtuosity
Certain of Liszt’s compositions, which were once
regarded as impossible of execution, are now everyday
performances of the young pupils of the Conservatoire.
On the pianoforte, as on all other instruments, virtuosity
has made gigantic strides all along the line.
What hard things have been said against this vir¬
tuosity ! How fiercely it has been attacked in the name
of Art with a capital A! To think of that implacable,
that impious war declared upon the Concertos both of
Beethoven and of Mozart! One could not possibly have
been more completely in the wrong.
In the first place—the fact must be nroeliiimul frnm
the house-tops—hi art a difficulty overcome is athine °of
*'! tbe. second place, virtuosity is a powerful aid to
music, whose scope it extends enormously It is 1 w
i^str n o tail ts i e all become virtuosi that" Richard
wealth" of asSoundWeof wh^h^a Vod
ht'e^bcen
impossible but for the virtuosity we affect to despise!
In such cases, however, beauty comes into existence
only when the difficulty is really overcome to such a
degree that the listener is unaware of its existence. We
thus enter that realm of superior execution wherein
Liszt was throned as a king, performing with the ease
and assurance of a god. Power and delicacy and charm
along with a rightly-accented rhythm were his, in addi¬
tion to an unusual warmth of feeling, impeccable pre¬
cision, and that gift of suggestion which creates great
orators, the leaders and guides of the masses.
_When interpreting the classics, he did not substitute
his own personality for the author’s, as do so many
performers; he seemed rather to endeavor to get at the
heart of the music and find out its real meaning—r
result sometimes missed even by the best of players.
This, moreover, was the plan he adopted in'his tran¬
scriptions. The Fantasia on “Don Juan” sheds un¬
expected light upon the deeper meanings of Mozart’s
masterpiece.

Piano Touch as Seen by Famous
Musicians

Symplifying a Rhythmical Problem
By Harold M. Smith

By Percival Garratt

A rhythmical form often troublesome to the studenl
such as the following example:

may sometimes be taught successfully by rewriting thus:

/_vr...—

J’ 1 !' 't '(
k M f lTtf *
pp

l

i

By this means the performer is made to see the neces¬
sity of knowing in advance the note after the sixteenth.
In playing grace notes this necessity is obvious enough,
yet many fail to recognize the same principle in the
rhythm above.
A rule well to remember is “Never play a quick note
until you know what follows directly thereafter for
both hands, and until you are mentally prepared to
play it.”

How Do You Know Your Piece?
By Anne Guilbert Mahon
Do you know your piece thoroughly?
Do you know the name of the composer? Do you
know anything about his life? Do you know his object,
his theme, his idea which he wished to express in the
composition ?
.When away from the piano, can you tell the key and
signature of your piece? Can you tell what are its high¬
est and lowest notes ? Can you shut your eyes and men¬
tally see the printed notes on the page, exactly how the
composition looks? Can you play it correctly, in your
Can you recall the tempo, remember the correct phras¬
ing? Can you describe the peculiarities of the piece?
Does it feature chords, octaves, runs arpeggios • or
does it contain all of these? Can you remember’the
marks of expression?
Do you know the divisions of the composition, the
different themes; and could you start any one of them ?
Do you know each section as if it were a composition of
■ self? Could you start anywhere in the piece and play
■ l°u \sa, sfEf0ry dose? A younZ SH who had been
m the habit of practicing several hours a day was con
fined to her bed with a tedious illness. As she lay there
slowly convalescing, the pieces she knew ran through
her mind She was surprised to find how readily she
could picture the notes of some of them and how elusive
seemed others which she thought she know by heart
When she recovered and went back to the piano she
frnmdla hkat’fa th0U?h
fi"gerS WCTe somewhat ’ stiff
from lack of exercise, she had gained in the knowledge
°, “a"y pieces whl.ch before she had considered difficult
tbat
umu l t.rammg had been of great value to her
although she had not been able to play a note cl
had impressed those pieces on her mind, and they
!
never forgotten. She knew those pieces

Mirror Practicing
By Jean McMichael
If you are a vocal student try memorizing your snno-,
away from the piano, before a mirror alone
"gS
This will be a great help by allowing
to
your facia! expression and by enabling you to

u

be d-ctedywhi,r ptSdo^t^lVZiolefjS SfflS thingS y0U
s!« in public; for
fleets y°Umak.(iwhen
the truth.

\

'“cter “-1 criti=
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Beethoven gave considerable thought to questions of
piano tone production. According to Schindler, he advised
players not to raise the fingers more than necessary jn
order to learn how to “sing” on the piano, and made
fun of pianists who “wave their hands in the air.”
With regard to cantabile playing, Beethoven’s views
were endorsed and carried into practice by Thalberg,
who taught that “the keys should be felt rather than
struck,” and who recommended “great repose of the
arms and hands” and the possession of “as much supple¬
ness and as many inflections in the forearm, the wrist
and the fingers as a skillful singer possesses in his voice.”’
These words are taken from Thalberg’s “Art of Singing
Applied to the Pianoforte.” and were written at a period
when musicians held the art of singing to be the ideal
type to which instrumental technic should approximate.
The more modern view (expressed by Busoni) is that the
conditions of vocal art (breathing, the joining or division
of syllables and words, the difference of registers, etc.)
have little or no significance on the piano. The nature
of the keyboard instrument does not allow a true legato,
such as can be obtained by the human voice or by stringed
instruments.
Thalberg’s method, however, was a great advance
over the stiff wrist and arm methods of Hummel, Moscheles, Kalkbrenner, and others— met 11 ■; which had
sooner or later to give way to a fuller
peration of
the whole upper part of the body. Tin m. leasing de¬
mands made by composers (from Chopin onwards)
taxed the skill of pianists and created a new attitude
towards keyboard problems. The appenr.mee of works
such as Liszt’s Sonata and Balakircw's I ,1 micy” helped
to emancipate players from all rigid methods. and gave
a greater freedom to arm movements
It says much
for the progress of piano playing that tb - formidable
pieces by Liszt and Balakirew are now liraol at pupils'
recitals! Side by side with the development of agility
and freedom has been the analysis of the production of
beautiful tone. This is usually partly acquit ! and partly
natural (the latter resulting from a particular h.md-format'on, temperament and racial characteristic
Rubinstein
said that he spent “thousands of hours endear ring to find
this tone and that.” From the year 1880 an normotts liton methods of touch has been accumulating. As a
general rule, the greatest artists and teacher - have little
patience with so-called “methods.” As I ■ ■ f Hofmann
burnly says: There are but two method- in all the
fn volg°°d ,°"e and a 1)3(1 ono
ihe methods
truth fnl !0nta!’ SOme good Points- alKiut a grain of
piano-methnH °f merC ba,,asl " Many of the authors of
whole tn th S j3re S° sure tbat ‘^y have found the
from noffib ^ noth,nS but ‘he truth that they are far
views5 wVr a"!0ne 'V'’° vcn,urcs “> differ from their
Quick’’ moiU
,n an age °* sPccd and the “get-richLeseh^t B, ha!e a" U,,d°ubted aPP™> to many,
insisted on^k ^ °.!bcr Krcat teachers have always
of tone froJuT |PUP‘,S rcpu,ati"g the quality (timbre)
depends on M bra"\ What is termed "a good touch”
towards hi ■1C ln,ention and attitude of the player
Sbo b tm5,rUmCnt' 11 was not fanciful of Mark
the keyboard0 ?UgfjSt t,lat !‘he hand in its attitude on
the music—inSa°U d r!flcct in some degree the spirit of
full of enerm
y,.Yac!ous piece the hands should look
energy, while it._

pS.'iSiL’10”

appearance.
A JSSlX* !nd sinuous appearanci
wanted: the GoMenT^ °f p,aying ,he Piano is not
De Pachmann
* that thcrc is no Go,dcn Ru,C;
sound; his xfa’i-~o»^P1un0'POet’ reve,s in pure beauty of
from the sfor-amt rTf an entire,y different tone-color
does not
^ Grai"*«. for instance, who
effects. To taU °
use of his fist for certain
tone was alwavs oan°-ber example: Sarasate’s violin
honey;” Joachim
qu,a,te heauty-tones that “dropped
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The Relation of the Public School Music Teacher
to the Private Teacher
By WILL EARHART
Happily the relation of which we write is one that
is constantly growing closer. Indeed, if public school
music continues to enlarge in the direction of teaching
instrumental technic, and if private teachers are drafted
increasingly into the service of the schools by having
their work outside given school credit and by coming
into the school buildings to give the instruction in instru¬
mental technic that is finding place there, it will soon be
difficult to distinguish between the two types of teachers.
It will be a fortunate day when this becomes true. Then
public school music will have acquired a definiteness of
aim that will add greatly to its strength; and then
private teaching will have gained in breadth until its
vision embraces all the people as affected by the minis¬
trations of music. For public school music teaching is
now concerned with music for the masses, but under,
comparatively indefinite instruction; and private teach¬
ing is concerned with the musical progress of the indi¬
vidual under very definite instruction. The new vision
sees the masses brought under this more specific and in¬
tensive instruction with no loss in the extensiveness of
the field. The tendency is a perfectly natural one, com¬
mon to all progress. It represents a movement toward
completeness, thoroughness.
But, as long as the two are separate—and their fields
are as yet easily distinguishable—the work of the public
school teacher in relation to that of the private teacher
is that of the general to the specific. The private teacher
of music is almost invariably a teacher of specialized
musical technic. He (or probably she) teaches music
applied, or, we may say, music expressed through the
medium of the piano, the violin, the voice, or other
mediums. The greater part of such instruction must
necessarily be the application, or a technic of expres¬
sion. But what is to be expressed?
From the Cradle Up
Too little, often, do the private teachers understand
that unless from the cradle, in ways that they are likely
to consider almost beneath their notice, there has been
a slow, steady accumulation of musical experience, a
musical background, there is nothing for the child or
youth to express. That they make this mistake is evi¬
denced by the material they sometimes give even to little
children. The motive that every child—or, for that mat¬
ter, any adult—has for learning to play an instrument, is
to express some music he has in him through the attrac¬
tive medium of that instrument. This is not a fore¬
ordained predisposition to evil, but a perfectly normal
and proper, even fortunate tendency, which any true
pedagogue would follow out according to the rule which
bids him connect his instruction immediately with the'
experience the pupil has had.
It is not necessary, of course, that the very tunes with
which a pupil is familiar should be used in his first tech¬
nical study, though this is highly desirable and should
be done if possible. But his first efforts should be upon
music of at least a familiar kind, so that he will under¬
stand that the aim of his new study is, after all, to pro¬
duce music, as he knows and feels it. Of course, if a
pupil has practically no musical experience, or only one
of a most unfortunate kind, there is nothing for the
private teacher to do but undertake the laborious task
of building up a musical experience before building up
a technic of expression. It requires much more wisdom
to do this than to teach pure technic; and the effort
will try the patience of both the teacher and pupil. But,
on the other hand, nothing is to be gained by putting the
cart before the horse and endeavoring to develop a
technic of expression of something that is not there to
be expressed. From this nothing can result but a be¬
wilderment, on the part of the pupil, that rapidly assumes
the appearance of downright stupidity. As an illustra¬
tion of what I mean, I may say that a few days ago
I heard a violin student, a young boy, play an exercise
completely out of tune, with no approach at any mo¬
ment to correct intonation, and without exhibiting the
slightest disquietude over his cacophonies. Yet the boy,
on request, fluently syllabilized and sang with flawless
intonation, the exercise he had so dreadfully mutilated.
Evidently he had come to the conclusion that this new
mechanism, the violin, was not intended to produce the
same system of sounds that he had known in his singing
as music. His readjustment, when he began to sing his
exercises by syllables, was rapid.

Musical Orientation
Public school music should provide the basic experi¬
ence and musical orientation upon which all later special¬
ized musical technic can scarcely rest; and the private
teacher should know the extent (and the limitations) of
this experience and be wise enough to base his instruc¬
tion solidly upon it. The private teacher, as we have
said, is often too intent on developing technic, and is too
slightly schooled in pedagogy, to do his part wisely; and
on the part of the public school music teacher there are
more difficulties and shortcomings than might be readily
supposed.
The class dealt with by the public school music teacher
is often—almost invariably, with respect to music—
heterogeneous. Foreigners and natives, of all colors, sizes

has had some fairly serious dealings with instrumental
technic in his own experience, certain unobtrusive but po¬
tent qualities and phases of treatment that would make the
child's schoolroom experience carry over into his later in¬
strumental study are likely to be lacking. These qualities
and phases are, to be concrete, an instrumental truthful¬
ness and exactness (without loss of expressiveness) in
dealing with rhythms and phrasing, a keen attention to
the effect of the music upon the ear, instead of confining
attention solely to the loosing of an inner emotional im¬
pulse, consequent attention to ear-training in matters of
pitch, quality of tone and rhythm, selection of music that
not only “sings” but that also satisfies the musical sense
through the ear, and constant operation of a preference
for musical tone-effects instead of effects of verbal dec¬
lamation. There need be no loss of joy in singing, no
sacrifice of pure and musical vocal effect. Indeed, what
would result would be purer type of singing, a definite
growth in bel canto, a substitution of something of the
organ—like quality of the St. Olaf Choir or the Ukraini¬
an Choruses for, let us say, the “pep” of the college Glee
Club. The net result would be to give the foundation for
any and every kind and specific branch of musical train¬
ing; and all this, so far as we have traced the process,
would be done without any specific reference to in¬
strumental music or any separate processes of instruction
designed to foster instrumental interests as contrasted with
, A Broader Scope
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and shapes both physically and mentally, constitute any
one of his groups. They are not classified according to
their musical ability, and cannot be. They are not
required or expected to study or practice their music at
home. They are necessarily very largely dealt with, not¬
withstanding some systematic individual singing, as a
group. The public school music teacher sees them only
once in every few weeks' for some twenty minutes.
Instruction is therefore carried on by the grade teacher.
She does wonders, considering the manifold duties and
capacities required or expected of her; but she cannot be
a specialist in everything, and the children do not always
get from her what they could get from an expert music
teacher.
School Music Essentially Vocal
But more important than these obstacles, at least with
respect to our present thought, is the fact that school
music is essentially vocal, while the music the children
study with the private teacher is almost invariably instru¬
mental. Even if the supervisor of music? is not wholly
taken up with singing, vocal music must still predominate
largely in schoolroom instruction. But the public school
teacher himself is often almost incredibly vocal.
Now it hardly needs argument to convince musical per¬
sons that there is a vast difference in the entire outlook
upon music between those who sing and those who play.
When one sings—at least as children sing in concert—he
is the music, and the production of the music is almost un¬
conscious ; but when he plays he not only makes the music
by conscious and difficult processes, but he also listens to
it as well, almost as if some one else were making it. Un¬
less, therefore, the teacher of “vocal music” in the schools

But the public school need not, and often does not, stop
with such development of a general attitude toward music.
By having children, and at times adult musicians, play;
by speaking occasionally of the various musical instru¬
ments and their peculiar characteristics and powers; by
comparing the tones produced by the voices of the chil¬
dren with those of the violin, flute, et cetera; by telling of
the great orchestral works written by Schumann or Men¬
delssohn or some other composer, when a little song by
one of these is sung; by describing the make-up of such
an orchestra and comparing it with that of Haydn, when
a song by Haydn is encountered; by encouraging chil¬
dren to attend concerts given by great instrumental solo¬
ists or ensembles; by referring casually to the effects pro¬
duced by the church organ with which they are familiar ;
by telling the pupils of Handel’s powers as an organist,
Mendelssohn’s as a pianist, in connection with songs by
these composers; by organizing school orchestras or little
instrumental ensembles among the children themselves; by
offering class instruction under school supervision on al¬
most every musical instrument; by all these a definite
stimulus of interest in music and musicians in general and
in instrumental music in particular may be aroused, and
the beginnings of a sympathy for the modes of expression
of music other than school songs may be generated. And,
unless such breadth of interest and sympathy are aroused,
the school has not done its duty.
But even at the worst, public school music does give
considerable foundation for the work of the private
teacher. At least the child is “tuned up” for music, so to
speak; and ordinarily, even in average schools, he gets not
only quite a well-defined and desirable musical orientation
but also a considerable knowledge of elementary theory
and staff notation and some ability to read music. The
private teacher is not always enthusiastic over the extent
and thoroughness of these attainments, and sometimes, we
must admit he has good cause for even sharp criticisms.
But, on the other hand, we must remember that even the
private teacher’s instruction is not one hundred per cent,
efficient with all of his pupils, and that most of us teachers
are given somewhat more to telling about the bad condition
of pupils when they come to us than to proclaiming to the
world their beatific condition when they leave us.
The better public schools, too, are doing now a quite re¬
markable work for the musical advancement of the pupils.
To the attainments we have outlined in connection with
the elementary schools we must add the really extensive
and sound knowledge given in many high schools. In
these advanced courses in Harmony and Musical Ap¬
preciation (which latter is made to include form and
esthetics, principally, as well as biography and history)
and a knowledge of the Orchestra and its instruments,
which is given by school orchestras of almost symphonic
proportions playing proficiently a fair repertoire of clas¬
sical music, lead the student to a knowledge and apprecia¬
tive understanding as great, surely, as the private teacher
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should ask. It remains only for him to connect his teach¬
ing wisely with it. It is a pity that we live in so busy a
world that the public school music teacher and the private
teacher cannot get together more intimately and learn one
another’s aims, methods and accomplishments. Much lost
motion and difficulty would be avoided if there were such
closer articulation. But even as it is, since private
teachers are Steadily coming more freely into the schools
to give instrumental instruction, and since the public
school music teacher is more and more becoming a broadly trained musician as well as pedagogue and is now more
often than not skilled in practical musical technic of one
established °ther* *

understandinS is fast becoming

School Credits for Music
The practice of giving high school credit for the study
of specialized musical technic under private teachers
remains to be spoken of in brief detail. Here the two
classes of teachers are brought into more direct relation,
probably than in any other phase of musical practice
t!
anL Un'ted and are in the closest accord.
The difficulties that beset the richer development of this
modern phase of educational practice—for there are un¬
fortunately, many difficulties—must therefore be sought
outside the two groups and outside of their relations; and
ason™USt ^ COmbated
both groups working together
The difficulty most often spoken of is that of stand¬
ardization. I think it is overestimated. The plan worked
out by the Educational Council of the Music Supervisors’
National Conference and adopted by the Conference, and
later adopted for use in the State of Pennsylvania by
Ur. Hollis Dann, State Director of Music, has for some
years been in essential features in use in Pittsburgh and
is entirely feasible as a working plan. It does not pre¬
scribe graded lists of material for piano, violin, or any
instrument, and yet safeguards standards of accomplish¬
ment. Later, lists of material are to be prepared, and
here the private teachers must come forward and give
of their specific knowledge. Meanwhile, however, it is
certain that progress in this practice has not been retarded seriously by the lack of standard lists of material.
The chief difficulty is that of age-old traditions of cur¬
riculum. Music, despite our sentimentalizing over it on
divers occasions, is not yet accepted at court as a
genuine educational subject. It is with music teachers,
both public and private; and these often know better than
anyone else, for frequently in these days the musician is
a highly educated person with more than one scholastic
degree to his credit. But educators who make the general
curriculum for our schools, and, oddly enough, many
parents, are sometimes not willing to give music scholas¬

Clementi, the Long-Lived
tic place. It is true that I have never known an educa¬
tor who knew music well who exhibited this reluctance.
Anyone who is well educated in both music and general
By W. F. Cates
subjects is not only qualified to speak of their educa¬
tional strength, but is always found to be well aware of
A recently published schedule of the life extent of
the educational strength of music, as compared with
the great composers and performers omits one of th
other subjects. But these are few; and parents, taking
more notable of a hundred years ago. Muzio dementi
this cue from the large majority of educators to whom
—beloved of piano students. This Anglicized Italian was
music is, and throughout life has been, but name for
not in the first rank of musicians; but his effect on the
an easy recreation, outdo the educators in avoidance of
music of his and the succeeding days was marked be
it as a subject for school credit that shall be integral in
cause of his writing in pianistic style for that then partly
the school's diploma. They want their children to be
developed
instrument.
y
really and truly educated and they know that no person
dementi’s life extended from 1752 to 1832, a long ljfe
has been considered educated unless he has taken Latin
and other languages (dead or alive) and history and a
but not so notable for its extent as for the particular
certain assortment of other subjects properly hall¬
musical period it covered. This eighty years overlapped
marked. And then come the colleges with their entrance
the complete lives of Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert
requirements in which music is often not highly re¬
dementi’s life missed that of Bach by only two years
garded, and with their curricula from which music is
touched that of Handel, and largely wa> parallel with
absent, and the chain is complete. It will in time be
those of Haydn, Weber, Rossini. Mendelsohn, Schumann
broken. Legislation such as we have now in Pennsyl¬
Gounod, Chopin, Wagner, Verdi and Rubinstein.
vania, though it is in advance of the general understand¬
Those eighty years, with a few more added at their
ing, is highly potent. Musicians who are also college
end, may be said to have been the golden period of musimen, and college men who also know music, are increas¬
cal history. Before that day, music was in its infancying greatly in numbers and their weight will be felt.
since that time, it has shown signs of decadence. To¬
Meanwhile the music teachers, pupil and private, can co¬ day, so far as the making of great work L concerned
operate with one another in careful study of the situa¬
music seems to be taking a slumber. IV- lv, the Muse
tion and in practical remedial effort. There is no doubt
is simply gathering power for a recrude sce, another
but that they will do this; for that their interests at this
period of production of great works to i,.l! w the wide¬
point are identical is most obvious. At other points, it
spread production of minor composition now in evi¬
is true, their interests are equally closely related; but at
dence.
no other point are the teachers themselves so well aware
of the exact strength and nature of the relationship.
One would like to think that by this and other articles
The Song of the Flats and Sharps
like it a keener sense of their common aims and a
greater effort to co-ordinate their efforts might be
aroused.
By s. m. c
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Conducted by PROF. CLARENCE G. HAMILTON, M. A.
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach, ” “What to Teach, ” etc., and not technical
problems pertaining to Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered
department. Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.
Study of the Grand Arpeggio
In response to my request for practice suggestions
from our readers, I have received the following inter¬
esting scheme from Mr. Cecil Berryman, of Omaha,
Nebraska. The scheme seems to me eminently useful
and practical, and I intend to try it out on my own
pupils. Mr. Berryman says:
inoculation. Wilhelm Bachaus, the eminent pianist,
is quoted as saying: “I start with ridiculously
simple forms—just the hand over the thumb and
the thumb under the band—especially for ar¬
peggios.”
Do not forget to play the following
exercises exactly as written. Supplement them
with various other rhythmic groupings.
1. Play the tones of an arpeggio in blocks, or fingeringgroups, as follows:

2. With the thumb free, hold the remaining tones
in the “block” for a bridge, and pass the thumb rapidly
from thumb-tone to thumb-tone:
Ex, 2 /m

Suggested “Self-Test” Questions on
Mr. Earhart’s Article
J.

What is the little child’s motive for
learning music?

2.

What kind of music should be employed
for the first efforts of the child?
Give three means of broadening the
scope of the child’s musical training.
State the influence of College men in
music.

3.
4.

Of the many devices used by teacher : help their
pupils remember the order of flats and
:ps, the fol¬
lowing proved most successful with a nnm: r of pupils.
We call it ‘learning the Song of the Flats and Sharps,”
aiH proceed to sing the following tune, which the pupil
Ex.l

Fsharp,Csharp, G sharp, D sharp, A sharp. I

■ p, B sharp.

3. Hold down the thumb, passing the bridge over.
The tempo should be slow but the lateral movement
almost instantaneous:
Ex. 3

Then down for the flats :
4. Play thumb-tone and bridge, the fifth being played
alone;

A Baby or a Doll ?
Bfiai’ e ** a

ofucc ft;'; rut.

By Nonabell Bailey
Many students go through years of drudgery to per¬
fect fingers and technic only to find in the end that
their playing makes no appeal to their hearers. There
is no soul to it. In spite of the brilliant technic there
is no passion, no fire, no joy, no sadness—in fact noth¬
ing that moves the hearers to nobler thoughts and richer
lives, which is the real purpose of music.
What is the trouble? Is it lack of talent? Perhaps;
but without talent of some degree, and great determina¬
tion, the brilliant technic could not be required. In
many cases it is the fault of the teachers. The primary
and intermediate teacher has no right to feel that her
duty is fulfilled when she uses the latest methods in
training the child’s fingers. Teachers, train the mind!
It is the soul of your work; and without it there is
nothing but utter failure. Do not feel that only the
world-famed teacher can put the artist finish on a musi¬
cian by a course in interpretation.
This work may be started at the very first lesson,
even with the youngest beginner. In fact, the younger,
the greater opportunity to stir the imagination. At the
very first lesson it is well for the teacher to play some¬
thing for the child after she has first told a story or
painted a word picture about the piece. I often use
Grieg’s “Butterfly.” First I tell the child of a beautiful
garden filled with various colored, fragrant flowers, in
the warm sunshine. Then I describe the butterfly—how
it flits from flower to flower, pausing here and there,
then fluttering on until it disappears over the garden
wall.
Another good one is “La Fileuse,” by Raff. Make the
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5. Play the “position tones” in inverted order—an
excellent stretching exercise:
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Clearing Away a Mechanical Problem
By Ruth L. F. Barnett
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Power in Scale Playing
Please explain how scales that are played rapidly
—that Is, with fingers close to the keys—can be
played loud. Where should the necessary pressure
come from to play them this way?—K. M.
There are two chief sources of power in playing scales.:
(1) the downward action of the finger itself, and (2)
the throw of the hand from the wrist. By the first
means, the finger is held somewhat firm, and is given
a downward swing by a quick pull of the finger muscle.
More important for strengthening the tone, however,
is the hand action. To secure this, hold your' hand
extended horizontally in free air. Then suddenly throw
it downward, as though shaking water from the finger
tips. Now perform the same movement over the key¬
board, so that the fingers are interrupted in their descent
by their impact upon the keys. You will find that the
wrist has a tendency to jump up with each stroke.
Next, play a scale, keeping the fingers firm, as sug¬
gested, and allowing the wrist to rise naturally, as each
key is sounded. In this way you can get a maximum
of tone, which may be decreased as desired, by using
less evident movements. As the scales are played more
rapidly, the wrist may rise slightly when the second,
third and fourth fingers are employed, and descend with
the thumb and fifth fingers. Power will increase ac¬
cordingly as you cultivate this feeling of throwing the
muscular activity over and into the keys.

The Question of Relaxation
In playing the melody notes in the fi rst part of
Rachmaninoff’s Prelude in 0 sharp mi >1or, I had
been taught to let the hand come down relaxed on
these notes so as to obtain a full to le without
stiffness. I find that when I use th<
this way they slip off the keys. What
Relaxation is the slogan of modern teaching, and a
very good slogan, too, if properly applied. But “perfect
relaxation,” about which some teachers talk, is an evident
absurdity which, if carried to its logical conclusion, would
result in flopping about the keyboard like a seal out of
water. If you play at all you must hold your arm up
by the muscle in the upper arm, and must also have
some muscular action in the fingers, at least. Where
muscular relaxation is most important is directly after
a note has been played, when muscular activity, especially
in hand and wrist, is for the most part waste effort.
A full-arm movement is best used in playing the heavy
melody notes of the Prelude you mention. Place the
right hand on the keyboard, with fingers somewhat
extended. Now hold arm, hand and fingers locked to¬
gether in this playing position, and then raise all
together about three inches, by shrugging up the shoulder.
Next, drive some key down with a single finger, by a
quick downward movement of the shoulder; and imme¬
diately relax the arm, retaining only just enough pressure
on the key to keep it down.
These are the fundamental muscular motions to be
observed in playing the heavy melody notes; although
these motions will eventually be accomplished in a less
obvious manner. The tone, to be sure, is produced
primarily by arm-weight; but this weight is reinforced
and regulated by sufficient muscular control.
Double-Jointed Fingers
I have as a pupil a girl of twelve whose fifth
fingers are both double-jointed, so that if she
raises them more than a quarter of an inch above
’
-1“'“ “
” up and when they strike
It goes without saying that the “snap” which you men¬
tion should be avoided as far as possible. If raising
the fingers produces this ill effect, why raise them?
In the time of Czerny and immediately following
pedagogues, it was customary to hold the hands quiet
under all circumstances and to produce the tone by hit¬
ting the keys with a high lifted finger. But in recent
years it has been decided that this insistence on motion¬
less hands is a mere fetish, and that any muscular
movement which is of real usefulness may be rightfully
called into action. Hence what was formerly done ex¬
clusively by the fingers is now aided, at least, by throwing
the hand downward from the wrist, by rotating the
forearm to right or left, and even by full-arm movements.
I advise you, therefore, to teach your pupil to make
extensive use of such movements, and to confine the
finger action to a downward swing from the knuckles.
Even then the finger has considerable play from the
nearly horizontal position shown in the following diagram
to the downward position indicated by the dotted line:

ffnger in-

\

downward position.
By combining this throw of the finger with the various
motions of the hand and arm above described, fluency
of execution and ample command of tone should be
acquired.
“Sculpture is motion caught in a moment of perfec¬
tion. Music is motion always in perfection.”
—Mrs. Bartlett A. Bowers.
“There are in music such strains as far surpass any
faith which man has ever had in the loftiness of his
destiny.”—T horeau.

How to end a Slur
e under a slur be played.
I was taught to draw the finger gently off the
key. Is that the correct method?—B. P.
Frequently, though not always, the last note represents
a quiet ending after a climax; and in this case your
method is correct. I suggest that the climax-note under
the slur be then played with a lowered wrist, and that the
wrist be quickly raised after the last note, so that the
finger is, so to spe9k, dragged away from the key, hang¬
ing down from the wrist. An example of this procedure
is found in the first two phrases of Chopin’s Nocturne
in E flat:

But some phrases end with the climax, as in the next
phrase of the same nocturne:

Here the final note is not only accented, bufl also some¬
what sustained. Eventually, however, it may be released
as I have described.
To interpret slurs properly, therefore, one must care¬
fully discriminate as to whether their climax notes occur
before or at the end.
Cross Accent.

Sharps and Flats in the Signature

(1) Please explain what Is meant by cross
accent ?
(2) Why are tl _ _
flat major in the reverse order of the's
m the key of C sharp major?
(1) Cross accent, or cross rhythm, occurs when the
accents of one voice-part conflict with those of another.
This effect is most frequent in connection with yA and
6/8 meter, in the former of which there are three beats,
and in the latter two beats to the measure. In this case,
while the chief accents, on the first beats, coincide, the
secondary accents conflict, or cross each other. A good
example is found in Schumann’s Des Abends, from Op.
12, where there are three distinct beats to a measure in
the tipper, melodic part, to two beats in the lower, bass
part; so that the second beat of the latter falls between
the second and third melody tones, thus:
Slowly and with expression

Chopin’s Walts in A Flat, Op. 42, has two notes in
the upper part to three in the bass. Brahms is especially
fond of such conflicting rhythms.
(2) Sharps and flats are placed in the signature in
the order in which they naturally occur in successive
keys. Since F is the first note to be sharped, in the
key of one sharp, F# always comes first in the signature.
In the key of two sharps, C# is added, after which come
in order G#, D#, etc.
Similarly, since B is the first note to be flatted, in the
key of F major, Bb always comes first, then Eb, Ab, etc.
Hence the final order of sharped notes is F. C. G. D A*
E. B, while that of flatted notes is B. E. A. D. G. C and
F, —just the reverse.
“The self-criticism to which the artist subjects him¬
self will prevent him from foisting an ill-prepared work
upon the public. The true artist may be trusted to take
that care; and the greater the artist he is, the greater
the care he takes.”—Frank Bridge (English composer.)
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MEYERBEER vs. CHOPIN
In his book, The Great Piano Virtuosos
of Our Time, W. von Lenz records (with
slight abbreviations) :
“Once Meyerbeer came in while I v
taking my lesson with Chopin. I had
Anything and Everything, as Long as it is Instructive
never seen him before. Meyerbeer was
not announced; he was a king. I was just
and Interesting
playing the Mazurka in C. Op. 33— only
one page in length. I named it the ‘Epitaph
Conducted by A. S. GARBETT
of the Idea’ so full of grief and sorrow is
this composition—the weary flight of an
eagle!
“Meyerbeer had seated himself; Chopin
let me play on.
VON BUELOW ON APPLAUSE
“‘That is two-four time,’ said Meyert musicians the applause
,,_ of
-- the In
_
cooler moments the judgment
. _
of a
beer.
audience is very precious. It is part of of people never exercises any attraction
“For reply, Chopin made me repeat and llle recompense for the tremendous effort or influence upon me, however much I feel
kept time by tapping loudly upon the instru- °f acquiring a technic and a repertoire, the value of winning the sympathy of some
ment with his pencil; his eyes glowed.
Few would be willing to forego it; but of its individual members. Every one of
‘“Two-four,’ Meyerbeer repeated quietly, apparently von Buelow, the great pian- its manifestations has some sort of bribe
“I never but once saw Chopin angry; it 'st and conductor, thought otherwise. The to action. But true art never bribes, directwas this time! A delicate flush covered following is an extract from a letter he ly or indirectly.”
his pale cheeks, and he looked very hand- wrote to Madame Laussot, a friend of
One may add that von Buelow’s inso“e;
b‘s mother. He was then twenty-four difference to the applause of the unknowIt is three-four,’ he said, loudly; he years of age and well on his way to sue- ing multitude was not assumed; it was
who always spoke so so Uy
cess
quite genuine, and maintained to the end
“,ve
“Cjor a ballet for my opera
Aa regards the little I may have ac- of his career. He had a reputation for
(LAfncaine, then kept a secret), I will comphshed m my art, the value of which being “cold.” He seems to have been
show you, then
,
consists in undeniable perfectibility alone; everlastingly seeking for that which he
thiee-four, almost screamed ^nd as regards my claims to a remc^nitinn mile “»nd»ni**iM<s
» t*
Chopin, and played it himself. He played of it by the public. I am only
a course worth recommending to any who
it several times, and stamped the floor with ceptible to the influence of applause' in hope to achieve a career as great as von
his foot—he was beside himself 1 It was no moments of nervous physical excitement. Buelow’s.
use, Meyerbeer insisted that it was two__
_
four and therparted in ill-humor.
0NE \yAy TQ MAKR MmEy

The Musical Scrap Book

disappeared into his cabinet without saying
a word—the whole thing had lasted but
couple of minutes.”
. Meyerbeer, however, made amends on
his way home with von Lenz to whom he
gave a lift in his carriage. “ ‘I had not
seen Chopin in a long time,’ ” he is quoted
as saying, “‘I love him dearly! I know
no pianist like him, no composer for piano
like him 1 The piano is intended for delicate
shading, for the cantilena, it is . an instru¬
ment for close intimacy. I also was a
pianist once, and there was a time when I
aspired to be a virtuoso.”
As to the little scrap between Chopin
and Meyerbeer, here is the melody as
Chopin wrote it:
.Ex. 1

-Vrrr

SOME SAYINGS OF DEBUSSY
In her book, Claude Debussy \ir
Franz Liebich quotes several of the great
French composer’s epigrammatic sdjings
from which the following extracts ar'
taken:
“Musicians will only listen to music
written by clever experts: they never turn
their attention to that which is inscribed
in Nature. It would benefit them more
to watch a sunrise than to listen to a per
formance of the Pastoral Symphony
Continue to be original, above suspicion."
“A fine idea in process of formation is
a worthy object of ridicule for imlieciles
But rest assured that there is a greater
certainty of finding a true perception of
beauty among those wlm are ridiculed
than among the class of nun resembling
flocks of sheep who walk with docility m
the direction of the slaughter-house nre
pared for them by a clairvoyant fate’’ "
“I write music in order :
which is the best possible
without any * other pr,. :
logical that this desire n
displeasing those who low
conventional pattern to whi. I.
_» r
r . •
.

from the CLARINET QUINTET
One of the gems from the classics in fine new transcriptions. Grade 3.
W. A. MOZART

Andante

m.m.
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Larghetto

dolce cant,
a tempo

mfcantabile

v

2^—.

&

1

dim.

3

jests.”

exceedingly well. Most of them, Italians,
manage to retire with sufficient"funds'To
Sorrento, Capri
musician of
r A
, ,
thought that he would
find out how much could be made in such
a way. Music of London reports the following results

would pay for classical work well inter- THE TRUE TEACHER nr \rrTQir
preted. So he placed a first-class piano on
Kfw iro.tt
nl
^
US °
fjlorW, and went forth to the city to play. liver” than Friedrich \Viec 11 ’ 1 , tr Tche^of
He gave the street crowds Beethoven, Robert Schumann, and, of
of Clara

V°C

fag e 95

. serve that
ihin me and
h
„ ride o
,„usic of
they remain
X. main

‘“It is not possible to publish the Suite
Bergamesque, wrote Debussy one day to
M. Louis Laloy; ‘I am still in need of
_ twelve bars for the Saraband. ’
musicians and his objection was that they
“And as none of his pr, ..
ideas had
assum<=d that the public only satisfied him. sooner than publish the piece

^3L‘M'S5E2
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,
°rA ,mUS1C’ a famiHar figUre at poured ffi H
•
S't The moncy
the Koval Academy, and a composer of
Z He says it was the most profrepute, has, says a writer in the West- Sit tut of
made ™re
mmster Gazette, carried out a daring and than le C0UMetr
“uslc m ‘he city
novel experiment. He has been concerned ing.”
^
by 3 day s teach‘
-:----IF YOU ARE MUSICAM-SHOOTt
Until the late unlamented war taught us families.
, / .
differently, many of us were of Mr W T hr=.V
a . • .earing, interaction of
Bryan’s opinion that you had only to stamp qffick “cist1 ^ CnSUres
VOUr
IOOt
TOt*
3
million
(,po/'lz-olio4.
A
“
your foot for a million crack-shot Ameri¬ Music is with him™ c"lft
actl0n- • • •
with him a first passion, shooting
cans to spring to arms; we imagine, how- the second:

5chuman". who was Wtcck s . „ daughter,
He is better known h,,
>-> to bis daughter’s marri.nm .0 Schumaun than in his true light a, , vroat peda£°8ue- I" a small hook, however, entitled
Piano and Song, he reveals his teaching
|dca,s in a passage which, although addressed to voice teachers especially, really
applies to anybody attemntiiu to trive in-

*1 P
1
.'A slnSinS teacher who has no firm, deClded principle, who is constantly wavering
And here is how Meyerbeer would have
treated it (and it sounds very much like
the first to spring had been really are Hp
wo absorbing passions fluently leads others into error by his
a Meyerbeer melody ii1 this form). Take
But consider the following manv reir'.wfl^ a eLxperience of the tcnable opinions; who cannot uickly disyour choice I
-ondori Musical IHmiMt*,
B
- *had*-**"
• ■ talent
■
from the London
Opinions:
, Danas tbat TI bave
cer" the special
and capacity of his
dealings with
Ex. 2
“A military correspondent who is „„
.
.
that the band is always,
.__„
if PuP'ls, or discover the proper means tc ~“f
military course
~e wha‘ is
■ false
- JP ». .y, J-jTvnfjr
accomplished amateur musician and has
, milltary
course aas a separate r'A
rid of
or wrong, and adopt
done a great deal of work for music in his C°mpany> the best shooting company in the the s?eediest road to success, without any
T1
*
own district, and is incidentally a crack- regiment. ”
one-sided theories of perfection • who misshot-for five years the captain in an imNow perhaps some of our military trusts« °r blames, worries, offends and deportant overseas shooting competition- schools which specialize on “rouah stiff" P[eSSCS’ instcad of encouraging; who is
SAINT-SAENS ON
states positively that a keen musical per- will be persuaded to add mnrp g •* ® ?lways dlssa"sficd instead of cordially acIMPROVISATION IN CHURCH
ception means a quickening of all the other the curriculum.
music to knowledging what is good in the pupil;
In his Musical Memories Saint-Saens
,, .-— --4~~—■-who at one time rides a high horse instead
ably defends the practice of improvisation
.
MARTIN LUTHER ON MUSIC
°f klndly. offering a helping hand, and at
"n church. “I am fully
- aware,”
.
. he says, “of
. Quaintly written Popular History of
“Luther had a ! ■ 1,
, ,
another time praises as cxtravairantlv as
what may be said against improvisation. Music, by F. Weber, formerly organist at polyphonic rnmr,
regard for Josquin’s before he has blamed and k:ll t—10 in
There are players who improvise badly and the German Chapel Royal at St James’
remarked 8Uch 'va^ » t “'he lv e an eutheir playing is uninteresting. But many Palace, offers the following:
developed andTl' n ^u music has been cyclopedia of knowled^ w h! Access
preachers speak badly. That, however, has
“Martin Luther himself was very musi- the ml c d po,llshed by art, we may all will always fall sb^^f’i • f
nothing to do_ with the real issue_ A me- cal and with his friends sang in the eve- perfect wisdom o/goT^ S® gFeat and nCSS’ decision> energy an^adehcateperdiocre improvisation is always endurable if rung compositions of Josquin, Senfl, and creation of 1
“ hls wondrous ception; the art Lt to lv t n mnrh or
the organist has grasped the idea that others, wherein he took the tenor part, wondered J
u Ab°Ve a11 !t must lie too little and to h *
% '
"
church music should harmonize with the . Luther said: ‘I am not of the opinion that simple melodv^r" t™6 Pfson sinKs a own miijd, and with constant ronsiderate
service and aid meditation and prayer. If the arts should be suppressed by the three, four or five ‘tT’ ^sides which kindness to
the organ music is played in this spirit and Gospel, but I should like to see all the singtog, which
yoices. are also ftknce of°bTs'punils-lhe^Tre TmuisTe
results in harmonious sounds rather than
and mus,c foremost, m the service of round such simple^pl /Pring Wltb s,1outs above all things for a sino-ino- master as
precise music which is not worth writing H’m who has given them to us.’ On an- ,ishing and^ ador^ °‘ T ^ emM~ Wc" as
a piano tea her ”
out, it is still comparable with the old glass other occasion, he said: ‘Music is a splen- various wavs
^ that raelody in
J>_noJeacher.
windows in which the individual figures V
ea“ti ul gift of God, and near to heavenlv danro f •Pj^°rin’ S0 to say> a
Eight representatives nf the Rritish
can hardly be distinguished but vvhich are, of^op^ th^'only 5^^ facing each other
T
3 dug°'Jt duri"g
nevertheless, more charming than the finest the agitations of the youI ^ “ ““ in a manner that those who ll
y’
they "cre discovered'
modern-windows Such an improvisation int0 immediate connection with divine understanding i„ it
®
kave^ome Ir“r a b°mbardmeut of six hours, the two
may be better than a figure by a great things.’” (We wonder if Luther found this
master, on the principle that nothing is out after the agitations of his soul caused
good unless it is in its proper place.”
him to throw his ink-pot at the devil!
’
-

must greatly admire it Zd S wj ^ ScotSen had f ^a Stilb ^ tW°
is nothing rareTffi t,"
. th&t there DrtSl&JS
3 Caledon’a^
song adorned K
H W°Hd than such not v‘"\f°C,ety’ tbe two Englishmen had
80ng adorned by many voices.’”
n°‘ yet ^n introduced, and the Welshmen ad organized an oratorio society.
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MANA-ZLTCCA,Op.9l

An interesting teaching piece with well-eonf rested themes. Grade 3.
Allegretto M.M> = I08
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MOONLIGHT FANCIES
A n fixprKSHnrewaltz^^iovement which will require a judicious use
;
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# From here go back to the beginning and play to A
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SUNSHINE
To be played in joyous lili jn<? stylo. Grade
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HERE THEY COME

AIR DE BALLET
GEORGE DUDLEY MARTIN

Copyright 1924 by Theo. Presser Co.
British Copyright secured
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AT THE CLUB
k\ military march, full of rhythmic energy.
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AT THE CLUB

MARCH

MARCH
SECONDO
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In real comic opera style and
in the orchestral manner.
Allegro con moto m.m.J =

t***TD»m

COMEDIETTA
OUVERTURE MINIATURE
SECONDO
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OUVERTURE MINIATURE
PIERRE RENaRd
5

British Copyright secured
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COMEDIETTA
PIERRE RENARD
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A typical example of the Russian school. The % movement should flowalongevenlyandgracefully.Thexnelody tones, all ineighthgshould stand
out clearly. Grade 6.

Copyright 19 23 by The o. Presser Co.

Fronthere go back to the beginning and play to Fine, then play Trio.

British Copyright secured
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MAYPOLE DANCE
WALTZ

A good teaching waltz, particularly well harmonized. Grade

2i.

WALTHER PFITZNER

Chevrolet now leads all high-grade cars in number sold.

Jor Economical Transportation

Our new low prices have been made possible through
doubling our productive capacity.
We are now operating twelve mammoth manufacturing
and assembly plants throughout the United States in
which thousands of skilled workmen are turning out
2500 Chevrolets per day.
Prices f. o. b. Flint, Mich.

Notwithstanding our recent big reduction in prices the
quality and equipment of our cars have been steadily
increased.
Today Chevrolet stands beyond comparison as the best
dollar value of any car sold at any price due to its low
average operating and maintenance cost.

SUPERIOR Roadster . . . $490
SUPERIOR Touring . . .
495
SUPERIOR Utility Coupe .
640
SUPERIOR Sedan ....
795
SUPERIOR Commercial
Chassis.395
SUPERIOR Light Delivery .
495
Utility Express Truck Chassis
550

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan
Division of Qeneral Motors Corporation

British Copyright secured

Five United States manufacturing plants, seven assembly plants and
two Canadian plants give us the largest production capacity m
the world for high-grade cars and make possible our low prices.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing

Dealers and Service Stations everywhere. Applications
will be considered from high-grade dealers only, for
territory not adequately covered.
advertisers.
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Always Something

No waiting for “Weekly” and “Monthly” Releases but new
records to hear every day at Brunswick dealers

These Great Artists
of The New
Hall of Fame
Are on Brunswick
Double-Faced Gold
Label Records
Bohnen
Chamlee
Danise
Claire Dux
Easton
Godowsky
Hofmann
Huberman
Ivogun
Karle
Lauri-Volpi
Elly Ney
Onegin
Rethberg
Rosen
Tiffany

FEBRUARY 1924
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New on Brunswick Records
The Brunswick Method of Reproduction
Choice of the New Hall of Fame

clearer. Every word of song clearly un¬
derstandable! Not a note or tone of any
instrument of a great orchestra blurred or
missed—every beauty brought out crystal
clear! The difference is amazing.

Recognized authorities of Europe and
America have proclaimed the Brunswick
Method of Reproduction to be years ahead
of modern times. Superlatively and faith¬
fully it portrays music as the skiff" of a
master beautifully depicts life on canvas.

100% clearer

Play on any phonograph

America’s
foremost dance orchestras
record for Brunswick. Famous artists of
the internationally acclaimed New Hall of
Fame, those in the musical limelight of
the present generation record, too, for
Brunswick.

Brunswick Records play on any make
of phonograph.
But, like any make of
record, are more beautiful on a Brunswick
Phonograph.
Today, hear Brunswick Records played
on a Brunswick Phonograph. Then you
will know why all the world now is turn¬
ing to Brunswick.

This Brunswick Method of Reproduc¬
tion embodies the internationally accepted
Ultona and the Oval Tone Amplifier of
moulded wood.

If you want new records, something new
in dance music, in concert or operatic se¬
lections or in symphony music, go today
to any Brunswick dealer’s. He will have,
new records — just received from the
recording laboratories—to play for you.

That is because Brunswick Records are

Page 109

The Ultona is designed to bring out the
best tonal qualities of a record. It is not,
like the common reproducers, a mere
makeshift. And the Oval Tone Amplifier

gives a resonance and life-like value to the
artist’s record that is identical with the
original rendition.
Brunswick reflects the musical tendency
of the day. It has the unqualified endorse¬
ment of the great artists, critics and
authorities of this generation. And it be¬
speaks ■ eloquently of its owner — for
Brunswick is accepted by cultured people
the world over as the highest standard of
good music.
There is an authorized Brunswick
dealer, of recognized prestige as a musical
authority, in your community.

Noted Popular Artists
and Dance Orchestras
Record for Brunswick
College Inn, Chicago, Ill.
Lyman’s California Ambassador
Orchestra, Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles
Gene Rodemich’s Orchestra
Grand Central Theatre and
Statler Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
ml Ash and his Granada Orchestra

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 184s
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
CINCINNATI
TORONTO
Herb Wiedoeft’s Cinderella Roof
Orchestra, Cinderella Roof,
Los Angeles

Ask to hear the newest
Brunswick Records at
your dealers.
Some¬
thing new all the time.

Liberal Terms
Your Brunswick dealer will gladly ar¬
range terms of payment to meet your
24 SlsB“w?ichy°to
choose, including superlatively beautiful
period and console types. Prices range
from $45 to $775.

MARION HARRIS
MARGARET YOUNG
ALLEN MeQUAHE
BROX SISTERS
FREDRIC FRADKIN
IRENE WILLIAMS
ELIZABETH LENNOX
RUDY WIEDOEFT
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D. Appleton and Company Present an Instructive and Recreational Piano Collection

Light Piano Pieces the Whole World Plays
LIST OF CONTENTS

256 Pages
54 Compositions
Original Editions
Price, $1.25

Albeniz, J.... Tango
Arditi, L.L’Ingenue
Ascher, J.Album Leaf (Mazurka)
Bachmann, G.Lcs Sylphes
Beaumont, P.Con Amore
Blon, Fr. von.Love’s Dream
“
.. .Serenade d’Amour
“
Sizilietta
Blockx, J.Serenade
Bohm, C.La Zing ana
Borowski, F.La Coquette
Bose, A.Rose Mousse
Delibes, L. False Lente (Coppelia)
Drigo, R.Serenade
“
Valse Bluette
Durand, A.Valse Op. 83
Egghard, J.Morning Prayer
Ehrich, J.Love’s Springtime
Eilenberg, R..First Heart Throbs
Favarger, R. .L’Adieu (Nocturne)
Fliege, H.Chinese Serenade
Gabriel-Marie.. . .Serenade Badine
Ghys, H.Amaryllis
Gillet, E.Entr’acte Gavotte

Gottschalk, L.The Dying Poet
Gounod, Ch.Serenade
Grieg, Ed,.Norwegian Dance

Gung’l, H.Sounds from Home
Harthan, H.Bygone Days
Hauser, M.Cradle Song

Heins, C.La Gitana
Heller, S.Tarantelle
Hollaender, V.Canzonetta
Ilj insky, A.Berceuse
Jensen, A.The Mill
Jeune, A. le.Jollification
Jungmann, A.... Will O’ the Wisp
Lack, Th.Cabaletta
Macbeth, A...Forget-Me-Not
Meyer-Helmund, E.Mazurka
Pacher, J. A.Tendresse
•Paderewski, I. J—Melodie Op. 8
Paladilhe, E.Mandolinata
Poldini, Ed.Butterfly
“
_Victorious Amazons
Rendano, A.Peasant Song
Richards, B... Child’s Dream, The

Complete
“Whole World”
Series Catalogue
on Request

“
.Christmas Bells
Smith, S.Dorothy
Spindler, Fr.Joyous Life
“
.Spinning Wheel
Tschaikowsky, P... .Sweet Dream
Wachs, P.Coquetlerie
Warren, G. W. .Song of the Robin

For Sale at all Modern Music Shops throughout the U. S.

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY

35

MUSIC LOVERS LIBRARY
For Teacher and Pupil
WELL-KNOWN HALF-HOUR FOLIOS WELL-KNOWN “BELGIAN SCHOOL OF
F0R PIAN0
, „„
VIOLIN” FOLIOS
Revised and Fingered by Ovide Musin,
Grieg—Volume 1 & 2 (Each Vol.)...
Chopin—Volume 1 & 2 (Each Vol.)..
Authority on Violin Studies
Modern Classics Vol. 1 & 2 (Each)..
Volume 1
Holst & Streabbog (Easy Pieces)_
7 Studies in the First Position—
Twentieth Century Operatic. 1.00
Album of Easy Classics. 1.00
Album of Piano Duets (Four Hands).. 1.25
Write for Complete List of Half-Hour Folios.

Sixty Studi
Positions—Price.. 1.50
Fifty Studi
Ofd
1.25
Volume 4
Twenty-two Special Daily Exercises—
Pn« .. 1.25
WELL-KNOWN “MUSIN” VIOLIN AND
PIANO SOLOS
Barcarolle, (Tales of Hoffmann)...
Slumber Song (Weitzel).

WELL-KNOWN TEACHING FOLIOS
Gailico Piano Method. l.oo
Gallico Course of Graded Exercises for
the Piano, Grade 1-2-3 (Each Vol.). 1.00
Lambert’s Instructive Course of Pieces
for the Piano—Primary—Early—In¬
termediate Grades (each). l.oo
Siegel's Classical Collection for Mando¬
Nightingale .
lin and Piano (both parts). 1.00
A La Gavotte
"- Play<
'
~ ' . 1.25
Poetic Souvemi .
WELL-KNOWN IMPORTED WORKS FROM WM. HANSEN CATALOG
Les Reverences—Friedman. For Violin and Piano
Musette, Op. 43—Palmgren. For Violin and Piano.
Valse Lyrique, Op. 96a—Sibelius. For Piano
.
Dromvisa—Palmgren. For Piano.
.
Valse Lyrique, Op. 96a—Sibelius. For Vioiin, ’Ceilo and Piano.
Smdmg Valse, No. 3-Sinding. For Piano..
.
Trio Albums, Vol. 1-7. For Violin, ’Cello and Piano."
\\\.
Trio Faciles, Vol. 1 & 2. For Violin. ’Cello and Piano .
Album Des Dix. For Piano... . .. . ;;;.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL TEACHERS’ DISCOUNT IN QUANTITY LOTS
^
EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC CO.
221-223 West 46th St.
New York, N. Y.

SPECIAL OFFER!

A MINSTREL SHOW
OVER 1500 NUMBERS LISTED
BALLADS AND N0VEUIES
ilLJ kj 1 2 PART-3 PART AND ALL QUARTETS

I MINSTREL SHOWS
postage for either or 4 cents for Uu,
MARKS SONS • 1650 BROADWAY NFWYOPK
DICTION FOR SINGERS
and COMPOSERS
By Henry Gaines Hawn

ly be actually inte

WEST 32nd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

t. Man)

they accord texts their full importance, Composers, great and small, will find this an
able guide to proper setting of words.
Cloth Bound, Price, $1.75 Postpaid
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To Piano
Teachers!
In order to introduce to you the ver
best of up-to-date teaching materii
we have selected according to actu:
sales the
TOP-NOTCH SELLER OF EACH GRAD
comparative prices show the remarl
able value to you of this postpaid offei
List Postpai
Grade
Price SPECIE
1
Happy-Time Book Wilson .60 .35
1- 2 Hop 0 My Thumb Fox
.40 .20
2 Summer Days
Bilbro .40
.20
2- 3 Eventide
Huerter ,50 .25
3 Goldenrod
Coerne .50
.25
3- 4 Valse Elise
FrimI
.60 .30
4 Hesitation
FrimI
.60 .30
4- 5 Reflection
FrimI
.60
.30
5 Valse Espagnole Coryell .60 .30
Send for free thematics and catalogue
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1/ send you, not asample.butaregV ular size 30c tube of Kondon’s. Y addresses to Kondon Mf g. Co.
Take these four steps for pupils’ health
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BY THE FOUNTAIN

A graceful drawing-room piece; also an excellent study in rhythms. Grade 4.
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ITALIAN DANCE
A little study in triplets, in the minor key.
Grade 2.
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To be played with exaggerated emphasis and
strong contrasts in dynamics. Grade 3.
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AT EVENING TIME

ELIZABETH FRY PAGE

Andante non troppo

Rage H?

E. L. ASHFORD

C\

from me, And I sighed for its n-dlut ni.ii; But a

, friend-ly East - ern cloud-let Caught tints

From “A Garden Fantasy”Copyriphted by Cullom and Ghertner.Used by permission.
Copyright 1923 by Theo.Presser Co.
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TAWtO
v-*

Transcribed for Violin and Piano by
ARTHUR HARTMANN*

Originally a piano piece, this number makes an excellent violin solo. Play with languorous grace.

Andantino grazioso
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Violin

Piano

SWING LOW SWEET CHARIOT
,•*T„„.)

III Sw. (Horn Diap.8;soft Celeste, Lieb.8; Oboe 8'
II Gt. (Chimes, or soft Flute 8') uncoupled.
I
Ch. (Wood Unda Maris 8')

negro spiritual

Transcribed and paraphrased
for the Organ by
EDWIN H. LEMARE
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the etude
The Value of the Duet
By Abbie Llewellyn Snoddy

“Practically a Grand
in Upright Form”
That is how musicians describe the beautiful
Ivers y Pond shown above.

With its grand

conformation plate, laminated bridges, agraffe
construction and

patented

improvements,

it

marks the farthest advance in its type.

What Is American Music, Anyhow?

IVERS & POND
PIANOS

By E. van Haaven

joying an exuberant youth. A country
must have deep-felt wounds to wring from
it that cry of pain which is the starting
point of national music. The long-past
Revolution contributed nothing, for the
reason that triumph is not the best songwhether smallest upright or largest grand are of
master. Our oppressed Indians, and the
black slaves sang their life-and-death
but one quality—the finest.
Embodying half a
songs in our country; but they were not
century’s experience, they are used in over 500
widespread enough, not sufficiently weighty
leading Educational Institutions and 70,000
numerically to count nationally.
The
Civil War gave American music its first
homes.
Musically and artistically, they rank
Merely being composed, published, and impetus, in the songs that marked the pang
with the world’s greatest pianos. For catalogue
played in America, by American compos¬ of brothers at odds. Out of the pain of
ers, printers, and performers, will not that struggle, came songs as sincere as
and full information, write us now.
make the music “American.” Much, in¬ are all folk music, as sincere as any music
deed, of the music so labeled is either a must be to be considered national.
And so, out of the late clash of passions
rehash of the classics, or of the modern¬
ist style of music, and contains nothing and the grief of personal loss, even with
distinctive. Or, rushing to the other ex¬ victory, may come still another impetus
Where no dealer sells Ivers W Pond pianos we quote
treme, it is a revival of old Indian themes to the cherished idea of American music.
lowest prices and ship from the factory tho’ your home
or of Negro slave songs, neither of which But to force the matter will only delay
be in the most remote village in the United States.
is truly American.
it.
A century is all too short for its
Attractive easy payment plans. Liberal allowance for
American music, like the great Ameri¬ growth. Meanwhile there will arise many
old pianos in exchange.
Every intending buyer should
can novel, is an elusive quantity, which re¬ counterfeit presentments of American
have our new catalog.
Write for it.
cedes as one approaches. And why should music, music which will express nothing
we make such a point of Americanizing more than individual caprice, or servile
music anyway? Music is music, no mat¬
and feeble imitation of other people’s
ter where it is made. If we encourage
music. But there is this to be said for the
the composers of our nation to develop the
movement, when the representative Ameri¬
gift that is theirs—make it possible for
them to get a hearing—we may rest as¬ can composer does come he will find an
sured that we have done all that is possi¬ eager audience awaiting him, not the con¬
ble for American music. We are such a temptuous cold shoulder of . other days
conglomeration of various races that the when no music without a foreign trade
music that should express us would have mark stood a chance of consideration.
to be a heterogeny of all styles and degrees.
As things stand, with apologies to the
highbrows,” the despised ragtime is more
nHMM8S58g88ffi8^A
nearly expressive of. our racial tendencies
Either pin illustrated ^J 26c"lVrs*en^mel
than any other. To begin with, we lack
the repose of the long established nations.
56V°totiinBldg.. Rochester. N.Y. »»
The classic mode is too cool, too leisurely
'n feeling for a nation which is still en¬
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing

We have laid such stress upon the sub¬
ject of American music that we have al¬
most forgotten that national music is a
matter of slow artistic growth rather than
the outcome of a preconcerted endeavor.
We might play “American” music at
every concert, induce the managers to
consider and perform “American operas,
and talk and play only “American”-made
compositions, till doomsday, and be still
very little nearer the goal of true Ameri-

How to Buy

Ivers & Pond Piano Co.
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Duets arc equally good for sight-read¬
Nothing is better for a pup than to
olay duets as often as possible. The ing, and a portion of each lesson hour
teacher who uses duets only for recital should be reserved by the teacher for this
purpose
especially if the pupil is so un¬
r chow purposes is missing a great op¬
fortunate as to have no one who can play
portunity for her pupils’ development.
P From the very first lesson they may be with him at home. Duets may be simu¬
,k£a to advantage. Little exercises which lated by the teacher playing one hand
would be deadly dull, if done by the tiny while the pupil plays the other. This is
player alone, take on a surprising charm especially advisable when going over a
and delight when a bass is added. As the new lesson, as it gives the child an oppor¬
hit that he can do well is glorified by the tunity to “hear how it goes,” and, at the
harmony in the other part, the pupil hears same time insures his going carefully
a beautiful result and feels irresistibly that over each part with separate hands—some¬
he is doing something worth while and is thing of which one can never be sure un¬
really getting on faster than he expected. less it is done in the studio.
A further delightful feature, is the fact
Much, if not all the drudgery of a be¬
ginner’s path, may be eliminated by the that many difficult compositions have
judicious use of duets, and many a child, been simplified for duet form until they
who had to be driven to practice alone, may be learned much earlier than would
otherwise be possible. Since to become
will beg to be allowed to play from a new
familiar as early as possible with the best
duet-book.
, .
, .
works of the best composers, is _ an im¬
For a pupil who is weak m rhythm
portant element in musiqal education, this
the duet is invaluable. If he has an ear
at all for time, he will feel the steadying is not to be lightly disregarded. When
pulse of the other part; and even if he the student, at a later stage of his de¬
happens to be one of those rare but ir¬ velopment attempts to play these compo¬
ritating individuals who, while murdering sitions alone, he will feel that he has met
old friends. The interpretation and gen¬
the time is sure that he is keeping
it perfectly, nevertheless, he may soon be eral outlines will be his already.
So much for the duet, from the educa¬
convinced of his weakness by a steady
partner in a duet. Again, the pupil who tional standpoint. Much might be added
plays rhythmically, but in lagging, drag¬ as to the pleasure of ensemble playing and
the joy that comes from working with an¬
ging tempo with no spirit in his work, may
be induced to hasten a little—to “step live¬ other whose zeal and interest is as keen as
More, and still more, duet¬
ly,” in order to keep up his part. By the one’s own.
same means he may be brought to realize playing is sure to add not only to the
his lack of accentuation, a lack, by the happiness of life in general but also to
way, which is distressingly prevalent the sum of one’s own musicianship in
particular.
among pupils.

a 141 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. ^
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CORRECT

and controlled breathing is
the foundation of the art of singing. A
pure and steady tone cannot be obtained
with an irregular and puffy flow of breath.
Just as uneven and erratic blowing on the
lute will produce uneven and unbeautiful
tones, so will uneven and uncontrolled
gusts of air from the lungs on to the vocal
cords produce the same result. A pure
and even flow of air, however, will pro¬
duce a sweet and true tone. The voice
will be small at first, but as music and not
noise is the aim of the truly musical, this
should not in any way discourage the stu¬
dent.
All beginnings, when correctly done,
are small; and to attempt to do big things
before one has learned to do small ones
can only end disastrously.
Breathing Exercises
These exercises should be done regularly
every day, either in the open or before an
open window.
No. 1—Long Breath. For use when
ample time is given for breathing and for
singing long phrases. Slowly fill the lungs
to their full extent, set the muscles of the
diaphragm, breathe out without allowing
the muscles to collapse. This exercise
should be done ten times.
N°. 2—Catch Breath. For use when the
composer has allowed only very short
rests for breathing between phrases, and
in " !CS 't6reVm 'TT phuraSeS’ n°
T '
t, ?,
umade !°r, taeath,ng'
The breath taken then must, be^mstantaneous and imperceptible. Set the» muscles
of the diaphragm, and breathe in simul¬
taneously this causes an instantaneous
filling of the lungs. Commence breathing
' ^immediately, without allowing the
muscles ■ t collapse
The entire action,
from the filling of the lungs to the commencement of the exhaling (beginning of
phrase), should
-

The Singer’s Etude
Edited by Noted Vocal Experts
A Vocalist's Magazine Complete in Itself

Study of Indispensable Principles in the Art of Singing

difficult phrasing. As the muscles become
stronger the student may increase the
count until twenty or more is reached.
This exercise should be done four times.
Throughout all breathing exercises, and
also when singing, the chest and the
shoulders must be stationary.
Beauty of Tone, and the Danger of
Forcing
Unfortunately, many a student, through
enthusiasm, no doubt, sings to the full
power of the voice. The result is that
the student gets a false idea of rapid progress. The voice becomes loud, harsh and
incapable of expression. The vocal cords,
lieing constantly stretched to their full extent, lose their elasticity, and so become
useless from a musical point of view.
These cords are delicate, and should re- • and, one might say, loving
ceive careful
treatment. Under such circumstances, the
voice grows in strength and beauty, and
becomes capable of the richest tone shadmf;
*
I IT I Ja£,eSt IT' h-wever’ thu
student should be careful to give to each
note its full support of breath. Failure in
thrs causes the singer to force, and so the
vocal cords become strained
The foremost aim of any singer should be to produce beautiful sound—and let it be remem-

Tonal Concept
All things, whether they take material
form or not, are first formed in the Drain.
Therefore first hear your note mentally,
pleasure; even when singing passages full feel it physically in its resonant position!
of tragedy and sorrow, the real singer and then sing it—provided of course that
experiences poignant pleasure,
a good breath has been taken and that
Many do not realize that students the muscles of the diaphragm are firm.
tighten up the muscles of the throat because of nerves and because they have an
Temperament
exaggerated idea of the difficulty of singThis cannot be taught—this inner
ing.
something, the possession of which
enables the singer to appeal to the heart
Simplicity of Singing
as well as the ear. But it can be
s; ;
is essentially simple. It is its developed.
very simplicity that makes it so beautiful
Refuse to be shut up in a glass house.
an art But as in connection with all
other artSj it is only after much work has Come out into the world where there is so
much of love and hatred, joy and sorrow.
been done that one comes into a conscious And, like the Lady of Shalotte, be not
realization of its simplicity. From the content with shadows. Know of these
very beginning, therefore, let the student things so that the message in your song
try to realize that her greatest obstacle will carry conviction. All artists are mes¬
is this exaggerated idea of its difficulty.
sengers to humanity, reminding tired men
and women that the sordid rounds and
The Middle or Working Register
carking cares of life can be lost in a
During the early stages of voice pro- glorious world of harmony and color.
If you sing with a message from your
uuvuuu,
L11C I111UU1C icgiaici M1UU1U uc
exercised. The extent of this register, soul, you will not fail to send away from
^ your audience at least one who, besides
student’s teacher. Later on, and no matter enjoying with the others, leaves with a
h°W
” may * the happier heart and a firmer purpose.
Finally, love humanity—for it is only by ■
™a'™k should still take place on this
loving that you will understand sorrow
It ■ j
, ■
f ,,
the middle and pity, and why it is that there is
Tt 18.b-v working careful y
part of the voice that the lower and upper hatred. When you know of all these
registers determine themselves. And it is things, and you have experienced the pure
^ this
‘•ins way that
mat many students
siuaenrs who
wno ccon- joy of living, and sometimes despair, you
, u
« ,
, :
?lder themselves contraltos before taking will understand life and its vicissitudes
lessons are surprised to find that nature sufficiently to be an artist.
.
has «IveAn them. sopran° eords, and vice
versa- A case m point is that of a girl
who, when she started singing could reach The Use and Abuse of the R’s
Upper G' This took her t0 the fuI1 extent
in Singing
°f,her voice- After some months of careJ°rklI,g on *e middle register she
By Louis Sajous
that she could sing upper A with
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weaker, notwithstanding that the “Y” is
considered a consonant, when followed by
a vowel.
The same rule is applicable to
the n0un “Israel,” as the musical accent
, jjs on “Is.” It may be noted also that
“Y” being a mongrel alphabet, seldom
succeeds the long roll of the ”R.”
Again, in the Recitative for the tenor in
“Elijah,” F°r Your Transgressions, a
short roll of the “R” is given in the word
“for,” but not in “your” as it is followed
bv a consonant; a short roll on “trans,”
and a longer roll on the syllable “gressions” as the latter is followed by a vowel
and falls on a musical accent.
But the abuses do not lie so much in the
above, at is a natural tendency to roll the

t

bered that the beauty of tone does not depend upon its volume. Be content to let
the voice flow as Nature intended that it
should, and do not force. The artificial
strength obtained by forcing will in time
defeat itself by wearing all strength and
power of expression from the voice.
This most important point cannot be
over emphasized. With correct breathing
and production, power will come of its own
accord, and the student will find that she
JS f1? t0 traVel f™m th" S0,fteuSt t0*e
Plages without the slightest dtffc^andyvffl be expenenced-during
no. the “forte” passages,
Production and the Resonant Position of
the Voice
The throat should
in an easy un.
strained position-Soft Palate raised,
Tongue flat, Larynx low. The action of
the larynx. is automatic> therefore i
,

,

t

r\
,1
. ,
°nCe.the StfT

i
■
/ .
j..,,f
££?£ in
TosiS In fact
she should forgPet the existence of the
throat and remember only that the firm
musdes
* give strength
itrpnath
muscles o{
of the
the dianh
diaphragm
and that the voice vibrates either on the
lips> behind the nose or ^ the head>
,
. .
.
cording to the resonant position of the
note being sung.
n0'ri,^epg S'Jng,' D • •
,
.
The Resonant Position of a Note is that
,5;t;Pn on
™ the line
J the
p0Sition
lips, behind

*•

»» »«■ *>»• ■»«««>*'

vibrate^11’ *** WIUl'n LndL parutu,ar note
Sonranos when sintrW nn the
regis^r sLuTd Lt the vibratLn onT
lips and behind tbe nose as much ag
sible and should guard against tryi„| to
get the rich vibration heard on the bottom
register of a contralto. The soprano voice,
being of a light quality, must be kept light
Any attempt to make the bottom register
heavy will seriously interfere with the
blending of the registers and with the flexibility of the whole voice. However, with
the exception of the bottom register, the
middle and upper registers for both Sopranos and Contraltos vibrate on the same
positions, viz:
>
Middle Register—On the lips, and, as
it ascends, behind the nose;
Upper register, or head voice, between
the brows and, as it ascends, directly
above
*
above.
Tightening of the Throat Muscles
Few students are able to realize at first
that beyond the larynx and the vocal
COrds the rest of the throat has n°thing
to do with singing at all, and should be
in perfect, repose. Any tightening of the
throat muscles causes misplacement of the
voice, the throat aches, and singing becomes a labor instead of a pleasure. For
remember that singing should be a

*' So her voice continued to gain, and
Ju
f Tc year„s’ T has a range
TTT
B below to C sharp
u
a *Ve' ,Jt must not be supposed,
ttL S ,e was framed to be” a
r, . ? ? worked on her upper
produce the j_
befdr tb"
ned tn nr"
of their own accord,
sbe would^ *
w U r doubt have lost them alto¬
gether. The same treatment applies to the
lower register. If the voice is to be a con¬
tralto the larger gain will take place on
the lower register.
In the male voice there are only two
registers. , The
main work, therefore.
1 n,e m:
should
(on
the upper
, , take place
\
..“n't* part of
oi
., 6 ower regls^er, and the lower part of
middlTwnrJini’5^’- ,thUS constitutinS a
It wilT be scen hv L f
•
,
one cannot be trained “to °he”01
^
soprano, contralto ^ tenor or bass H F &
she can onlv be TT . n
?r
the voice which ^ n£!«
stow; and it often takes years bef0^
full extent of thatMf is discovt^ A
Some voices develnn Tw
'.
T
not.
P qu ck y’ others do

Even among many of our well-known
singers, not mentioning the dilletanti, who
by way of instruction attend their many
concerts, the rolling of the R is becoming
an irritant to those who understand. Our
singers would gain more recognition bymusical critics if they would adhere more
strictly to form.
Nothing is more distressing to a musi¬
cian than to hear these transgressions, es¬
pecially by many of our Church singers
and some of our celebrated artists, who
would do well to analyze and absorb rules
and not make rules an exception.
Adhering strictly to musical and phonetic
rule, the rolling of the R, whether long or
short, is invariably on the first syllable of
the word and accentuated if it falls on a
musical accent, but not prolonged on the
second or third syllable, unless followed by
a vowel, then a short roll is used, unless,
as before stated, it falls on a musical
accent.
As an example, take the first line in the
soprano aria of Mendelssohn’s “Elijah.’
Hear ye Israel! The “R” in the word
hear” can be given a short roll, as the
musical accent on the vowel “Y” is the
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“R,” long or short, because it is always
followed by a vowel, with one exception,
when it is followed by an “H" as in Rhap¬
sody, Rhyme, etc. But as the “H” in this
case is superfluous and itself followed by
a vowel, it is, as above stated, pronounced
with a roll, as if the “H” was non-existIt is in the rolling of the “R’s,” in words
followed by a consonant, that the abuses are
noted and badly maltreated, for how often
are we forced to listen to these exaggerated
rollings in such phrases as the following:
Fear-r-r not ye; If with all your-r-r
hear-r-rts; Dear*r-r love remember-r-r
me; My mother-r-r bids me bind my
hair-r-r, etc., ad infinitum.

Singing From the Viewpoint of Declamation

By Anne Immink

•.
erc.se ren times.
No. 3-SuM Br.M. Thi, exorcise
is not used in the act of singina but is
meant to strengthen the muscfe
tte
diaphragm sides and back. Slowly fill the
ungs o
eir full extent, set the muscles
all
round
and
keep
in
set
position
until
„„„ to™ „
, , ;
p08,t10^ until
and 11
tc™ 6 fH'.
breathe out,
and allow the muscles to collapse suddenly
and entirely. This sudden change from : condition to a soft and pliable
gives _ great strength to the muscles,
that in. time they are able to stand any

The Blending of Registers
One of the greatest difficulties
singer is called upon to face is the blend
ing of the registers. In rare cases singer,
have not this difficulty to overcome- but
they are among the favored few.
’
On account of the heavier quality 0f tb
voice, the contralto has the greater diffi6
culty in this connection; and the transition
from one register to another is often Dain
fully evident.
P
But it should be remembered that the
placing of the middle register g0es a long
way towards obviating this difficulty
With the help of a good master, and if the
student puts in assiduous brain work, the
trouble will soon be overcome and for¬
gotten.

By William F. Bublitz
The best singing-teacher I ever had
was a teacher of reading. She doesn’t
know that she gave me singing lessons;
and at the time I didn’t know it either.
Since studying singing and singers how¬
ever, I have decided that my old teacher in
Elocution taught me in her Maxims some
fundamental principles of expression that
apply to singing as well as to reading.
Looking through an old note-book. the
other day I came upon the following:
Maxim One:— Emotional Congruity.
A good reader always employs proper
emotional stress at the right time and place.
There .were other maxims; but this one
seems to be so often violated in singing
that perhaps it might be helpful to others
to know its application to singing.
In singing, proper emotional stressing
can come only from sympathetic interpre¬
tation of the text and not from any artifi¬
cial turning on or off of volume or pitch in
voice. Visualize the picture you wish
others to see and feel it as you do. The
voice is subconsciously colored by our sub¬
jective perceptions. Great actors actively
experience the emotions they project across
the foot-lights. Actors have one device
in acquiring emotional “steam” that is
denied the singer, and that is to assume the
bodily expression associated with the emo¬
tion they are portraying. The singer, though
denied the actor’s liberty in physical expres¬
sion, should not fall into the error of
being physically passive. By posture, by
slight motions of the head and by facial
expression, the singer should show -what
is going on in his mind.

The professor is not altogether wrong.
The singer has not the liberty of the reader.
But to say that singing is therefore inartis¬
tic is like declaring that poetry is inartistic
because it is not prose. Licensed freedom
is not the ultimate criterion of art. In¬
deed, the exact opposite is more acceptable;
namely, that rules are the very condition
of art. Remove the rules and you remove
all basis for comparison between accom¬
plishments and render criticism impossible.
The professor shall not lead us away from
the point to be made, which is that the
singer must recognize the limitations of his
art; but these limitations carry with them
no excuse for failure to observe the
maxim of oral expression which relates
to emotional congruity.

The Message
The singer must learn to fill himself to
overflowing with the message he is
delivering. His voice will then of itself
take on the appropriate colorings that are
beyond any voluntary control. Even the
proper values in volume variations will
tend to assert themselves; and, although
volume is subject to conscious control, the
singer should regulate it more according
to how he feels than according to the
markings on the score. I agree with the
professor that singers in general too
slavishly follow the ff’s and pp’s. Who
put them there in the first place? They
are only the evidence of someone’s inter¬
pretation other than your own. They are
helpful if not followed religiously; but
artists pay little attention to them.
Some songs are easier to sing than are
others; and the novice in artistic interpre¬
Facial Expression
tation will begin with the easier ones. I
Facial expression exerts profound influ¬
ence upon the emotions. Any method of class those as easier in which the melody
and words synchronize from the view¬
singing that interferes with facial expres¬
point of inflection. Again I agree with the
sion by demanding a fixed hyenic smile, or
professor: In some songs there is an in¬
any other stereotyped attitude, is incorrect.
compatibility, not only between the melody
Do not make the common mistake of
and the sentiment of the text as a whole,
grimacing or of exaggerating any facial
but also often actual divorce between the
expression. In fact, do not assume any pre¬
phrases within the melody and the parallel
conceived facial attitude but allow Mind
words. For that reason the cheaper
to show through the face.
popular songs are hard to sing. For an
From the reader’s viewpoint, the singer
example of a song that is easy to sing
is hemmed about with restrictions that
Little Grey Home in the West, words by
make it difficult to show proper emotional
D. Eardly Wilmot and the music by Her¬
emphasis at the right time and place. In
man Lohr, is good. It is a perfect mar¬
reading, variations in volume or pitch are
the voluntary devices for showing feeling. riage of words and melody. It begins in
For the singer, the melody prescribes the a honeymoon and ends in an armchair;
variations in pitch; in fact, the melody is, and throughout, the words and melody
in one sense, premeditated inflection. For have kept faith. Try reading the lyric
that reason, some people regard all singing aloud and notice how the reading voice
as being inartistic. I had an English natufaly rises and falls with the notes
teacher in college who was openly contemp¬ placed above the words. If you would
tuous of singing. “Bah,” he would say. have something heavier, try the salhe ex¬
Singing 1 Inartistic! When the text de¬ periment with Bruno Huhn’s “Invictus.
mands a rising inflection the melody has All really great songs sing themselves, to
°ften a downward scale. Verses, entirely some extent. One reason for this is that
different in sentiment and fervor, receive the melody suggests the inflection which
the same mechanical setting. Sometimes a good reader would place upon the words,
all the verses are marked at certain places, if he were emotionally charged with their
ff, and pp; and only he who observes these
message. Sing songs at first which for
marks is regarded as a person of good
you are easy to interpret.
musicianship.”

“I just love to play your piano, Jane”
The difference in pianos—it isn’t funny; often it’s
tragic. Dissatisfaction and embarrassment; money
spent for piano lessons lost because the pupil won’t
practice—all can be caused by a poor piano.
The Weaver Piano has given Jane’s family pride,
satisfaction, enjoyment—ever since- she can remem¬
ber. For the beautiful tone and perfect mechanical
action that so distinguish the Weaver last through a
lifetime of constant use.
Buy a Weaver Piano. Convenient terms are easily
arranged, and a liberal allowance made on your
former piano. Write us for the name of the nearest
Weaver dealer, and ask for the Weaver catalog.
WEAVER PIANO COMPANY, Inc.
Factory and General Offices: York, Pa.
Weaver, York and Livingston Pianos and Player Pianos
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To gain power in interpretation, noth¬
ing is better than exercises in interpreta¬
tive reading. Memorize selections of prose
and poetry; and learn to give them credit¬
ably. There is no better way to “loosen
up,” “relax,” “unbutton,” to quote from
various voice teachers. Choose selections
that have emotional appeal, and remember

to “sap out o£ yourself’"
the person or persons you are reprewi
]Z Kipling, Mark Twain, Lew Wallace
vfn Dyke ami Dickens will repay se^h
for material that has emotional stren^
. Remember that singing ’^ead.ngjlus
musical tone and no singer 'uay
._
succeed who disregards any of the pnnci
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By Charles Tamme
Song study should be done mentally.
This means that the mind should have a
clear, definite conception of the words, the
music, the technic and the interpretation
of a song before it is sung at all. Before
MENTHOL* HOREHOUND
the mind has this conception, it is unable
to send instructions of any value or intelli¬
gence, whatever, to the voice.
clear the throat and banish the cough.
Made of pure cane sugar, menthol and
All the details should be worked out
horehound. The menthol heals—the horewith such clarity and precision that any
hound soothes. Stop that tickle.
deviation on the part of the voice can be
BUNTE BROTHERS • CHICAGO
checked up immediately for comparison
and correction.
The voice is a servant of the mind. It
can do only as it is directed. If instruc¬
tions are vague, how can the voice be more
than vague? If there is no direction,
how can the voice be more than meaning¬
less sound?
With study and practice, certain habits
become fixed, such as correct vowel forma¬
Handsome/
by high
\ tions and clean, crisp articulation of con¬
art autlu '*■"
Yearbook’ sonants, so that the mind need not go into
ldenta trained by men
“ FBEEyS, I details about processes, merely calling upon
Outn^FKlSK "
the voice for results. And, of course,
Write today for Art Year Book.
there would be danger of mechanical and
monotonous singing in, this, if it were not
$CHC30lfFAPMiEP AKT
for the interpretation of the words and
Applied Art Bldg.Roont H.BftTTlEChEEKMlCH.

COUGH DROPS

STUDY at HOME
®fje ©ntoersttp of Cfjtcago

Courses in English, History, Chemistry Business
Mathematics, Education, Psychology, and 3.5 othe
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PIANO PLAYING

POSITIVELY TAUGHT ANY PERSON

IN 20 LESSONS

Practical Natural
Common Sense
Voice Technique
By GUIDO FERRARI
Teacher of Singing
THE PRACTICAL FUNDAMENTALS OF
VOCAL STUDY AS PRESENTED IN THIS
BOOK MAKE IT IMMENSELY VALUABLE
TO MANY TEACHERS AS WELL AS
STUDENTS OF THE VOICE
THE ONLY SELF INSTRUCTION BOOK WRITTEN
WHICH TEACHES THE DEVELOPMENT OF
A BEAUTIFUL NATURAL FREE TONE
Explains in a clear concise manner, easily under¬
stood by any one. the development of a good,
clear and resonant voice. A complete study of
tone production. Illustrations and explanations
show fully and accurately the correct position of
the mouth and tongue. Fully explain, breath
control. It teaches how to sing. Every word and
note is a lesson. PRICE $5.00
Make remittance by check or Past Office money order to
GUIDO FERRARI
PRESSER BLDG, 1714 Chestnut St, Philadelphia, Pa.

A practical method for song study is
as follows:
Memorize the Words
First, memorize the words. Memorize
them thoroughly so you are sure you know
them exactly, and that you can recite
them rapidly, without stumbling. During
this memory work, study the meaning of
the words, their phonetical structure, and
the proper stressing of the syllables. Re¬
view your vocal method. Next, let the
imagination play with the words. Picture
the mood and atmosphere of the song as
a whole; then picture it phrase by phrase.
Experiment with several ways of interpret¬
ing the various phrases until you decide
upon which is best, fitting your interpreta¬
tion as nearly as possible to the author’s
meaning.
Now recite the words, inflecting them
with the full meaning you have chosen.
If you are pleased, memorize these inflec¬
tions; if not, search until you find mean¬
ings that do satisfy you; not until then
should any part of the expression of the
words be memorized.
The next step is to learn the music. If
you are proficient at sight reading, study
the music without the sound of the voice
or the piano; otherwise play it carefully
on the piano. In no case should the voice
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'assist the mental apprehension of the
More features enter into the music of an
ordinary, simple ballad than a great many
singers realize. There are the intervals,
the tempo, the rhythm and the dynamic
marks. All these must be learned with as
much precision as the words; again inter¬
preting moods and feelings by use of the
imagination. Now you are ready to put
words and music together. This, too, must
Perfect Co-ordination
When the mind has fixed the song within
it, detail for detail; in other words, when
the mind holds certain definite ideas and
ideals with regard to the song—it is in
order to practice singing it. This practice
will be a process of coordinating mind
and voice.
The ear must listen that this coordina¬
tion is perfect. There must he no tone
sung which is not exactly as the mind con¬
ceived it. Listen that the consonants are
all crisp and clean; that vowels are as
perfect as you know how to make them;
that trills and portamentos are really such;
in short, that you are applying to your
song everything that has been learned in
vocal technic, wherever it is required.
Listen also that the interpretation of the
words is being carried out exactly as you
decided in the preliminary studies of the
song.
Outside the importance of giving the
voice definite commands, through the mind,
studying your ' songs mentally has other
advantages. Mental study is an important
saving of the vocal organs, especially in
cases where it is called upon to do a great
deal of singing or speaking.
Mental
study will also prevent the voice from
forming wrong habits. For these reasons,
work out your songs mentally.
The following from the New York
Evening Telegram tells its own little
story: “Singing includes deep inspiration
and expiration; muscular action; increased
circulation; joyous and intelligent inter¬
pretation-bringing smiles and tears. Song
is thus lifted to its rightful place of
activity and accomplishment, and is not
the ephemeral ornament that many sup¬
pose.”
“It is more difficult to sing well a simple
song than an elaborate aria in Opera.”
—Dame Clara Butt.

Of Meyerbeer’s masterpiece, “Les Hu¬ sal cupolas seem to have been planted there
guenots,” a work whose splendors and by the sure hand of a giant; whereas the
limitations are welt appraised to-day, Hein¬ innumerable features, the rosettes and
rich Heine wrote at the time of its pro¬ arabesques that are spread over it every¬
duction that it was "like a Gothic cathe¬ where like a laccwork of stone, witness to
dral whose heaven-soaring spire and colos¬ the indefatigable patience of a dwarf."
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By PAULINE PENN RUSSELL
CONCERT WALTZ SONG FOR SOPRANO, Price $t.oo
A brilliant, rippling, sparkling number—brand new-suitable tor teaching or concert work
Sold by CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., 429 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
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.. „ means of contributing to the development of interest in opera, for
years Mr. James Francis Cooke, editor of “The Etude," has prepared,
TnuJouslV program notes for the production given in Philadelphia by The
ZTopoUtan Opera Company of New York. These have been reprinted
Mvl Jivelv in programs and periodicals at home and abroad. Believing that
m readers may have a desire to be refreshed or informed upon certain
n f the popular grand operas, these historical and interpretative notes
aP
ll of them wiU be produced in “The Etude.” The opera stories
have been written by Edward Ellsworth Bipsher, assistant editor.

PREMIER GRANT) PIANO
THEbyinstrument
embodying the artistic qualities demanded
the real musician and artist, yet purchasable at so

“ Lucia di Lammermoor ”

HARMONY and COMPOSITION
By CORRESPONDENCE
Concise, practical instruction. Course is interesting
swell as practical From tlx start you le— -

BOOKS BY D. A. CLIPPINGER
Collectioe Voice Training
For classes, choirs, high schools. $1.00
Systematic Voice Training
(Revised Edition;. $1.25
Head Voice and Other Problems, $1.25
Address. 617 Kimball Hall, Chicago, Illinois

Of all the sixty-seven operas of Doni¬
zetti which have teen publicly performed,
Lucia di Lammermoor easily remains the
favorite. It was first given in 1835 and is
founded upon Scott’s Bride of Lammer¬
moor, which was published as a novel in
1819 The furore for the romances of
Scott like the love for the American novels
of Cooper, was not by any means confined
to English-speaking people, and at that
time Scott was a great favorite of Doni¬
zetti, who, according to some of his biog¬
raphers, was partly Scotch (one of his
family names being Izett). Donizettis
father was a weaver who. later became a
clerk in a pawn shop (monte di pieta).
It was the father’s strong desire that the
son should become a lawyer, but the boy’s
musical impulse was so great that he was
finally permitted to study the art. After
finishing his studies he joined the. army,
and it was while he was in the army that
his first opera, Enrico di Borgogna, was
produced in Venice in 1818, when the com¬
poser was twenty-one years old. His pro¬
ductivity was enormous. Often he would
produce as many as four operas in one
year. Naturally much of his work was
uneven, and while in nearly all of his
operas there is evident the bubblings of his
wonderful gift for melody, he repeatedly
sank to the mediocre.

In Lucia we find not merely his finest
melodic outpouring, but, what many musi¬
cians believe to be his highest musical
treafment of his material. The extraor¬
dinary opportunities it offers for the colora¬
tura soprano made this work the great
favorite of Patti, Gerster, Melba, Sembrich, Tetrazzini and Galli-Curci. The
famous sextet when Ravenswood arrives,
just as Lucia has signed the contract of
marriage between herself and Lord Bucklaw, is possibly the finest concerted num¬
ber in Italian opera. More than this, it
possesses dramatic worth altogether un¬
worthy of the sneers of the modernists who
attempt to compare the art of Donizetti
with Wagner, which is like comparing
Scott with Tolstoi.
Although the opera was given for the
first time as early as 1835, in the San Carlo
Theatre, in Naples, it was not given in
New York until ten years later, when it
was sung at the Park Theatre in the Eng¬
lish language. The opera had, however,
been performed in New Orleans in 1821.
The famous mad scene, O qual funesto
awenimento, offers the coloratura soprano
her finest opportunity in opera of that
period. Donizetti was stricken with paral¬
ysis in 1845, and died three years later
at the age of fifty-one, never recovering
his mentality.

The Story of1 ‘ Lucia di

Lammermoor

”

etto is by Cammerano and was derlved f™“h
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MRS. H. H. A. BEACH

appeal mark all of these

Act II, Scene I. An Ante-room in the Castle
approaching marriage of Lucia to Arturo, by winch
V intercepted and by this and
Lucia enters pale and listless. Edgardo s letters “<•
reluctantly to wedding Arttwo.
forged papers she is led to believe him faise and to y.r
d La(Hes join in a Bridal
Scene II. The Great Hall of the Castle. The Knight ^ ^ ^ marriage contract
Chorus.” Lucia enters and almost faints, is led to
pressed in black ; and the great
A terrible silence ensues when Edgardo appears in the rear are
r
of op,.ra,” begins.
Sextette, “The most dramatic and thrilling
ta tlNormanno. Shown the marriage
Edgardo and Enrico draw swords but are seP®L„„ ”, frora Lucia, the furious Edgardo
contract, and assured of the truth by a
i ryghes from the castle,
rends the contract, flings it at the fainting L^ood CaltW Edgardo is brooding over his
ttisfortunes^when1 Enrico^enters't? challenge him to a tlueL domestics of the estate make
Scene II. Hall in Lammermoor Castle peasants aac ^ lnsane an(j has murdered
itterry, when the agitated liaiinondo enters to say
j oblivious of those about
»
her husband. He has scarcely finished when Lucia
insensible to her room
begins the celebrated “Mad Scene.” after which:she « carr:«
for Enrico who m remorse
.
Scene III. The Tombs of the Rnvenswoods.Edgara ^ t(,]]g him that Lucia_is dying
wmfor England. Kaimondo comes fromthe as.
lf and expires in Raimondo s
which the tolling castle bell confirms. Edgardo Stans
__.—
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New Piano Compositions
to accompany

Mrs. Curwen’s Piano Method
Cuckoo music
Dreamful
Found it
I’ll tell you
I’m so sleepy

bt
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MeVS8
it Edgardo. While waiting,

shefelatestoher m
q appearSi to tell Lucm
Ravenswood lover had slam a niamen<7
h Enric0> which Lucia
beside whicl toa France.
He desires to
a reconcihatton q ^ hv
mortal
e half-fainting Lucia
assures him will‘mean their "parting forever. Bdgar^i, rt
hate,^ renews his vow of vengeance. After tender farewells.
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Bogies’ band
hated Raven

“The Greatest of Woman Composers
and one of the Foremost Composers of
Modern Times.”
Masterly musicianship and melodic

RECENT COMPOSITIONS
By MRS. H. H. A- BEACH

reasonable a price, that a material saying is effected, com¬
pared with any other make of Grand Piano of quality. This
is due to its being the product of the largest and most
critical grand piano makers—the institution that made the
Small Grand Piano the instrument of universal appeal.
Before selecting any piano, see and hear the Premier, sold
by leading dealers. If you cannot obtam locally, advise—
we shall see that you are supplied.

First Pieces
Lost my penny
Night in jungle
One, two, three
Russian song
Tink-a-bell
Primary Division
I
Donkey riding
Sea Dream

Elementary Division
I
Quiet pool
Lower Division
Midnight
I
Reverie
Higher Division
Happy-go-lucky
Here they come
Whim
Price thirty cents each number
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Psychology Applied to Music Teaching
by Mrs. J. Spencer Curwen
The demand for this book exceeded our greatest hopes and we were
obliged to cable to London for more and more copies. It is gratifying
to know that in America, as in Europe, this work is adjudged the
leader in this field.
.
...
Borrow it from a friend if you can, or secure it from your public library.
Post-Paid $2.50
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The New Anthem
Norman H. Harney
There was a young organist once who
suffered from the not uncommon failing
of placing too high an estimate on his own
powers. He prided himself on the ability
to see, almost at a glance, all the various
features of an anthem and to understand
it thoroughly after only a hurried examWhen he had selected a composition for
the use of his choir he presented it at
rehearsal without feeling it necessary to
make a careful and detailed study of it
beforehand. As a result the anthem was
new not only to his singers but new to
him as well, and there was often a great
deal of unnecessary floundering at re¬
hearsals. After singing the composition
once or twice he would, perhaps, get a
different idea concerning the tempo of
the piece as a whole, or he would find it
advisable to make some modification in the
time of one part as compared with an¬
other. He would encounter unexpected
difficulties in one or another of fhe voices,
and discover technical tangles which he
had not previously unraveled.
As for the interpretation of the music, he
was not uncommonly quite without any clear
conception of what he wanted to do. In
short, he was trying to study the anthem
along with the choir, instead of having
mastered it previously in private. In this
manner he wasted time which might have
been spared; he expended energy that
could have been put to better use; and
he lost a certain amount of his authority
over the choir by demonstrating rather
forcibly that he did not know exactly
what he wanted.
However, since that day, time, experi¬
ence and common-sense have shown the
young man the error of his ways. He
now follows a rather different method of
procedure. First he plays the new anthem
over a number of times to acquaint him¬
self with its general character. He works
out carefully his interpretation of the
work, decides on the tempo, makes a note
of such passages as are likely to require
special attention, and fixes firmly in his
mind a definite idea as to how he desires
the compositon to sound when his choir
performs it in public. In short he sub¬
jects the whole work to a rigorous study,
and acquaints himself intimately with
every feature of it. Now when he comes
before his choir he has a definite plan
carefully laid out, and knows just what he
is aiming at. As far as is humanly possi¬
ble every difficulty has been foreseen, and,
to borrow a line from Handel’s Messiah,
“the rough places have been made plain,”
as far as he is concerned, at any rate, and
that is more that half the battle.
He was formerly choirmaster merely
in the arbitrary sense of having authority
over a group of singers. Today he is not
only master of the choir, but “master of
the situation” as well. He has learned to
• appreciate the great importance of
thoroughly assimilating a piece of music
and of knowing it from every angle be¬
fore bringing it to the attention of his
choir.
_
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The Gospel Song in Disrepute
By George S. Schuler
To some people a Gospel song is worth
less than the paper upon which it is writ¬
ten ; to others it is very precious. In con¬
sidering its merits, two lines of thought
must be borne in mind, the music and the
By reason of the simplicity of Gospel
music it is tabooe i by many musicians; but
this seems scarcely justifiable, inasmuch as
the purpose of the Gospel song is to set
to music a religious poem which can be
easily sung by the masses. One reason
why musicians who compose in the larger
forms are not composers of Gospel songs,
is not lack of interest, but becau •* they
cannot readily limit themselves to this sim¬
ple form of music.

A song should be submitted to a reliable
publisher, who, if it has merit, will accept
it for publication. If it is returned, let it
be submitted to a second publisher, con¬
sidering the judgment of these two suffi¬
cient evidence as to its practical worth.
The Publisher Has Responsibility

But the publisher must share a goodly
portion of the responsibility for this ad¬
verse criticism of Gospel songs; as • too
many cater to public opinion rather than
to the uplifting of church music. A repre¬
sentative of one of the church music pub¬
lishing concerns recently remarked, “The
publishers as a whole are giving the
church-going public too many unwhole¬
some ‘holy jingles.’ ” This is a serious in¬
Immortal Hymn Writers
dictment and comes with much force from
It is difficult to recall an opera or sym¬ such a source; but the publisher must not
be
criticised too severely, for his part is
phony composer who has written a simple
hymn-tune or Gospel song. On the other largely pecuniary.
And then, too, the poem plays no small,
hand, such men as John B. Dykes, com¬
poser of “Lead, Kindly Light;” Lowell part when considering the success of hymnMason, composer of “Nearer, My God, to tunes and Gospel songs. Many aspiring to
Thee;” Thomas Hastings, Barnby, Wood¬ write religious poems have had little or no
bury, Bradbury, and a host of others, were preparation for the task. A week seldom
men who knew little about opera and sym¬ goes by when poems are not received from
phony writing; yet they have made their some dear saint to be set to music, who
names immortal by their contributions of does not seem to realize that poetry in¬
hymn-tunes and Gospel songs.
volves more than having the end of lines
rhyme.
How to Test a New Song
Mr. Gabriel, who is in a position to
Because Gospel music is simple, many known, recognizes the dearth of good relig¬
inexperienced harmony students rush too ious and Gospel poetry as appalling.
quickly to the press with their immature
How Others May Aid
compositions, which has contributed largely
to the feeling against Gospel music. As a
Nevertheless, although the Gospel song
mother looks upon her first born, so many may be held in disrepute by many, we
of these young writers feel regarding their should, as far as we individually are able,
first creations, forcing them upon the un¬ exert every effort to place it above criti¬
suspecting public.
cism. Those who conduct meetings may
Dr. Towner, the composer of “Trust assist by declining to select songs that are
and Obey,” advised his students to write below standard, even though they may be
much for practice, but to destroy what they popular.
wrote. “Too many,” he would say, “think
Singing the so-called religious song,
their first compositions are destined to be¬ whose message is more or less cumbered
come masterpieces.”
with intricate music, distracting accom¬
To write simple compositions containing paniments, and the idle repetition of words
charm, beauty, and at the same time “sing¬ and phrases, can never take the place of the
able,” is by no means an easy accomplish¬ well-selected and well rendered Gospel
ment. The gr«at things in art assume the song. The song that brings the Gospel to
form of simplicity.
the lost is the Gospel song at its best.

Hints for the Choirmaster

*--tu K

Remember that eternal vigilance is the
the anthem along with the rest.
In the blessed tranquillity of his villa at price of progress in choir work.
Be hopeful, energetic, enthusiastic.
As far as possible, vary your rehear
Passy, Rossini received one day a call
And couple with that, eternal drill on from week to week. If you are in
from Richard Wagner. The famous com¬
habit of taking up hymns and old anth
poser of the music drama bowed to the first principles.
Don’t
imagine
that
because
you
have
first
and new music later, just reverse
celebrated author of William Tell, The
Barber of Seville and other masterpieces, pointed out an error once to your choir order sometimes. It will be a change
and complimented him repeatedly. Rossini, you have conquered it. You will need to give freshness to your work.
Occasionally sandwich in a ten-mii
smiling with affected modesty and with his repeat that same thing a dozen times later
talk on some vital points of choir w
usual sarcasm, answered, “Composing came on. Explain it, rub it in, pound it in.
Be sure you have thoroughly studied Not just a random talk, but prepare 3
easy to me, and I wrote a few little
and digested a new anthem at home before matter thoroughly, and let it be full
things.”
_
giving to your choir. Be able to sing every helpful hints.
“Learn all there is to learn, and then part, if necessary; be thoroughly imbued
Remember that to be successful a ch
with the spirit of both words and music. master must be an optimist.—The Che
choose your path ”
—Handel.
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vaster choir cantatas
E “Kina Triumphant” by E. L. Ashford, 60
cents New 1924. Moderately difficult. Splcn-Jesus* Live”"8 by Chas. H. Gabriel, 60 cents,
vr 1924 Easy. Bright tuneful music.
“From Cross to Glory” by E S. Lorenz, 30
nts. New 1924. Very easy. Includes tab¬
leaux and other spectacular features.
Tkpt. tLrte cantatas sent on approval. To get seven dif( lcantatas on approval, advance 15 cents for postage
^packing, Stale grade of difficulty desired.
FASTER anthems
E
Our ten most popular out of over 300 we
publish sent on approval upon request.
faster solos and duets
Our ten most popular out of 100 we publish
sent on approval if you advance 10 cents
for postage and packing. If you state voice
desired, we will so limit selection.
Send for free catalog.
Mention the "Etude" and get a free copy of our mb
JkU. "The Church Soloist"

Three years ago this coming New
Year’s Day, wireless or radio began send¬
ing out church services. Calvary Church
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was the first
church in the world to send out its serv¬
ices. Since that time the Westinghouse
Electric Company and Calvary Church
have been conducting a veritable clime to
improve the transmission.
It was comparatively easy to send out
the sermons; that was merely the business
of standing before either a visible or in¬
visible transmitter and preaching. But the
music, ah, that was the rub. As more and
more churches are having their services
broadcasted, and more and more organ
recitals are being sent out, the purpose of
this article is to help organists and choir¬
masters arrange their music so that the
results will be ninety-nine per cent.
Our attempts at first were stimulating,
thrilling, pathetic and discouraging. Try
as we would the result was muddy, the
choir lop-sided and the organ nothing but
blah-blah. We hung the receivers high
and we hung them low, we hung them in
and out and round about; and the result
at first was the same, messy and impure.
Finally we came down to cases. Our
choir at Calvary is a boy choir of over
sixty voices, and this means a divided
choir of cantorus and decani At first we
had the transmitters in front of the
trebles and the result was nothing but.
thin tune went out. Then we hung them
over the men and all that was broadcasted
was an um-pah bass or a yah-yab tenor.
There was no sense in it and precious1
little tune. The organ did nothing but
“blast” or groan. The pedals blurred and
the pianissimo stops failed entirely to regAftcr this had continued for a Sunday
or two we decided to make a drastic
change.
Fortunately Calvary Church
possesses a rood-screen. A large receiver
was made and hung in the middle of the
rood-screen. In a jiffy there was balance
of tone. What before had been all so¬
prano or all bass became four-part singing.
So far, so good. The organ was a large
divided organ placed high in the clear¬
story. It was played in an antiphonal
manner; and the result was that some¬
times there was an organ sounding and
sometimes nothing at all occurred. To
smooth out the organ difficulty we placed
the receiver a little higher and stopped
using antiphonal effects so that the organ
became a unisonal. Another and smaller
receiver was placed up high near the pipes
to catch the pianissimo stops such as the
Vox Celeste, Unda Maris, Aeolina and
the like, and was never used except when
the organ was playing softly.
We had receivers placed at the rear end
of the church (Calvary is as large as an
English cathedral) to catch the proces¬
sional and recessional. One was in the
nave, one in the narthex and one in the
ambulatory.
They were all controlled
from a central switch-board operated by a
Westinghouse employe. Every time we
hit a dead spot we experimented as to
how to overcome it.
After three years of constant expert'
mentation we have found that full organ
when used for more than a minute or two
“blasts” and kills everything. In other
words the receivers become too full 0
sound. In accompanying the choir, mix¬
tures and sforzando pedal are rarely
ployed; the accompaniment consisting
chiefly of diapasons. The less volume the
better the transmission. Incidentally and
as an unintentional by-product, the eh°ir
has improved a vast amount, thanks to
the sparing use of the instrument.

Lorenz Publishing Co.
Dayton, Ohio, (216 W. 5th St.)
New York, (73 E. 45th St.)
Chicago, (218 S. Wabash Ave.)

Solo stops, such as the Oboe, Clarinet,
Flute and Horn, register perfectly. They
have the right biting timbre. String tone
floats and the Vox Humana carries ad¬
mirably. To sum it all up, when playing
organ for radio, use compositions that
require solo stops and the work will be
a happy one. In playing the pedals use
discrimination. Bombardes and thirty-two
foot diapasons blur out the rest of the
stops. Of course, as a matter of fact, we
employ the pedals entirely too much as it
is, and while a bourdon is decidedly an
adjunct, most of us overdo it. Clean
playing carries; and staccato touches
help. Mussy playing and long sustained
chords become nothing but a blur.
As to the choir the ideal combination is
the quartet or the double quartet, in fact,
any small ensemble where the singers are
placed shoulder to shoulder, is preferable.
The more that a capclla music is employed,
the better the results. It is amazing how
clear unaccompanied singing is over wire¬
less. Solos and duos are to be commended,
they always register. A solo that calls for
sostenuto effects is preferable. Extreme
high notes such as C for a soprano or B
flat for a tenor are likely to “blast,” or in
the phraseology of the broadcasting room,
“go blooey.”
If possible, sing the hymns unaccom¬
panied, particularly the processional and
recessional, as the turns and twists as the
choir marches round the nave or through
the chapels leave many an “air-pocket.” If
it is not possible to omit the organ, then
use it sparingly; and forget for the time
being that the ‘ instrument contains reeds
I
and tubas. Pianissimo singing always car¬
ries, fortissimo singing very often “blocks”
the transmitter. Focus on the transmitter

[AUSTIN ORGANS]
1 '-rWF or rat municiDal organ for Chatbuilt by the Austin Organ Co. This is
the achievement of this company, others
being the University of Colorado. M. E.
Church of Los Angeles, and Cincinnati
Music Hall. The Eastn
of the modern \
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and never sing at it from a tangent. It is
not necessary to treat it as if you were
making a phonograph record and imagine
you are singing into a horn; but on the
other hand it is not advisable to focus the
voice on the chandelier.
Vocal fugues and involved counterpoint
are not the most desirable form of radio
music. On the other hand there is nothing
finer than a magnificent Bach chorale with
its canonic treatment.
If when your rector is considering
broadcasting the services, you will keep
the above points in mind, you will save
yourself, the rector, the transmitting com¬
pany as well as the vast unseen audience,
a great many trying moments.
Apropos of installing radio, there is a
great deal of bosh now going around. Peo¬
ple who know nothing about it assert that
it depletes congregations and that people
prefer to stay at home and listen to the
service rather than make the effort to at¬
tend. That is nonsense, because the per¬
sonal equation always enters into listening
either in singing or in preaching. The
phonograph helped the concert and opera
tremendously; and radio will do the same
for the church service. It is possible that
people have gotten religion via wireless;
but the chances are they have never been
stirred as they would be in hearing the
parson and the choir in church.
Wireless is not perfect by any means but
engineers and scientists are working all
through the long nights trying to improve
it. It will be possible in a short time to
broadcast the service of one church so that
another may enjoy it, but before that time
comes, organists will have to improve their
hymn-tune playing.

^P,E your gums tender? Do they^bleed
for Pyorrhea.
This disease of the gums, which
afflicts four out of five people over
forty, not only destroys the teeth, but
often wrecks the health.
In Pyorrhea the gums become spongy.

pockets about them. 1 hese germs f JIH
lower the body's vitality and cause
many diseases.
You can keep Pyorrhea away. I f jHg
Visit your dentist often for teeth
and gum inspection, and use Forhan's For the Gums.
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used consistently. Ordinary dentifrices cannot do this. Forhan s
keeps the gums firm and healthy
— the teeth white and clean.
Start using it today. If your
gums have recede^, use Fc
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IWENTY'FIFTH YEAR
GUILMANT
ORGAN SCHOOL
Vr. William C. Carl, Director
A distinctive school
for talented organists
Write for Catalog
17 EAST ELEVENTH ST.

NEW YORK

The Choirmaster’s Guide
SEE PAGE 142

Recently Published

Easter Cantatas
ALLELUIA!
For Mixed Voices
By R. M. Stubs
Price, SO cents
Mr. Stubs is the composer of many successful Canta¬
b's but this new work is fully the equal of, if not
superior to, any of his previous efforts. There are
ingratiating solo parts for all the voices and strong,
wa
*
j i
beautifully telling the story
"irlide

THE DAWN
For Women’s Voices—2 Par
By William Baines
Price, 50 cents
This cantata will prove most useful for volunteer chons
wYm!1 a
8010 Denison’plages.* “b is tune
jul, .bright and pleasing, easy to master and gtttefu
to sing. Thirty minutes time is required for per
mance’ but parts may be omitted if desired.
PUBLISHED BY
theo. presser CO.
1710-12-14 Chestnut St.
PHILA., PA.

Accompanying Motion Pictures in Church
By Roland Diggle
Ten years ago the above title would
have seemed ridiculous; but to-day, when
more and more churches are installing
motion picture machines, the subject is of
intense interest to organists. Here in
Los Angeles more than a dozen of the
leading churches make a four- or five-reel
moving picture the feature of the evening
service. The film exchanges and the mak¬
ers of motion picture machines say that
the movement is gaining with surprising
rapidity, and with good reason. Where
the average evening congregation was but
a handful it is now almost impossible to
get a seat.
Now, as to the accompaniment to these
pictures from the organist’s standpoint,
what is he to do? I have attended some
of these evening services and the point that
has struck me particularly in regard to
the music was that the organist seemed
to be trying to imitate his theater con¬
frere, and at the same time trying to keep
the organ as churchly as possible. The
result was that the whole thing was
scrappy and restless. It did not help
the picture at all; in fact, it detracted and
irritated.
The first thing to decide is, shall the
picture be “played” in the accepted sense
that it is done in the theater; or shall the
music simply be a background, as a beau¬
tifully lighted art gallery enhances the
pictures therein. We must remember that
the picture shown in the church, even
though chosen for the moral it conveys,
is the same picture as is shown in the
theater. In the one it is shown for entertainment; in the other for education
and uplift; and the only difference in the
two performances will be the music accom¬
panying it. Hence it seems that the music
for the church showing must be in direct

interesting; but it does mean that the
“popular” element must be eliminated.
The showing of a moving picture in
u”perlorlt“!nt|
church does not mean that the dignity or
SUPER"“ORGOBLO”
helpfulness of the church service shall be
Sturdy-^Effieient—Quiet ^
impaired in any way. It is to be regarded
as an added attraction, not for entertain¬
0RG0BL0SrgaU8 Bre bl°W by
ment, but to teach a lesson. This being
the case, the psychology of the thing
Special “OItGOBLO JUKIOR"
»r Reed and Student Organs.
rather demands that the usual parts of the
THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY
service, music and all features, should be
on a higher plane than without the picture. HARTFORD 0rS“‘' ^"‘’“‘^"CONNECTICUT
In this way, and in this way only, can the
introduction of the picture into the church
service be condoned.
Having decided, then, that we shall not
“play” the picture, in the accepted sense,
but only have our music as a background,
what are we to do? We shall have no
preview as our theater brother has; and,
- tflTHTHE' ~
as the cue sheets will be of no service to
us, we are left to our own resources. Per¬
Leabarjan Perforator
sonally, I think it is very much better, for
we can start with a clean slate. We will
say that the picture takes forty-five min¬
utes; and, by the way, it is advisable to
find out in advance the length of time it is
to take and plan accordingly. If you are
careful it will prevent you being held up
in the middle of a piece at the end of a
picture. Whatever time it takes, it is our
plan to arrange a program of organ music
to take the same length of time. It must
be planned carefully, so that the pieces fol¬
give the piece if playing by hand
low one another as smoothly as possible.
The Leabarjan Perforator is used and €
The idea of making one piece a sort of
dorsed by player piano owners the world ov
feature piece and playing it two or three
We furnish all the necessary materials at l<
times during the picture is a good one. I
heard this done with the Adagio of Guilmant’s third sonata. It was played at the
beginning, in the middle and towards the
end, each time with a slight change of
registration: and it was most effective.
I had seen the picture at a theater, accom¬
panied by orchestra and organ; but it
was very much more enjoyable in the

jypu (ah Make Your I
Own Music Rolls
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not trying to compete with the theater as a
church, with an accompaniment of real o
place of entertainment; but in your hum¬
gan music, even though the organ was ble way you are trying to help your lis¬
small. In this feeling, the writer was not teners spiritually.
Organ literature is
almost unknown to the average theater
3 The most important thing for the or¬
audience, hence you have this wonderful
ganist to remember is to play softly'
heritage to fall back upon in y0Ur effort
is rarely that one should play above MI<.
to make the church picture different. You
This is difficult to do; but one must re¬
can afford to pick the very best that you
member that the music is only a back¬
are capable of handling. You have no un¬
ground; and even though the organ may
have but five or six soft stops, it is better musical manager to please and if you ex¬
to use these and make the picture a suc¬ plain your position to your pastor he will
cess than to use the loudest stops and spoil be quite sure to back you up.
In many ways it is a wonderful oppor¬
it. The most useful stops are the soft
strings and flutes with an occasional reed. tunity to educate people up to an appre¬
The diapasons and heavy reeds should ciation of good legitimate organ music.
hardly ever be used. What can be done An un-musical person may not like to sit
with a few soft stops and well-chosen and listen to Bach’s My Heart Ever Faith¬
music is surprising. There are scores .of ful; but, if he half consciously hears it
beautiful things that can be played with three times during the picture, it is bound
an Aeoline and a Dulciana; and if you to leave an impression.
are lucky enough to have sub and super
One should be careful in going from
couplers, the many effects you can get are one piece to another.
Have the keys
delightful.
nearly related; and let your modulations
Don’t be afraid to give your pedals a be as unostentatious as possible. Outside
rest; nothing is more depressing than the
of real organ music are a number of
everlasting boom of a Bourdon pedal. It
transcriptions that you may safely use;
is suggested here that you investigate some
of the charming pieces for harmonium by for instance, some of the movements from
Karg-Elert, Charles Quef and Jean Hure. the Beethoven sonatas, two or three of
As to the music to be played, above all the Chopin Nocturnes, some Schubert,
avoid the commonplace. Do not play Schuman, Debussy, MacDowell and Men¬
Handel’s Largo, the Hymn of the Nuns, delssohn (the Songs without Words), but,
The Lost Chord or Scotson Clark’s once again, avoid the commonplace if you
Marches. Do not play transcriptions of would do your part to place the picture
the pieces that are so well played by the where it belongs in its relation to the
fVipnfpr nrrtifvQtrpR
terfnemher vou are church service.

The Organ “Rattle”
By Stanley A. Keast
Ben Venuto’s article bearing the title
“Stop That Buzz” in the November issue
of The Etude brings to mind an exper¬
ience I had while practicing some months
ago. While using the Great Organ when¬
ever the octave above middle “C” on the
Open Diapason was struck, distinct rat¬
tling was noticed off in the body of the
church. At first little attention was paid
to the phenomenon, but the rattling contin¬
ued, so I decided to investigate.
The church auditorium was noted for
its exceptional acoustic properties, the
slightest sound being distinguishable, par¬
ticularly when no person was about.
Window ventilators were suspected as
being responsible for the trouble, so a
tour of the church was made but all were
found secure. Next a wall lighting fix¬
ture and a light on the pulpit candelabra
were investigated without disclosing the
trouble. By accident a door leading into
a small cupboard in the side of the church
was found standing open just a trifle.
This did not excite suspicion, but was
mechanically closed and latched. Going
back to the console I decided to try over

just one more number, trusting to luck
that the trouble would right itself before
Sunday. Imagine my surprise when, on
trying the organ, the rattling had ceased.
To make doubly sure that the source of
the disturbance had been located, the door
was again opened as it had been originally
found; and the rattling reappeared just
as soon as the organ was played. A lot of
the practice hour had been wasted; but the
discovery repaid all trouble.
On another occasion a similar exper¬
ience attended the running over my Sun¬
day music. This time, however, upon
depressing one of the pedal keys a most
annoying buzzing accompanied the re¬
sponse from the pedal pipe. A round of
the auditorium failed to solve the problem.
The offending pedal was weighted down
and the pedal pipe examined. It was then
that a sparrow, which had gotten m
through the ventilator in the roof of the
church and had made its way down
through the top of the pedal pipe, was
discovered. Being unable to work its way
out again it had died in the pipe. Upon
removing the little body the buzzing
ceased.

Keeping Time in Hymns
By ETRMarks
A mongrel arrangement of the hymntune “Bethany” (Nearer, My God, to
Thee) has just turned up. This setting of
the tune consists of two measures in
6/8 time, then two measures in 4/4 time,
throughout the entire hymn. Why should
an old familiar church-tune have been
changed to such an unusual rhythm? Evi¬
dently some director or organist had been
very delinquent and surrendered to rhyth¬
mic weakness present in many untrained
congregations.
Many have recognized or experienced
the manner in which many congregations
drop a beat at the end of a phrase (us¬
ually in the fourth measure), especially if
a rest precedes the next phrase. This
most often happens in such a hymn as
“Onward, Christian Soldiers” with the

setting of Sir Arthur Sullivan, where
the whole-note at the end of each fourth
measure is so often shorn of its last heat.
A congregation can be easily led t0
keep perfect time if its attention is drawn
by the director to the fact that in certain
measures the note ending the phrase
should be held a little longer than has been
customary. It takes but a short time to
train an assembly to keep true rhythm:
and when once awakened to its duty ,n
this matter, it really seems to enjoy tl'e
knowledge that it is rendering a hymn
correctly as far as absolute rhythm is con¬
cerned. A congregation which enters wel
into the spirit and rhythm of its hytnnsinging is sure to elicit favorable comment
from visitors.
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Question and Answer Department
Conducted by Arthur de Guichard
Always send your full name and address. No questions will
been neglected.
It your initials or a chosen nom de plume will be printed.
Make your questions short and to the point.
Ouestions regarding particular pieces, metronomic markings, el
mber of ETUDE reade
meant by the “analysis’” of a
What
IS m Jot "examvlc
of aa aee
Beemovement,
example, oj
sonata
(namely,
thoven composition (nan
eg, Andaiite
^moveBb
Canada.
A Musical analysis of sonatas,_
“uy
form of musical composition, consists of

nfDeriods and modulations. Analysis there¬
fore, means a complete study of musical -.ie studied i
m, together v
text-book on Form,
nalysis.
For
utruction aud
Andante, Op. 7 “eethoven, see
” P. 185.
sical F
-rishf.
SirafD.V Boston; Mass.
”
**
A This question was asked recently, but
£*"“**& ^.mh/iIT’C Gha,”h?oS
Whom thanks arc .1.10 and hereby tendered.
“Under the law in effect subsequent to July
1, 1909, the total period of copyright protection is 56 years, i. <■.. an original term or ~s
years and a renewal term of 28 years more,
to be obtained by a registration made within
the final year of the original term. SrSections 23 and 24 of the Copyright Law.”
The Signification of n lies
Q. What is the men,ling of the r
it note E,
of the position of the stem oj tin
in the following:

nitn mrt
A. The rest indicates that
part' fas
is silent, while the
ted up/ continues.
shown by the stem
Solfeggio—Abont Change of Key.
.
Q. In teaching Solfeggio: I should like to
know your opinion about changing syllables
in cases where the keg changes by the introAuction of accidentals, although not formally
by change of signature. It seems to me that
the syllables are intended as an aid to the
ear and not as an end in themselves, so
where they are an impediment, why not find
a sensible way aroundt A pianist would
certainly note the change of key, why not
the, vocalistt
I understand, however, that
—le object
- _ to
-- this
- practice,
-ce, and
a I wonder if
- justified
4--4-4-4 in
-- the
- use
■■---••
-•* i-n public school
m
of it
work.—R. P., Kingston, Mass.
A. You are justified in its use, mos t emphatically. Where the 8 or is merely insitory, involving no modulation, such 8 : b
will take its accidental name; but
there is modulation (shown by the
— *.
>
being repeated) the notes mustt tab,
take their
—new names in accordance with and
-H'1 in rela¬
rR,ation to their new kev-uote, or do. A very
good practice is to call every new 8, involv¬
ing modulation, si (or ti), as leading to do,
jnd to call every new b, involving modulatlon, fa, as leading to mi. By so doing, sightreading is very much simplified, - —~
... hi
oni’e structure
Precise knowledge of the
is acquired, the enr isi assisted,
ns<
singing
—Je is assured, aiml modulation
,
' effected
“
without any difficulty.
Sax-horns—Saxophones.
I know what a horn is—the French
,™f’ for instance—but what is a Sax-horn t
sJ* a, Saxony hornt and is it related to the
axophonet—M. P., Danielson, R. I.
.A' The Sax-horn is a cylinder horn inW,,»V>y Antoine Sax (1814-1894). These
have 3. 4 or r. cylinders, so that each
horn is capable of playing all the notes of

iwered when this has

)

Count 1

aa-4 2 and 3 and

sssss. ■

“* “■

to Tliree-Tliree to Two.
ttre is toBnSe tcl1 me how the following meas“i”
counted; and also what the figure
^ means—M. McK. A., Buffalo Ridge, Va.
to a met,*™" ' is counted by four beats
cighth-notp' C’ e.ach beat being worth three
es> giving an impression of triplets.

Here is something you have always wanted—a beau¬
tiful floor lamp with handsome and elegant Fifth Avenue silk
shade-to add an extra tone of elegance and luxury to your
home. On this generous offer you can see just how this floor
lamp and silk shade will look in your home, without risking
anything. Send only $1.00 with the coupon below, and we
>ed for
will send it complete to your home m approval, equippe
use with either gas or electncity. We take all the risk.

30 Days Trial ISSS

4 arid

how beautifully the colorings of the handsome silk shade blend
and harmonize with everything in the home. How useful it is too
handy for reading, can be moved around with ease to furnish
autiful light and rich warmth and coziness to any room in the
se If after 30 days trial you decide not to keep the lamp, just
im it at our expense and we will refund your$1.00 deposit, plus
freight or express you paid. You cannot lose a single penny.
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, False Notatioi OstlHondo, F
>■»<<> «
q m
the epi80dc ... _ .._
_
Define False Notation. (Hi). The meaning
ostinato bassof—A. W. S., Hartlngton,
Ontario, "
A. An episode, in
is a pan which separates
the different form of the subject or -*
themes. In a fug e the t a is applied t
supplemi
chief subjects or ti
position or counter expos ion in a fugue
is followed by an episode, n which neither
the subject nor answer
_
modulating into
episode is chiefly used
which the subject is t uother keys *- —4
chosen tor t
or, LOHiu minor (all in
mai°r. relath
major' movements. The end of the episode
arranged so that it may modulate back
iu the dominant of the tonic key. In other
„__
respects, both „
in |
Fugue
and Rondo, the
episode serves the purpose of providing vein
and contrast from the chief subjects, (n).
Unless you mean writing erroneously a sharp
for a flat (g$ for ab) or vice versa, should
not the question read false relationt A
false relation is caused by the sounding of
a sharp or flat in one part and correcting
it by a natural in another part. For lnstance: the bass sings E and the tenor in
the next chord sings eb, and so forth, lue
interval of the tritone or augmented fourth,
is a false relation, (ill). Basso ostmato (no
letter “b”) designates a bass which is constantly recurring but always with varied
accompaniments.
Voice Physiology.
q. i. What is a "tight" throatt What its

$222 a Month
Silk
Shade

Made in Fifth Aye. design, 21 in. in diameter, of
faneyart Bnk’plne”. Twelve panels"in all. Tinsel
Scanbeauty*sforred°bninB.b “te’Konlcus coleJ
scheme aives effect of red light shining through a
blue haze-a rich, warm light. Shipping wt. 27 lbs.
Marshall Silky Fringe Pull-Cords
Also pair of Marshall silky fringe pull-cords with
8M in. silky fringed tassels, giving added rich effect.
For gas use. order by No. G6332NA.
For electricity, ordcrJiy^No^ GigWNA.^^
Total Bargain Price*forlamp1 aud shade $19.85
Straus * Sciuram" Dept 2642

If you discover that this lamp is a tremen¬
dous bargain at the price we ask and you de¬
cide to keep it, send only $2.00 a month until
you have paid the total bargain price of only
$19.85. Yes, only $19.85 for this luxurious
lamp andi silk shade complete. Compare this
value with anything you could buy locally at
anywhere near the same price—even for spot
cash! Straus & Schram gives you this bargain
price and almost a year to pay. We trust
honest people anywhere in U. S. No discount
for cash; nothing extra for credit. No C.O.D.

Price Slashed

Chicago

30 day^arfd you areto refundmy Sl.<
t0anGaarFiooraLamp No. G6332NA, $19.85
□ Electric Floor Lamp No.G6333NA. *19.85

^WH Send NOW!

Decide now to see this beautiful floor
lamp and silk shade in your home on
approval on this price smashing offer.
Think how the nickels and dimes slip away
for useless things; save them for something
worth while that will give satisfaction
Send the coupon with only $1.00

Straus & Schram
Dept. 2642 Chicago, Ill.
Free Bargain Catalog!
Shows thousands of bargains in home furtains, phonographs/stoves, dishes, alumi-

PROMPT, GUARANTEED DELIVERY TO ALL PARTS ON

VICTOR AND BRUNSWICK RECORDS
A large stock of these favorite records always on hand, kept up-tp-date with new records
as soon as they appear. Our, service to mail order patrons is unsurpassed. Catalogs and
selected lists cheerfully sent on request.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
cheItnbt1 ’street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

s,callow

COg*eSDo^youtUnk that a person who cannot
pius would have a voice that
could be developedt The voice U fairly s4"***
but breaks frequently.—Mart G., Oakland,
with the natural functioning of the larynx
and throat. It is caused by any one of many
origins or conditions; wrong position, throat
exertion, fear, over-anxiety, wrong practice
teaching, sudden emotion, most frequently

from a belief that pitch -"'1
’,r‘*
determinobtained by i ’ lerately
i“’~ designed
athmMd'totentiontTsing
by me^s "of direct
acti0n and effort of the larynx and throat.
Its cure ; T0 aim at perfect relaxation of the
parts an(j to repose the voice—first, by rest;
then, by reposing or replacing it.
2. Most likely. It depends upon the nature
of thc impediment, whether it be material
or mental. If material, it would be a problem for a throat surgeon to solve ; if mental,
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always be de¬
veloped. Whether it is wort while, depends
upon the quality of the
another matter.
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THE sympathetic tone is like a helping

hand to the young violinist, in the mak¬
ing of a good intonation, if he will but
reach out and take it. In the following list
the notes made larger than the rest are the
ones that awaken a sympathetic response
in the other strings.

Artistic Touch
What practical use can we make of this
phenomenon? The answer is given above
in the list of notes. In other words, the
violinist, when he places his finger on
these big notes, receives a wireless mes¬
sage as to whether he is right or not if
he has been trained to hear or feel them.
This is one of the practical or scientific
reasons why the expert violinist makes a
violin sound better and louder than the
beginner can. Why call it “artistic touch”
or some, other vague or intangible term?
Beginners can often be cured of the bad
habit of sprawling their fingers across the
strings, if they are impressed as to the
advisability of keeping the fingers well set
up so as to keep the .unemployed string
free. In building up to the third finger,
G on the D string for instance, the finger
tips should be set so that the G string is
free, but does not so much matter if
the A string is touched because the sym¬
pathetic tone comes from the lower string.
That the average player knows very
little about these things is shown by the
following incident. I was invited by the
proprietor of a hotel to come and hear a
mechanical violin and piano player which
had been installed in his big dining room.
The instrument was like a regular playerpiano, except that the melody was played
by three violins which were placed in a
superstructure, on the piano proper. The
novel feature of the instrument was the
bow, which was a circular affair that
revolved at varying speed. This was
controlled by certain perforations in the
roll and instead of the, bow being placed
on the strings, the violins were brought
against the bow. The creator of the in¬
strument was not only a mechanical
genius, but he also knew all the fine points
of violin playing. The relation between
violin and bow, as to speed and pressure,
could be varied and was all cut in the
roll. Even the vibrato was obtained by a
rocking device at the tail-piece end of the
strings.
I learned these details later; but at first
I heard the instrument from the far end
of the dining-room. While it played the
Meditation from Thais and Traumerei,

appeared before it in a costume as differ¬
ent from the court costume as day is from
night. It consisted of a sky-blue blouse
ornamented with large steel buttons and,
like all the rest of his garments, evidently
borrowed from an old clothes shop near at
hand; a waistcoat of flowered velvet, so
long as to reach almost to his knees;
breeches of white satin, as much too
small for him as his waistcoat was too
large; a pair of white silk stockings three
times too large and loose for him and
appearing even wider and looser than they
really were by contrast with the straight
breeches above them, and a pair of heavy
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The advanced violinist, playing in the
higher positions, has by this means a way
of checking up his intonation; if he
will train his ear to hear whether the note
he is playing with his finger awakens the
overtones in the other strings. On the
other hand, if on certain notes he fails to
get a sympathetic response, he is playing
out of tune or his strings are out of tune.
The writer has rarely failed to bring
out an exclamation of wonderment from
the pupil when this point in the laws of
sound is demonstrated. Playing on the A
string of the violin, the pupil’s attention
is called to the movement of the string
as it vibrates back and forth, then as I
switch quietly over to the A on the G
string, they are amazed to see that the A
string is still sounding or moving as much
as before, although I am two strings
away from it with the bow. This dem¬
onstration is impressive. It is as wonder¬
ful as wireless telegraphy. In fact, this
newly developed servant of mankind may
be said to be a colossal development of
this idea.
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Paganini

Overtones, or “ Sympathetic Tones ”

the proprietor, who by the way, was a
violinist who had played with me in a
school orchestra years ago, explained that
the violins might be called the E, the A,
or the D violin, and that each violin was
brought into use only as the notes on that
string were reached in the melody. The
pieces were so arranged that no G violin
was needed.
He also said that there was a special
arrangement for tuning the strings with
the piano. By pressing a button marked
A, the bow would revolve and sound the
A violin'; and anyone with ear enough to
tell whether two tones are alike or not
could tune the string to the A of the
piano. There were, of course, D and E
buttons.
All this explanation led me to believe
that there was only one string on each
of the violins, but when we went to the
other end of the room to see the instru¬
ment work at close range, I noticed then
that all the violins had their full allot¬
ment of strings. The owner said he had
not thought it necessary to mention this
fact to me as only one string was used
on each violin and he really didn’t see
what the others were there for unless it
was to equalize the pressure on the
bridge. I was surprised that a violinist
of his ability did not know the purpose
of the other strings: They were there for
the sympathetic tones they, supplied. It
then occurred to me to ask if he had
kept these “unused” strings in tune and
he said, “No.” Upon investigation we
found them woefully off pitch, as they
had not been touched since the instrument
had been installed some two or three
weeks before.
It proved to be some
trouble to tune them as they could not
be bowed.
After all the strings had
been tuned we put on another roll. The
whole instrument took on a new tone and
the owner felt that not until then did he
fully know how to get the best music out
of his instrument. Was it my “artistic
touch” that had given this instrument
greater beauty of tone and resonance?
Nol It was simply my knowledge of a
fact in the realm of acoustics that had
wrought the change.

be well to state that any note that corre¬
sponds in pitch to the harmonics of any
string will cause that string to sound
sympathetically.
These harmonics or
partial tones may easily be determined if
the following law is followed. When a
string is divided in half, a tone of twice
the vibrating speed is produced; in other
words, its octave. One-third of the string
produces the twelfth above, or the octave
and fifth. One-quarter of the string pro¬
duces its double octave; and a fifth divi¬
sion a tone two octaves and a major third
above. In a general way then, the student
may expect to find the most sympathetic
response on notes that are octaves, fifths
or thirds of his open strings.

Wireless and Violin
To return to our high A again, if a
series of staccato strokes resembling the
dots and dashes of the telegraph code
were made on the note and it proved too
high in pitch for the ear to hear, never¬
theless the A string, moving sympatheti¬
cally, would get the message. Now this
is, in miniature, how the wireless opera¬
tor gets his messages. It must be done in
this way, because the message sent out
by the wireless is vibrating at a million
vibrations a second while the human ear
is not sensitive to a sound over 16,000 or
17,000 vibrations a second. Any sound or
impulse at the rate of a million vibrations
a second would be non-existent as far as
our ears are concerned.
Let us call this high A that a violinist
is playing the wireless message that is
too high for a human ear to hear, but, as
stated before, the A string which is low
enough for us to hear gets the message.
In wireless messages the pitch is not
always the same; so, to carry out the
(illustration, let the violinist play A flat
instead of A. Then, of course, the A
string would not get the message unless
someone turned the peg and let the A
string down to the proper pitch; and this
is just what the wireless operator does
,with his timing arrangement. Here, then,
is the difference in the actions of a wire¬
less operator and a good violinist: the
wireless man adjusts the receiver, but
the violinist should hear or see that his
Greater Tone
message is not being received on the A
There are three big reasons why every string and he should, therefore, change
violinist should make a study of this the pitch of his “message/’
subject. First, a greater volume of tone
is obtained, because two strings sound
The Etude will shortly present
instead of one. Secondly, the quality of
two captivating interviews with
tone is enhanced. And last, but not least,
world famous violinists. The first
a more just intonation is attained.
is
from O. Sevcik and was secured
Early in this article a reference was
for The Etude by Otto Meyer, Mr.
made to wireless telegraphy. Let us now
go into the matter more thoroughly and
Sevcik’s American representative
see how, in principle, this work is like
and a teacher of renown.
wireless telegraphy. It will be noticed
The second is with Franz Drdla,
that the final note on the diagram at the
the composer of Souvenir and Sere¬
head of the article is the A two octaves
nade which have sold in immense
above the open A string. The reason
quantities. Both men are Czecho¬
the open A string will move sympatheti¬
cally, when this high A is placed per¬
slovaks and both are known to
fectly, is because, this high note is the
everyone who has ever played the
exact pitch of one of the partial or
violin.
upper tones of the A string. (It might

Paganini’s whole life was a series of
interesting adventures. His musical tem¬
perament, deep love of romance and
wonderful sense of humor led him hither
and thither.
Although great, the violinist was far
from wealthy. His home was an attic in
a gloomy house, in one of the humblest
streets of Genoa. Tradition says that he
often played in the streets and courtyards;
but as this was an Italian custom of the
day, his reputation was not damaged.
His boon companion for many years
was Paliari Lea, his favorite accompanist.
“Often did the two friends ramble, in the
night-time, through the narrow, winding
streets and lanes of the old city, Paganini
discoursing most eloquent music on his
violin, and Lea accompanying him on the
guitar or violoncello. In this gay, care¬
free way they would patrol the midnight
streets, improvising ravishing duets under
the windows of fair marchionesses, and
waking good citizens from their dreams
to make them sensible of realities still
more charming."
One evening a nobleman engaged the
two musicians to serenade a beautiful
young lady. At the appointed hour the
friends drew near the signorina’s window.
Before drawing his first bow, Paganini
was observed to place in his right hand
an open knife. All at once, in the midst
of a brilliant prelude, a string of his violin
was heard to break; and by the tone of
the report it could be told that it was the
first string.
The violinist said something about the
dampness of the night air, but instead of
stopping to replace the broken string,
went on playing so ably upon the other
three that no listener could have perceived
its loss. In a few moments the second
string broke, and before the musician had
played many bars the third followed its
example.
The gallant who was the employer for
the evening of the two artists trembled
for the end of his serenade. But his fear
quickly changed to astonishment, he as¬
sures us, with such skill did Paganini
continue playing on the one remaining
string.
Not content with imitating the tones of
all musical instruments, Paganini mimicked
also the notes of all kinds of birds and
the cries of almost every animal. One
evening, at the close of a concert, the
master’s Amati said “Good night!” so
clearly, that the whole audience replied:
“Buona sera!”
He was very changeable and thought no
more of breaking an engagement than ot
taking a walk. Chancing to be in Parma
on the day that the Grand Duchess Marie
Louise, widow of Napoleon, gave a fete,
Paganini wrote to the Grand Chamberlain offering his services for the concert
announced for the evening of the same
day. Hardly had the violinist dispatche
his letter when a sudden whim cause
him to declare that he would not plaY'
The Chamberlain summoned him an
demanded an explanation telling ™
that an engagement entered into W1
royalty should certainly be as binding as
one entered into with a private individ®^
After much pleading, the artist agreed
playAt the court of the Grand Duchess
want of punctuality and of strict attentw
to the niceties of court costume
considered two great sins. A Partl,h0
dress had been appointed for all w
attended the concert.
This was nothing to Paganini, '10W?V!ir
He kept the illustrious audience wai *
more than a quarter of an hour and
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leather boots so thick and clumsy as to
contrast greatly with the silk stockings.
At his appearance peals of laughter were
heard on every side. The merriment be¬
came even greater when it was perceived
that Paganini had ornamented his breast
with several scores of decorations bestowed
upon him by members of royal families.
After order had been restored, Paga¬
nini began to play. His enchanted listen¬
ers were moved alternately to smiles and
tears. The audience listened spell-bound.
Greater and greater grew the enthusiasm,
until it became impossible of restraint.
The palace rang with tumultuous applause.
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A correspondent asks an explanation of
what is meant by the “half-position,” and
whether it is of much practical impor¬
tance. In teaching, I have found that the
average pupil is usually puzzled by this
position, and when he meets a passage in
it he usually plays it badly out of tune,
invariably fingering the notes too sharp.
Friedrich Hermann, eminent writer
of works for the violin, including his wellknown “Violin School,” says of this posi¬
tion : “When passages having many sharps
occur in pieces, one uses the half-position,
which in such cases offers more security
for pure intonation than the first-position.”
Hermann illustrates the half-position
with a study of which the first three meas¬
ures are given below, and which gives a
very good idea of how this position is
used. It will be noted that the fingering
is half a tone back of the first-position.
Many pupils in playing half-position pas¬
sages place their fingers almost as high as
in playing in the first position, thus mak¬
ing the intonation too sharp.
!

Half .Position

set.

The half-position is not used very often,
and it is not often that extended passages
or whole melodies are played in it; but
when it' is needed it is absolutely necessary
for a clean performance of the passage.
Chords or arpeggi often occur which it'
would be impossible to play without using
this position. Such an arpeggio is the fol¬
lowing, taken from the Sixth Air Vartt,
by De Beriot.

As the first finger is required for the Gsharp, the lowest note, it cannot be used
for the E and B, the next higher notes, so
these must be played with the second finger,
which is half position fingering.

The following passages taken from the
Kayser Studies, Op. 20, Book H, also illus¬
trate a passage where the use of the half
position is essential for a clean per¬
formance.
3

As the first finger is required for the Asharp throughout the measure, it is best to
use the third finger for the C-sharp and
the second for the F-sharp, as the undue
extension of the second finger, if it was
used for the C-sharp, is avoided, likewise
the treacherous cross fingering from the
F-sharp to the A-sharp, if first position
fingering were used.

In the above passage the first finger
Should remain on the G-sharp, making it
necessary to use the second finger for A and
the third finger for B-flat. Every teacher
knows that it is very difficult to get pupils
to play th's passage in tune, as they will
invariably finger the A and B-flat too high.
Once they get the idea firmly fixed in their
minds that the fingering must be pushed
back half a tone from the first position
and all will be clear sailing.
The average teacher gives very little
attention to the half position, but this is a
great mistake, as it gives wonderful facility
in executing passages which naturally lie
in this position. It is used mostly in pass¬
ages where the first finger occupies a posi¬
tion half a tone from the nut.
The Germans call this position the “sattel-lage,” because the fingering is close to
the nut “sattel” being nut in German.
Once the pupil understands thoroughly
the theory of this position it is not difficult,
and smooths the way over many difficulties.

Opera Comique From the Pulpit
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Though perhaps best known by his
opera, “Samson and Delilah,” Camille
Saint-Saens was for twenty years organ¬
ist at the Madeleine, and here, as always,
he strove to keep his music appropriate to
its surroundings. In his book of Memoirs
he tells us he was occasionally chided for
being even too churchly.
“There was a tradition that I was a se¬
vere, austere musician. The public was led
to believe that I played nothing but fugues.
So current was this belief that a young
woman about to be married begged me to
play no fugues at her wedding!
“Another young woman asked me to play
funeral marches. She wanted to cry at her
wedding, and as she had no natural inclina¬
tion to do so, she counted on the organ to
bring tears to her eyes.
“But this case was unique. Ordinarily,
they were afraid of my severity—although
this severity was tempered.
"One day one of the parish vicars under-
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took to instruct me on this point. He told
me that the Madeleine audiences were
composed in the main of wealthy people who
attended the Opera-Comique frequently,
and formed musical tastes which ought to
be respected.
“ ‘Monsieur l’abbe,’ I replied, ‘when I
hear from the pulpit the language of the
opera-comique, I will play music appropri¬
ate to it and not before.’ ”
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By Mr. Braine

Joli. Strauss.
S’Cona—Joh. Strauss, Wien (Vienna),
1724, was one of the great army of obscure
violin makers whose names each fill up only
a line or two in biographies of the world’s
violin makers. I can find no details of his
life or works. Such violin makers, once m
a while, however, produce a violin which
comes pretty close to being a masterpece.

Rough and Tumble
■pROM the time they get up until
they go to bed at night, the
buoyant animation of youth is hard on
hosiery. Holes that almost defy mend-
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Paolo Albani.
A. L.—Paolo Albani, Cremona (1650-1700),
was a maker of considerable fame, and his
violins are valuable when well preserved, and
good specimens of his art. There were other
Albanis—Signor Albani (Palermo, 1633),
and the two Mathias Albanis (father and

H. T.—From the date you senci me, wun a
request to know the value of your violin, 1
have no means of judging whether the violin
is worth $3 or $20,000. All you send is a
copy of the label. The label may be genuine
or counterfeit, and the violin also may be
genuine or imitation. If the violin is a
poorly made imitation of a Strad, in bad
repair, it might not be worth over $3. It it
is a genuine Strad, in first rate preserva¬
tion, and one of the best that Stradivanus
made, as regards tone, it might be worth as
high as $20,000. No one can judge a violin
from copies of the label or written descrip¬
tions. An expert must have the violin actu¬
ally in his hands to vahie it. The advertis¬
ing columns of The Etude contain the names
of dealers in old violins. Arrange with one
of these dealers for an examination of your
violin.
Joseph Raucli.
W. j. N.—Very few details of the life of
Joseph Rauch, violin maker, are available

would signify that it was “ade by Jacobus
Stainer, in Absam (Germany), m 1724^How

genuine or not, or to suggest repairs or
changes, which would improve the tone, with
out seeing the violin and playing on it,
only course would be to send the ol
.. who adveruBo l0lifu/eEaS)(
those
...
: . ;,hfoi «animation. 3—I cannot say whetn
repairs made at your local shop nav
properly done or not without seen
violin.
Sweating Fingers.
P h_Violinists who are troubled with
to
HntflerSoilftofn sweet aCndsongft
to^pplv^the ‘'oil6 farther^iip * than^within
about six inches from the bridge. Many man¬
ufacturers of gut strings oil the strings be¬
fore sending 'them out for sale.
Bowing and “Laws of Sound.”
M K —Violin Teaching and Violin Study
bv Eugene Gruenberg, has much interesting
advice on violin bowing. If you are in;
terested on the scientific aspects of sound,
you might get some of the works of Hem- ,
holtz, 2d. Tile writer you speak of has
also written: How to Make the Violin,”
“Secrets of Violin Haying” and “How to I
Choose a Violin.”

A Stainer Violin.
If. II.—If translated, the label in your
violin, means that the violin was made by
Jacob Stainer, in Absam, (Germany), in 1702.
The label you send me is worded correctly,
but whether It or your violin is genuine, I
could not say without seeing them. Send
your violin to an expert for examination.
2—I would have to hear you play before I
ould tell whether you can become “more
wherefhemade vioUns, hT in'Bohemia. Your
i average player” or not. Try to
violin may be genuine, as the violins of arrange a hearing w _
makers of lesser note are not so much coun¬ cal authority, and get h
terfeited.
talent.
Clievrier, Violin Maker.
W. H. S.—AndrA Augustin Chevrier, Brus¬
sels, 18—, was & violin maker of the Bel„. ... __ —„—.- judge
gian school who made some very good in¬ violins without seeing them, on the strength
struments. His violins resemble those of of a copy of the label. There are millions of
Lupot, somewhat, but have a different^
violins scattered all over the world, with
Stradivarius labels. These labels can be
bought very cheaply and put into any kind
of a violin.
“Strad” Values.
M. B. and W. D. D.—A violin containing
a label “Antonlus Stradivarius," is worth Mathias Albani.
J. L. J.—Mathias Albani, Botzen, 1650-1709,
from $1 to $20,000. If it is a badly-made,
battered up imitation Stradivarius, in very was a Tyrolean violin maker of considerable
bad repair, it might not be worth more than note. He was a pupil In violin making of
the first sum. If it is a first rate, genuine Nicola Amati, the famous maker of Cremona,
Stradivarius in perfect preservation, with a and having thus been educated In the Cretone equal to any violin Stradivarius ever monese school of violin making, his work¬
made, it is possible that a purchaser might manship Is of an Italian character. Indeed
be found at the latter figure. You will first it is often mistaken for Cremonese work. The
have to ascertain whether the violin is following is a copy of a genuine Albani
genuine before a value cau be placed on It. Label; “Mathias Albani me fecit, Bulfani In
It is probable that there are a million imita¬ Tyrol!, 1706.” Translated the label reads
“Matthias Albani made me, at Botzen, in the
tion Strads scattered over the world.
Tyrol in 1706.” The leading violin t
of Los Angeles ci

Book Review
Richard
—- -—
hound. Published by Richard
Tarpon Springs, Florida.
This interesting booklet is now out In a
new dress for its second edition. In a series
of short chapters the author gives some very
interesting information regarding musical
matters connected with the church service.
More especially his thought is directed to
questions historical and connected with the
art in America.
Unique Voice Training Studies. By W. P.
Schilling. Twenty-five pages sheet music
size: paper covers. Published by W. P.
Schilling, at $5.
A method of study for high voice which
should interest the student and teacher. The
success of special material of this kind
depends upon the receptivity of the student.
The writer has produced several successful
he Organ Lofts of 1 ......
B. Stiven. Cloth bound; seventy-I
. _
Published by The Stratford Company, at one
dollar per copy.
A personally conducted tour of the princi¬
pal churches of Paris. The author has caught
the spirit of these ecclesiastical masterpieces,
many of which smell of the musty past, so
that he carries the reader at his heels through
their grandeur as well as their curiously dark
and secret ways. His character sketching of
their organists is clear cut, naive and con¬
vincing. The book is Illustrated with half¬
tones of organs, organists and interiors. A
more delightfully interesting and instructive
little book In Its line could scarcely have been

whiting-Adams

BRUSHES
52 Varieties of Nail Brushes
A different Nail Brush for every
week in the year. AH good, some
of them lower prices than others.
Different shapes, different stiffness
of bristles, suiting all requirements.
Send for Illustrated Literature
JOHN LWHITtNG-J.J. ADAMS CO.
Boston, U.S. A.
Brush Manufacture

Reading music at sight, rapid
fingering, flexibility of wrists
and a fine Vibrato lor pianists,
violinists, and ’cellists acquired
by a few minutes’ daily prac¬
tice away from the instrument.
NO APPARATUS. STATE
IF A TEACHER.
Write for FREE Illustrated Book
COWLING INSTITUTE
500Fifth Ave., Room221 -B, New York Gty

PIANO JAZZ
instruction Courue for Advened Pianists. I-earn 67 «vle» of
Bans 180Syncopated Effects, Blue Harmony, Oriental, Chime
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and COMPOSITION
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A simple, concise and practical
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rates. Composers’ MSS.corrected.
ALFRED WOOLER, Mus. Doc.
A17I Cleveland Ave. Buffalo, N. Y.
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that
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uauve tj
indicating
flnely
“.o discriminate nothing mo.c
—v
ca?,„ than the half-tones m our harmonic
c
The following excellent article from
w®1'Musical Times of London disputes this
r'umof insofar as it ref< s to B
ic.j
It was in the Street of the Umbrella
Makers that I heard a Burmese band for
the first time. The houses, which were also
the shops, stood open to view, enabling the
passer-by to see all that was going on with¬
in, from the most intimate domestic con¬
cerns in the background down to the manu¬
facture and sale of the brightly-colored
umbrellas in the forefront. Tamarinds
and palms cast their shade across the uneven roadway.
Pi-dogs yawned and
scratched and snarled, and children as
naked as they were born played happily in .
the dust.
The band squatted in the street outside a
house that, like the rest, was open in front.
A Burmese girl inside was powdering her
face with “thanaka,” before a mirror. Close
by, laid out on a bed, was the corpse of a
man. The band was playing merrily, hav¬
ing evidently been engaged for the funeral.
The Burmese dislike dirges, dead marches,
and music such as Westerners consider
appropriate. They employ a band to drive
away sorrow—and, after all, isn t this ex¬
ceedingly sensible ?
The corpse, I was told, was that of the
headman of the village, who had just been
murdered by his brother-in-law. The fun¬
eral was to take place that afternoon.
The band consisted of a circle of gongs,
a circle of drums played with the fingers, a
particularly shrill oboe, two pairs of cym¬
bals, large and small, a bamboo percussion
instrument, and a big drum. I wanted to
write down the tune, if possible, in West¬
ern notation. But there was so much more
noise than music that to do so proved an
utterly hopeless task. I gave it up in despair.
A few weeks later, when travelling upcountry, I met a Burman by the name of
Hla Tin, through whose help I was enabled
to arrive at a more, satisfactory result.
With the aid of a kind of mandolin he
picked out for me the time of what he
called the “baw-le.” This tune, it appears,
is used for songs of a sad character, and
is preceded by a short introductory phrase
which is also played between the verses and
again at the end. The introductory phrase

9

MANUSCRIPTS

Musical Competition Festivals. By Ernest
Fowles. Cloth bound; 170 pages. E. P. Duttofi and Company; at $2.00 per copy.
Criticised—Corrected—Revised
The author, an experienced Adjudicator,
J-JAVE you a musical Idea you think will soli? Do you knou
handles his subject “from the Inside,” as one
who knows. The Musical Competition Festi¬
val is a fixed institution of Great Britain
which, if handled judiciously, might well be Music Teachers Attention
introduced more generally into the States.
In his small volume Mr. Fowles very lucidly
outlines the qualifications for success in the
different features of the organization and
consummation of these enterprises, including
PERSONAL SERVICE BUREAU
among others, chapters on The Competitors,
104 Race Street
Philadelphia, FaThe Adjudicator, Selection of Music, The
Mgr. Judson Eldridge—Pianht-Teac
Audience and Possible Developments. Almost
Invaluable to the one interested In organiz¬
ing musical competitions.

A series of short chapters by a representa¬
tive English teacher who seeks to make plain
certain fundamental facts in Technic The
student and the teacher will find much that
is useful and valuable in this work.
The Making of Musicians. By T. H. Yorke
Trotter. Cloth bound ; 137 pages. Published
by E. P. Dutton and Company; at $2 00
In five interesting chapters the author
gives a very definite outline with much val¬
uable information as to the course to be
pursued in developing the innate ability of
the pupil. A very engaging chapter is the
one devoted to the teaching of the advanced student, in which an appreciation
of the harmonic structure is emphasized. A
book that will be welcomed by many musicmns and which will be a valuable addition
to the library of the young professional as¬
pirant.
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The Grotesque Native Music in Far Off Burmah
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Softens the wax. All drugstores.or by man
—50c. C. S. Dent 8s Co., Detroit, Mich.

KINDERGARTEN
TOWSLEY’S SYSTEM
,
If you teach children investigate this modern
successful way. Indorsed by Leading Authorities.
Gef it to-day—Use it to-morroW
TOWSLEVS'KINDERGARTEN SHOP
316 E. 3rd, Hoisington, Kansas

Upon examining the introductory phrase
ound that it was, or seemed to be, pen*°mc’ But the tune itself was not so,
un the important exception of the caden«s. These, as will be seen, are in every
ase pentatonic in character, and the lead“g-note does not occur.
My next proceeding was to test carefully
Dhri SCa'e-r°? a battala> the Burmese xylokev*1^ ^'S 'nstrument, which was in the
but t
* f°un<k an eight-note scale;
at first its classification puzzled me,

since in the upper octave the note B was
nearer to B flat than to B natural, whereas
in the lower octave it was the other way
about. How to account for an approxi¬
mate B flat in one octave and an approxi¬
mate B natural in the other octave of the
same instrument was a problem. The note
F in both octaves was indeterminate, and
seemed to be about halfway between F and
F sharp. This suggested to me what I
believe to be the true explanation, which is
that the pentatonic scale is the foundation,
and that notes have been more or less
roughly inserted in the two gaps between
E and G and between A and C in order to
make the scale approximate to the West¬
ern major scale.
Subsequently I examined the circle of
gongs which forms the basic feature of a
Burmese band. This was also in the key
of C, and here again it was difficult to be
certain whether the seventh note B was
meant for B natural or B flat, and whether
the fourth note F was intended for F
sharp or natural. Both these notes were
indeterminate.
An examination of the tuning of the cir¬
cle of drums brought me back again to the
pentatonic scale. I was quite excited to
discover that the note B was omitted alto¬
gether, and that the note F was missing
from both the lower octaves, though it
appeared in the top octave. It was quite
evident to me now that I was hack to the
bed-rock of Burmese music, and that the
fact of the introduction to the “baw-le” tune
being pentatonic was not a mere accident
as I had almost begun to think. On 0
sideration such an introduction, consisting
of two bars which are always played s
the beginning and between every verse, and
have no doubt been so played from time
immemorial, is much more likely to survive
in its original form than the tune proper,
which would be liable to gradual alteration
owing to the free interpretation allowed to
the singers. I therefore feel convinced
that Burmese music was originally penta¬
tonic, and that so far from being able to
appreciate such subtle intervals as quartertones the Burman is only now growing
used to semitones, and even yet the very
narrow semitone that occurs in the West¬
ern scale between the seventh and eighth
notes (otherwise between leading-note and
tonic) is too fine for the Burman ear.
The insertion of the indeterminate notes
at F and B, of which I have spoken, would
easily lead the casual observer to imagine
quarter and three-quarter tones. The occur-.
rence of such tones, however, or of what
appear to be such tones, is purely acciden¬
tal, and due to the indeterminate tones
alone.
_ ,
The Burmese hand, owing to the fixed
scale of the gong circle, always plays in
one key The band of which I examined
the instruments was in C major-approximately. The absence of semitones or acci¬
dentals makes modulation into other keys
impossible, consequently monotony is un¬
avoidable. The only variations are varia¬
tion in time, rythm and accent; and varia¬
tion obtained by grace-notes appoggiaturas and runs added at the discretion of
the individual performer
The licrnse
allowed to the individual, and the fact
that the drums with their pentatonic tuning
cannot possibly play exactly what is being
played by the other instruments with their
eight-note scale, makes Burmese music a
characteristically happy-go-lucky affair It
is often quite pleasant to listen to, I admitfor a short time; but the Western musi¬
cian can learn nothing from it. Nor if it
comes to that, can he learn anything from
the Burman about making a real good
;
That is an art in which our ultra¬
modern composers have nothing to learn
from anybody 1
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Over 3,000 best dealers say; “Your line
is just what we want!”
Write now, new catalogues out.

SLINGERLAND BANJOS
Highest quality tone and durability, have many exclusive
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A System of Harmony
By John A. Broekhoven

Flexible Cloth, Price, $1.00

A Harmony Work with Many Individual Points
Broekhoven’s Harmony contains many features of special value and informa¬
tion to teacliers and students not found in the average book on harmony. Am"""
these are: The short and clear, sections numbered for the purpose of ready refere
The questions after each chapter. The explanations of musical examples. The use
of the term Sept chord for the confusing term chord of the seventh found in all
books on harmony. The free resolution of collateral Sept chords. The explanation of
altered chords. The chord analysis of the six-key group. The presentation of the
various phases of suspensions, retardations and anticipations. The exhaustive illustra¬
tions of modern modulation. The harmbnization of a melody in the soprano, alto,
tenor and bass. Four, three and two-part writing. Examples of simple counterpoint
and mixed counterpoint. The harmonization of a choral in four, three and parts.
Omnitonic harmony, and the application of chromatic chords. This complex of subject
matter gives Broekhoven’s Harmony a broader scope of material for musical composi¬
tion than found in the current works on harmony. The complete index of the subjects
treated given at the end of the book is an encyclopedia of musical elements most
uable for reference.
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I^Eight Songs™
from

Green Timber
Lyrics by CHARLES O. ROOS
Music by THURLOW LIEURANCE

The Enchanting Wonders of
the Great American Outdoors
Inspired These Beautiful Songs

T

HIS cycle of “Green Timber” songs stands as one of the most original
in American song writings.

These songs put a touch of the unusual to a program and give the singer an
excellent opportunity to display artistry in voice and interpretation.
The secret of the appeal of these songs is in the manner in which they con¬
jure up the heart throb of the great outdoors. The “Green Timber” country
or the “Magic Valley” of the St. Croix River is one of nature’s beauty spots,
where the vast stretches of whispering trees, majestic and hazy hills, and an
enchanting stream move the most prosaic. The poet and musician have
blended inspirations in these “Green Timber Songs,” giving the heartbeat
of this Enchanted Valley.
Price $1.50
Published Separately in the Following Keys
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best possible service in connection with Recorded Music.
If you could but see the shelves in our
Record Department stocked from floor to
ceiling with VICTOR and BRUNSWICK
Records you would realize that our boast,
"That
-‘That we can meet every requirement in
...
Recorded Music, if produced by the Victor
or Brunswick Lavatories,’’ is not an idle
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Album of Compositions for the Pianoforte
.
’°'
iitouu. »,
.or the Pianoforte
Album of Six Hand Fiece3, Sartor1
_Cantata—Stults.
AUelui
'
“ mj||
_ Musician—Gilbert .
Castaways, The—Operetta for Women’!
Voices—Fay Foster.
Concerto No. 1. Vi(
for
Cantata
Dawn,
The—Easte_r
Women’s Voices—Baines .
Easy Opera Album—Piano Solo.
First Lessons in Bach—Carroll.
Four Seasons—Cantata—Kieserling.
From My Youth—Piano Sketches—
Krentzlin Op. 86.
Ka^rserf
ViolinKnight of Dreams, A^—Operetta—j. W.
.ui M. H. Dodge
—
Lemare Organ Transcriptions. .
Music Writing Book—Hamilton.
Musical Headings—Clay Smith. ....... •
New Instruction Book—John M. Williams
New Recital Album, Piano.
New Theory Book—Orem.
Principles of Expression in Pianoforte
Playing:—Christiani ..
Rainbow’s End—Children’s Operetta—
Cynthia Dodge.• • ..
Reverie Album for the Pianoforte.
Scene de Ballet—deBeriot.
Songs for Girls, Album.
Standard Vocal Repertoire.
Stories Notes Can Tell—Terry.
Studies for Violin—Pionllo. . .. . • •
Vocal Studies for Low Voice—Whelpton
What to Play—What to Teach—Harrlette
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On Sale
Music
A
A little
little over a year ago, we issued a
catalog listing 689 titles of “Most Played
Piano Music” in easy, medium and difficult
mi
■
_
grades. These
titles
were selected from
from
our earlier publications and only pieces
were selected which had proven their value.
and no unknown nor untried works were
amonc them
. The catalog was so favorably__ received
availed themselves of the opportunity to
secure a liberal selection according to our
“On Sale” plan and as very little of this

Principles of Expression
In Pianoforte Playing
By
y Adolph F.• Christiani
—
, ...
We have come into POssess*°n 0 .
’
one of the most important wonts o P
forte playing and in future we w
the publication of this most useful book;
There has been no work
P
and
playing that has been mor p P
jgtl.
more quoted than this one by C
k
In our establishment alone since thb^g
has been published, we ha
copies. This is an unusua1 sale. P
P* ^
of Expression in Fw»oforf« Play ff » ™
of the works that every P™" ’“ ,,
}d
ber of the pianoforte teaching wor
possess. The enormous "UI""er
have sold in our establishment
, ^
tests the value of the work an
very proud that Xi^^Xilprice
publisher in the future- 1
jsgued
always has been
w be
at the present tune the pn
tQ
considerably higher, hut w
hold
ng
i
- to tne ongmai
~
namely $3.00 net.
. . .. .
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Little Folks’
Music Story Book
By James Francis Cooke
This hook
book has
nas been
oeen in preparation for a
j
time. It is designed to be the simplest
possible history of music—a book to pre¬
^
“The Standard History of Music.”
^ ,g ^ -n the language of little folks.
but does not make them feel little. The
illustrations are all
cut-out” pictures,
Tbat ;S) they come on a big sheet like the
pictures in the famous Tapper series
“Child’s Own Book of Great Musicians.”
In addition to covering the subject of
musjc history in delightful fashion, this
book a]s0 gives pictures of the leading
orchestral instruments, and tells how any
little child may learn to compose a tune,
rpbe wrjter> who has a number of successful books of children’s musical literature
to his credit, has put his very best efforts
into this fascinating book. If you desire a
copy immediately upon publication you
mav bave the advantage of the special introductory rate of 50 cents by ordering
n0w.
Reverie Album

him in tne loiiowmg
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diWP'Z»
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Liszt, the
possible tor
cue great magician . ot .. the pianor,j„
force of clerks make itt possible
for us to j/ibi,
» day the order is forte this work, in admiration ot ms
received the record or records you most matchless genius and in recognition ot m.
desire. All orders in amount of $3.50 or sympathetic kindness, w dutifully inscribed
over are mailed via Parcel Post, postage by A. F. Christiani.
prepaid
Christiani was born ™in Kassel, Germany,
prepaid. All are well packed and
ana guarant™..
f
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'. . breakage
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upon receipt
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He
taught
m
Vassar
College,
statement, are solicited, although
in Pittsburgh and Cincinnati. The
quite willing to send Records Parcel Post,
information given in this work on phrasing
c. O. D.
alone is worth ten times the price of it,
in fact there is no greater authority and
Easter
we cannot recommend it too highly, we
Music
are placing this book on special offer for
Now is the time for the enterprising
ing a very short time only.
choir master to prepare the program for
Our special
-advance of publication price
Easter services. Easter Sunday falls, this
hW° gi be
v- $1.50
** En per copy, postpaid.
year, on April 20th. By making use of our
“On Sale” privileges, directors are enabled Alhiim of Scales
to select suitable material and we are now Album OI Scales
ready to send choir cantatas, anthems. For the PianOIOrte
solos and organ numbers for both %
Since the Album of[ Trilh thefirst
morning and evenmg services. For choirs volume in the new series, Study Pieces
desiring a Lenten or Easter cantata, we for Special Purposes, is published and on
recommend the following: Crucifixion, the market, we are now offering in adStainer; Dawn of the Kingdom, Wolcott; vance of publication the Album of Scales.
Living Christ, Stults; Wondrous Cross, This volume will be of about the same
Berge; Immortality, Stults; Greatest Love, difficulty ass the Album of Trills and perPetrie; From
Death Unto
a little more useful, as there is
-. Life,
—, Stults;
-. haps
.-r- Stabat Mater, Rossini; Victory Divine, scarcely a piece in it that does not contain
Aii»L,io Stults.
stiilta
more
Marks, and Alleluia,
- or less scale work. This book needs
vprv
as
is
Among the new Easter anthems, we very
a its usefulness
„ little advertising
t
f
«
recommend the following: Rejoice and Be so apparent that it is taken tor granted.
Glad, Berwald; Sing with All the Sons of We particularly pride ourselves on the
Glory, Stults; Today the Lord Is Risen, selection of pieces m which there is scale
TTminf?
wnrV
A mnrp
WTlRral volume
Kountz
wor1k,’ A
more USfllll.
useful, general
volume
For the soloist we submit the following: could not be found.
...
.
He Is Risen, Paul Ambrose; Christ the
Our special advance price in advance of
Lord Is Risen, Delafield; Easter Triumph, publication is 30 cents per copy, postpaid.
Shelley; Hail Glorious Morn, Geibel; Lord
Holberg^Suite for Piano
uy jlv. vuicg, vp. -xv
Easter services
.
This favorite work will be added to tbe
Hail Festal Day, Hallelujah! Lo He
Presser Collection. Our new edition will
Wakes, Risen King, Dawn of Hope.
be carefully revised and re-edited. It con-

■rssf,d
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_,.11U, ... _|atl w;tb
our^newer6publications, selecting only the
v«y choicest, most practical and most
used pieces and desire that coUeges, schools
and teachers order a selection to be used
as a stock of “On Sale” music for the
whole year’s work. Just say, “Send me 50
easy, 50 medium, 10 difficult pieces from

Ess.
H,o^rwa,iFsSpoS
cale, Lemmons!
March
Triumphale,
Beekcr
Write today, describing your needs and
let us send a package of “On Sale” music
for your
,<mr inspection,
Infection.
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Ihe Lastaways
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gy pay Poster
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f<>r ;m album devoted to )iieces of the
Reverh order xhis is very closely allied
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Nocturne Album. The reverie might
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and less
Iegg aimcuu
difficult than
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are both a quiet, dreamy order of
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reyerie it will nob be included in this
vobime on aCount of its difficulty. This
book will prove a very acceptable one and
d
*tbe music-rack of the piano in
& home will disclose many selections ap¬
propriate for playing before company.
The music will be graded and only such
pieces will be included as have had great
popularity
P P^ 5^ adyance of publication price
the volume will be 35 cents per copy
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postpa .
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must
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rts that Is staple enough to be
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be ^Ven
with
special
sceneryor costumesandstillbasrealmel^ ^rit and charm. Such a work is this
comnosition bv Kieserling. Women’s
, ,
Gj. S(>bool Choruses. Campfire
Girls; all ggroups requiring a, practical
worK wnicn wm pruve cuichoih*u8 —
audience as well as to the perfonners an
will require only twenty-five minutes on
the program, will do well to secure t
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Danish literature The numbers are Pre- rate of 35 cents, postpaid,
hide, Sarabande, Gavotte, Air and Hiqau(lon- The Rigmidon is often heard as a What The Vocal Student
separate number, but the ent,re suite is Should Know
By Nicholas Douty

Grieg has caught very aptly tbe grace and
This unusually fine little book might al
spirit of the old-fashioned dances.
have been termed “What the Vocal ot The special introductory price in ad- dent Should Do,” since Mr. Douty nas
of publication is 25 cents per copy, added a very remarkable appendix _gi'ir*|
,i'1
a (Jozen daily exercises for each voice‘eta
« clubs, yuung W cU.gc, p^ii
has already been, humorously and alnte
Ss^sbu diud. A^ -m nut S3S‘^=’'p^.k¥bd.’ilt!S The Dawn
tively called by our editorial sta ’
~ ought to Uf
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the entire selection, there is absolutely
risk whatever in making such an order.
Mail Order Service
o Record
Kecoiu Buyers
Duycis
To
o lyecui
y
Any merchant who is m position to offer
the best in his line, both in merchandise
and service, deserves patronage and generally gets it. For a period of more than
three years we have been trying and trying hard to perfect a system that would
give The Etude readers and others the

Er££ta. w»me»’sv„,ces

absorbing. Native women in unique costumes on a mysterious island and a shipwrecked company of very up-to-date
young women form the setting. Each num\er is.’ of '-ourse’ charmingly conceived;
the situations are most amusing and
Pieverly handled and the music has an
irresistible lilt and pulse. The dialog is
brjgbt and humorous and the scenic effects
m0st staftUflg, although inexpensive and
easily produced. The advance of publication cash price for one copy is only 40
cents, postpaid.

“J William names
A most useful Easter cantata for volunteer choirs where the men’s voices are not
reliable, or for girls’ schools and colleges,
The music is for two-part singing, that is
for soprano and alto, throughout with a
few unison or solo passages. The music is
tuneful, bright aid pleasing, Ssy to
master and grateful to sing. The time required for performance is 30 minutes, hut
parts may be omitted if so desired. The
advance of publication cash price for one
copy only, is 25 cents, postpaid.

for any vocalist and vocal student to leam
what an artist-teacher of such distinction »
Mr. Douty feels are the essentials in doing
and knowing in the art of singing. V ”
one of the very best hooks of its k'nd
have seen- and we know that many
vocalists will want to use it regidarh’ *
S^Tno^Deraliar method In ^
in the “Daily INizen” aooendix Mr.
has taken exercises (in addition
own} from numerous classical authorities’
The advance of nublication price is 0
cents, postpaid. ^

y0 ETUDE
A Knight of Dreams
rhoraf Cantata for Easter
Musical Comedy—Mixed Voices
Sr U. Stults
By May Hewes Dodge and
Vrsmiiffhout all of Mr. Stults’ numerous John Wilson Dodge
positions, beautiful melodies are a
A suggestion of Pygnialion and Galatea
Eminent feature and he has been esperuns, in a humorous way, through the
P ,' happy with the selections in this new
plot of this operetta. The story is really
Ztata for the joyous Eastertide. There very funny, especially the second act in
Te solo parts for the various voices of a which an artist has a dream in which the
ivcd choir and strong, well-contrasted characters of the classic stories get all
choruses, beautifully telling the story of mixed up. The dialog is snappy and
the Resurrection. Choir directors will find bright and the variety of characters intro¬
this work a boon because, while it is not duced adds charm to the evening's enter¬
difficult to render and not too many re- tainment. The music is catchy and tune¬
hearsals will be required, it is sure to ful and not too difficult. The costuming
prove exceedingly effective
is simplicity itself and the staging most
1 Qur advance of publication cash price
easily done. To everyone interested in
for one copy only, is 30 cents, postpaid.
producing an operetta during the coming
season, we offer the suggestion that they
What To Play—What To Teach take advantage of the opportunity to subscribe for this work at the special advance
By Harriette Brower
Miss Brower is well known to Etude of publication price, 35 cents, postpaid.
readers through her numerous contribu¬ One copy only may be had at this rate.
tions to this magazine. This hook proceeds
along very original lines. It tells how to First Lessons in Bach
make programs. The programs are of By Walter Carroll—Book 1
progressive difficulty, from the simplest to
The attention that is given to Bach
genuine reproductions of the programs of studies increases as the love of music ad¬
great artists at Carnegie Hall. It gives vances. While Bach is one of our oldest
the names of hundreds of pieces and com¬ composers, his music was dead for 75 years
ments upon the method of playing them in and was only resurrected by Mendelssohn.
public. The book is of particular use to Since then the study of Bach became more
teachers; hut students and artists may and more a part of our curriculum of
gain immensely by reading it. Introduc¬ study for piano. This book. First Lessons
tion price by our special plan of enabling in Bach by Walter Carroll, is one of the
our readers to get such books at a very many selected works that is becoming im¬
much reduced rate by ordering in advance mensely popular and we are adding this
of publication, 75 cents, postpaid.
small volume to the Presser Collection.
This new edition is very minutely edited.
The( selection comprises all of Bach’s
The Amateur Musician
pleasing easy pieces. This work can be
By Russell Snively Gilbert
taken up at the close of the second year
This little method is intended to intro¬ of study and ought to form a part of the
duce music to very young students through teaching repertoire of every progressive
the medium of tbe piano itself, striving to teacher of the pianoforte.
awaken the creative consciousness of the
Our advance price on this valuable little
pupil and by so doing to quicken progress volume is but 20 cents, postpaid.
and increase interest. It may be taken up
in connection with any instruction book or Vocal Studies
while the rudiments are being taught it
may be used without any instruction hook. For Low Voice
It starts right off with both clefs, but with By George Whelpton
only one hand at a time. After the first
Many teachers and singers have found
few elementary exercises, some are left for the Vocal Studies for High Voice by
the pupil to complete by himself. It is George Whelpton extremely practical and
a book that is just past the kindergarten exceedingly helpful and the forthcoming
stage.
Vocal Studies for Low Voice are sure to
The special introductory price in ad¬ find a flattering welcome. With years of
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy, experience in handling voices, developing
postpaid.
accomplished amateurs and successful pro¬
fessional singers, Mr. Whelpton is able to
Album of Compositions
well build a study work for low voice of
the best character. Voice teachers will do
By M. L. Preston
This will prove to be a very attractive well to order a copy of this work' now,
and entertaining volume of intermediate insuring their becoming acquainted with
pieces. Mrs. Preston’s teaching pieces have these studies at the low advance of publi
cation cash price, 30 cents a copy, postproven most popular with both teachers
and pupils and we have assembled in this
new volume some of the most successful
Fiorillo’s Studies
numbers. These are in various styles:
thawing-room pieces, reveries, nocturnes, For Violin
Among the classics in violin literature
flances and characteristic pieces. All are
melodious and all lie well under the hands, these studies have maintained their place
•ms will prove one of the best books to for over a hundred years, the composer
,se, wdh third-grade students, both for having died about 1823. Many different
European and American publishers have
stl'd5' and recreation.
the special introductory price in ad- issued this work, evidence of its universal
and continued acceptance as an essential
Postpaid publication is 30 *cents Per C0Py. part of the violin student’s training.
These studies may follow or precede those
Scene de Ballet
of Kreutzer and their perfect mastery
carries one well on the way to violin vir¬
^olin and Piano
tuosity; certainly no great performer has
By C. de Beriot
neglected these studies. The retail price of
famn'f 'S. I?ot a new number to those this work in existing editions is $1.00, but
but
tke literature of violin music, advance cash orders for our edition will
lectirmere 1S cominK out in the Presser Col- be filled at 35 cents a copy.
de n„ua.n,ew edition of the favorite Scene
inW;let '-V de Heriot. We are fortunate Favorite Musical Readings
Mr TK jJ*n ed'lnr °f the highest order in and Pianologs
the
eus Rich, the concert-master of
tra r„ “unowned Philadelphia Orches- By Clay Smith
These recitations are all new in the
chesti" add,tion to laurels won in the ormaster
concert Acid, Mr. Rich is a sense that they have for the most part been
able ai.H,10l!n teacher and an unquestion- tried out only a few times by Mr. Clay
Smith and his famous concert company
Ballet ; °rity on violin matters. Scene de which is known in Chautauqua from coast
work ),„I not on,y a standard teaching
f'anlv mCavf® of the technical and musi- to coast. Most of the music is original
hut it l;U , ties it compels one to employ, with Mr. Smith. One recitation, however,
has the accompaniment of Mendelssohn’s
it the
° an ideal concert solo. With
and mu ‘:“Vni?t can execute a very showy “Consolation” and is exceedingly effective.
Recitations with music are “all the go
aud5e
80,0 that is sure to win an now and vou cannot get a better collection
new editin "e PPortunity to secure this
price of an1 at
advance of publication
cents should not be overlooked.
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World of Music
New Theory Book
By Preston Ware Orem
(Continued from page 73)
Sir Tliomas Beecliam, who went Into
It is one thing to have mastered a cer¬
retirement after the disbanding of
tain amount of harmonic knowledge and voluntary
his opera company, has resumed his activities
quite another thing to put it into actual in the London musical world. His initial
practice. This new book is for the student appearance was as conductor of a symphony
who has mastered the elementary prin¬ program.
ciples of harmony and who wishes to go
Thirty Thousand Applications, for
further and to know the whys and where¬ Seats were received for the opening perfor¬
fores of his methods of procedure. The mance of the season of the Chicago Civic
best method of mastering the principles of Opera Company, and the Auditorium has i.
capacity of about 6000 seats.
musical construction is by the actual use
of them and by developing them step -by
Strauss’ “Alpine Symphony” recently
step. One who knows harmony as far as had its first performance in England, at a
Queen’s Hall (London) concert under the
the dominant seventh chord will easily baton
of Aylmer Buesst. “Nobody seemed to
develop a knowledge of the rest of it. lose his head over It.”
And when one has learned the principles
Giacomo Puccini is reported to have
of melodic construction it is but a step into
won his suit for damages from the Ricordi
actual composition.
music publishing house of Milan, for issuing
The special introductory price in ad¬ a fox-trot including an air from “Hadama
vance of publication is 60 cents per copy, Butterfly,” the amount to be decided later
by the court.
postpaid.
The Sew York Oratorio Society cele¬
brated in December the fiftieth anniversary
Rainbow’s End
of its existence, with a performance of Men¬
Operetta for Children
delssohn’s “Elijah.” Albert Stoessel
By Cynthia Dodge
There is a splendid moral to the story
of this little play which is in three scenes,
A “Guinea Subscription,” limited to
the last of which may be omitted if so that amount per head, has been launched in
London, for the purpose of raising a £12.000
desired. The “Chest of Gold,” always a
fascinating story, gathers new lustre in
this charming musical setting. The fairies
American Citizenship has been applied
of all worlds are called in to help and the
scenic effects are very pretty. The music for by Georges Baklanoff, Russian baritone;
Tito Schipa and Giulio Crimi, Italian tenors,
is easily learned and suitable for children’s and Harry Steier, German tenor, all princi¬
voices. The costumes are described in the pal artists of the Chicago Civic Opera Com¬
score which contains all music and dialog, pany.
as well as complete stage directions. If
Mme. Lilli Lehmann, greatest: of the •
necessary, the cost of production may be Wagnerian sopranos of the last generation,
celebrated her seventy-fifth birthday, Novem¬
reduced to a minimum.
One copy only may be obtained at the ber 24, 1923. Found giving a lesson, she
advance of publication cash price of 40
cents, postpaid.
A Monument to Arrigro Iloilo was un¬
Music-Writing Book
veiled in the In Scaia of Milan, on Novem3, last. The statue is of Carrara marble.
By Anna Heuermann Hamilton
This is a real writing book, something
more than the mere imitating of given
patterns. Everything that may be looked
for in a writing book is to be found in
this work and besides, the theoretical part
keeps pace with the practical, so that the
pupil not only writes, but understands
what he is writing about. This is in every
way one of the best writing books that we
have seen. It is easy to understand and
it may he taken up by one who is but little
past the elementary stage.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 20 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Lemare Album of
Organ Transcriptions
The organ transcriptions by Mr. Lemare
are decidedly out of the ordinary. He
takes the old melodies and sheds new light
upon them. Each number is a lesson in
itself in harmonic treatment and in regis¬
tration. Among the transcriptions in this
hook are Aloha Oe, Love’s Old Sweet Song,
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot, My Heart at
Thy Sweet Voice (Saint-Saens); Star of
Eve (Wagner); Anvil Chorus (Verdi),
and others. Also the hymn tunes Onward.
Christian Soldiers, Lead, Kindly Light, and
Adeste Fideles. Two original pieces are
included: Evening Pastorale and Salute
B’Amour.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 50 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Standard Vocal
Repertoire
This volume now in course of prepara¬
tion will contain a variety of songs sacred
and secular for all voices. Each song is
being selected with regard to its fitness
for inclusion in a book of this kind. In
size and general apearance the new collec¬
tion will correspond to our earlier publi¬
cations of this class such as “The Standard
Vocalist,” “The Standard Song Treas¬
ury” listed at 75 cents, each, but until pub¬
lication we will hook advance orders for
“The Standard Vocal Repertoire” at 35
cents each, postpaid, if paid in advance.
As the book will contain about forty songs
practically none of which may be found in
any other collection, advance purchasers
will secure a real bargain at a trifling
cost.
(Publisher’s Notes continued on page 1S8)

Bulletin of the Presser Home for
Retired Music Teachers
Several evenings of the past month have
been given up to entertainments of varied
character, thus adding many pleasures to
the life of “the Home family.”
On Tuesday evening, December 11th,
“Mother Moore” gave a very interesting talk
on her work among her “85,000 boys” at the
League Island Navy Yard. Preceding this
talk, Mr. Presser surprised us by a call. With
-and Mrs. --

Waters of Minnetonka.”
On Thursday evening, December 13th, The
Presser Home Social Club was entertained
with an address, “Germantown Humor.” by
the Germantown lecturer and humorist, E. B.
Phillips.

On Sunday afternoon. December 16th, Alan
Hensel Lewry, violinist, and the Quartet
Choir from St. John’s Lutheran Church,
Philadelphia, gave a sacred concert at the
Home.
Monday evening, December 17th, Dr. A. E.
Harris, pastor of Nicetown Baptist Church,
favored the Home family with an informal
talk on “Joan of Arc.”
Saturday afternoon, December 29th, Mr.
Lewry. violinist, and Knapp, pianist, enlivened the Holiday Season
«»■>—- by
b a program of
excellent music.

Album of Favorite
First Position Pieces
FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO

Price, $1.00
A volume of this kind is of great value
in the violin world. It gives the
beginner on the violin encouragement
through the excellent numbers it con¬
tains which are melodious and in¬
teresting yet at the same time easy
to play. There are twenty-two num¬
bers of real worth arranged in pro¬
gressive order. Teachers here have
an ideal volume for instructive pur¬
poses and beginning violinists will find
it just the volume to possess for their
recreation or recital needs.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.,
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT ST.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Schools and Collides
New YorK, New England, Pennsylvania and General

£✓

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS
148-150 RIVERSIDE DRIVE

22nd YEAR

Ralfe Leech Sterner, Director

SIX WEEKS SUMMER COURSES for Teachers and Professionals,
Starting

May 15th

also Beginners and Adv<

pupils may enter any day
CELEBRATED FACULTY INCLUDING

Calzil
HnrtoHJco’

^AMERICAN INSTITUTE
v OF APPLIED MUSIC

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Founded by the late A. K. Virgil

Originator of the Virgil Method, Inventor of the Virgil Practice Clavier

JTHACA CONSERVATORY

spiTumusic

SPECIAL-“ “
elna'bl^to teach ^'n. Y^PubUc Sv'bbob^Tnr

For PIANISTS, AvArVmrrtnihjio ana

■ -——-j

TEACHERS ij.',c°u; £.i»i i
The SIGHT, TOUCH and HEARING

Kindergarten

|

DUNNING SYSTEM '"VASt*
INSTITUTE
MUSICAL ART

Crane Normal Institute of Music

for Dunning Teachers Cannot Be Supplied.

Trains Seh^SuperviBor. of Mu.ic

smsmss

CITY OF NEW YORK

FRANK DAMROSCH, Dir.

0FSf IrhrvItor0U.t:0nSchoCoU:

COMBS CONSERVATORY
PHILADELPHIA
VA School of Public P

Zeckwer
VIRGIL PORTABLE
KEYBOARD
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director

’"sSESSs"

1617

■?£»
aMrf”

a-gg-jfg^^gi

-

Hahn

PHILADELPHIA
MUSICAL ACADEMY

i
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&
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SUMMER MASTER SCHOOL

SUMMER MASTER SCHOOL
June 30 to August 9

Prof. Xaver Scharwenka

MME. FANNIE
BLOOMFIELD

Dr. Georg Schumann
-

^

And the regular faculty of over 100 brilliant artist-teachers in attendance—Also private an

^

GEORGE H. GARTLAN

§ §

c ass essons—i-—

CERTIFICATES

AND

FREE

SUMMER SESSION of Six weeks from June 23rd to August 2nd, 1924. Special

DEGREES

courses for Teachers and Advanced Students in all branches of Music and Dramatic Art.
Special Courses for Supervisors of Public School Music.
Recitals by distinguished Artists. Lectures by eminent Educators.

Wl11

*tadiil?t0ry
^
^ should be engaged now.

The American Conservatory awards Teacher's Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees by authority of the State of Illinois

FREE SCHOLARSHIP awarded by Delia Valeri and Fannie Bloomfield Zeisler. Send for Ap¬
plication Blank. Excellent Dormitory Accommodations. Rates of tuition moderate. Summer Session
booklet mailed free on application. For detailed information address

SCHOLARSHIPS

PROF. SCHARWENKA has consented to award a Free,of'olaJing^ ApplSaHon bla^k now on "request0’
an open competitive examination, is found to possess the greatest gift of p y g.
PP

Chicago Musical College
__ _
FELIX BOROWSKI, President

American Conservatory of Music

620 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Ill.

571 Kimball Hall, Chicago, III.

r»Di n PHVJCEV T
CARL D. KINSEY, Manager

The Leading and Largest College of Music and Dramatic Art in America

OLUPIBIA
noi
SCHOOL- OF

yi
NtI usie

Detroit Conservatory of Music

ftncin

'0

I CLARE OSBORNE REED, Dir.
A National Music School for Teachers

Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin,
Teachers’ Normal Training,
PublicSchool Music Methods,
Interpretation for Profession¬
al Musicians.
An Accredited School
Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees by
authority of the State of Illinois
Year book <m request, Address
COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Box 3—509 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, HI.

(fonserdatorjj ofXHu$ic
FOUNDED 18S7 by Clara Baur
OVER FIFTY YEARS

50th Year
Francis L. York, M. A. Pres.
Elizabeth Johnson, Vice-Pi
Finest Conservatory in the West
Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Cello, Organ, Theory, Public
conferred. Many free advantages. We own our own bnildli
Students may enter at any
For detailed information address
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary, Box 7, 5035 Woodward Ave., DETROIT, MICH. Front View Const

t]r s o

J

lYCEUAi
CONSERVATORY
A SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART
Courses In all.branches—Master Faculty including
llias Day, President and Director; Theodore Harrion, Director of vocal department, and others of
V A thorough education is offered in m
matic art leading to diplomas, degrees i
certificates. Our
tary for detailed information.
STUDENTS MAY
irmitories and studios in c
from Lake Michigan, North SideT^ cataj0
JEABffl EOWAM^BoS «6o\ Dearborn St., Cluoago, Ill.

PERCY FULLINWIDER
VIOLINIST

lawrence10conIervatorv
APPLETON, WIS,
A MASTER TEACHER
' Writ,
CARL J. WATERMAN, Dean.

Ichools of opera and ballet—-Orchestra and Chorus.
FREE SCHOLARSHIPS
Dormitories on lea uliful ten-acre campus only fifteen minutes
from Cincinnati’s Music and Art attractions.
Pupils may enter at any time.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE TO
BERTHA BAUR, Director
BURNET C. TUTHILL, General Manager
Highland Ave. and Oak St.
Cincinnati, O.

ML

PIANO, VIOLIN,
VOICE, ORGAN,
PUBLIC SCHOOL

MUSIC, DRA¬
MATIC ART.
Completeone- and twouzo La Pane Avenue
year courses leading to
Minneapolis, Minn.
diplomas and degrees.
Dormitory accommodations $6.50 per Week
Write for free catalog
Pupils May Enter at Any Time
Summer Session commences June 2nd,
continuing throughout the Summer Frantz
Prouchowsky, coach to Madame GalliCuvci, guest teacher during June.

SCHOOL

.wn
APPL Y NOIV

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
SUMMER SESSION OPENS JUNE 18th
Our concerts are broadcasted each Wednesday night from eight to nine. Eastern Standard Time.
Our station is WLAZ.
Address LYNN B. DANA, President
Desk E, WARREN, OHIO

These pictures show a few of the young men
and women chosen from our student body
to fill positions as Junior Teachers on our
Chicago Faculty while they are themselves
working for advanced credits.

Heidelberg Conservatory of Music
A STANDARD CONSERVATORY
Confers B. Mus.
Giants Teachers- Certificates

Our chain of Neighborhood Branch Studios
in Chicago makes similar opportunities pos¬
sible for a great number of young teacher-

WARREN, OHIO

THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC

VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY
School of Music
(Accredited)
VALPARAISO, INDIANA
The University School of Music offers courses in
Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory and Public
School Music. Students may attend the Music
School and also take the regular work at the
University.
THE EXPENSES ARE THE LOWEST
Under University supervision, the cost of board
and room, as well as tuition, is exceptionally low.
Detailed figures are available in our catalogue.
Catalogue will be mailed free. Address Val¬
paraiso University,—Depti 6, Valparaiso, Indiana.
Spring Quarter Begins—April 1,1924

LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY
io, Voice, Violin, Organ a

EASTERN SCHOOLS-Page IS
MIDDLE WESTERN—Pages 1
SOUTHERN-Page 142

John J. Hattstaedt, President

POSITION AS TEACHER

MUSICAL LEADERSHIP
A Complete School of Music
Master, Artist and Normal courses.
Accredited public school music course in affiliation
with the^Univereity of Cincinnati, leading to de-

DIRECTOR^O^PUBLMSCHOOL MUSIC

EMINENT FACULTY OF 100 ARTIST-INSTRUCTORS

UNEXCELLED NORMAL COURSES IN PIANO, VIOLIN, VOCAL AND
SPECIAL PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC COURSE

Teachers’ Certificates and the degrees of Bachelor of Music, Master-of
conferred at the end of the summer session upon candidates who show sufficient knowie g
Full details in Summer Catalog.
Complete summer catalog on request.
_

Famous New York Expert
on Tone Production
Private Lessons—Repertoire—Teacher’s

PRIVATE LESSONS
Repertoire—Teacher’s Classes—Auditor Classes

,

Prof. Scharwenka and will
Dr. be
Schumann
arelessons
making
sPe^al
trlJ>s
available for
from
May 1st
to August 2, 1924.

ZE1SLER .""VALERI

Renowned Pianist and Instructor

Noted Composer, Conductor and Teacher
of Counterpoint and Composition

Famous Composer and Master Piano
instructor
01 the
uic World
»iunu
Instructor of
NOTE:

June 23 to July 26, 1924

(S« Weeks)

CARL J. WATERMAN, D

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory

Thorough Teachers
Rates Reasonable
For Free Catalogue, address
Prealdent CHARLES E. MILLER
Box 25
Tiffin, Ohio

students.
More than 1,000 pupils are now taught in
these Chicago Branch Studios.

During the past year we have opened twelve
new Neighborhood Branch Studios, and have
made provision for opening sixteen more dur¬
ing the school year 1924-25. Teachers trained
in our plan of teaching will be needed in these
Branch Studios.
These teachers will he selected from the ad¬
vanced students who come to Chicago and
register on or before June 30, the begining
of the Summer Term of the current school
year.

SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL
Minneapolis School of Music,

fink arts building

ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART
WILLIAM H. PONTIUS. Director
60-62 Eleventh St., So. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
large Faculty of European and American Artist TeachM*headed by
MME. BAILEY-APFELBECK, Famous Pi°n‘sl
and LESCHETIZKY, Exponent
LOUIS WOLFF. Master Violinist and Pedagogue

CHICAGO

dc

B^i^’any’branch
thSeCnin^ments

Please mention THE ETUDE

a addressing our advertisers.
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The Choir Master

DO YOUR MUSIC PUPILS COME SADLY AND LEAVE GLADLY?
lasses. P Full directions for f
lessons^ af\er Uhiol^you can proceed by yourself. Happy pupils progress rapidly: Special ir
ductory price.
Write for booklet.

,

»•

I Musical TJieorv,^HarmonyyMelcdy Wrilim7,

city

VIRGIL'
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
VIRGIL "s

Bellefontaii

CHICAGO Violin, Organ, Theory,■frkUB.
,,r Mu„c"IghlamlAvr.
' '
FABRIZI Stgg CINCINNATI!
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
ARTHUR de—SINGING,
DETROIT
GUICHARD.
MUSICOLOGIST, LECTURER, 72
KNOX"
HAWTHORNE "™“
r. TOMLINSON Ss
MOULTON
INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
NEW YORK
11^ WESTERN

SUNDAY EVENING, April 20th
ORGAN
Salut D’Amour .Lemare
anthem
c
,
a. Sing with All the Sons of
Glory .Stulls
b. To-day the Lord is Risen.. .ICountz
OFFERTORY
_ . ,
Come See the Place.P. Ambrose
ORGAN
Triumphal March .Harris ,
Postlude for Easter.Hosmer

OISwing Low, Sweet Chariot...Lemare
ANTHEM
_
J
a O Divine Redeemer.Gounod
b. The Triune God.Jones
OFFERTORY
.
, .
One Sweetly Solemn Thought
(Med.) .R-S. Ambrose

SUNDAY MORNING, April 13th

,* SUNDAY MORNING, April 27th

°Andantino in D Flat.Lemare
ANTHEM
a. Blessing, and Glory, and Wisdottl .’ ’ VM
b. Ride On In Majesty.Baines
OFFERTORY
The Palms .U Frnre
ORGAN
||
Onward Christian Soldiers
Sullivan-Lemare
SUNDAY EVENING, April 13th
ORGAN
,
The Guardian Angel.Gounod-Wfitting
ANTHEM
,
_ ,
a. Lift Up Your Heads.Rockwell
b. Jesus, Word of God Incarnate
Rockwell
OFFERTORY
Man of Sorrows.J.H. Adams

RQTSit.,SffilSiY4SSl CONVERSE COLLEGE1

ANTHEM
__ .
, ,
a. Lift Up Your Heads.Handel
b. Song of Ages.U'olcott
OFFERTORY
, „
Hosanna 1 .J- Cramer

SUNDAY EVENING, April 27th
ORGAN
Ecstasy .Cummings
anthem
„ ,
a. They That Sow in Tears.Gaul
b. Father, Within Thy House
We Kneel .Kevin
OFFERTORY
„ „
,
My Lov’d One, Rest.P. D. Bird
ORGAN
Grand Chorus (E Flat).Hosmer

SPECIAL NOTICES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

Schools and Colleges
SOUTHERN

PERSONAL, FOR SALE
or WANTED

ESTABLISHED 1857

DFARnTW CONSERVATORY
I El/\DV/LJ I
BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director
One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America.
Atlanta Conservatory of Music
Advantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere
Students may enter al any time. Send fnr
Catalog.
GEO. F. LINDNER, Director
Peachtree and Broad Street*, Atlanta, Georgia

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Class for Teachers of Piano
21st SEASON
August, 1924
ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A.GEST

SUNDAY EVENING, April 6th

ELDRIOGE S® *£

A New and WorthWhile Volume for
Singers

ETUDE

^Lm M

PATE NORMAL SCHoS^^OaU^rnia, Penna.

combs:;
8TBTEM. toproved^Motlo Btnjf *
Normal Training Olaaai
AMERICAN,
Louise Dunning, 8 W. 40th, N.l
DUNNING a Bmeri.
BURROWES’

For all Voices

81

-JUNIOR-

SUNDAY MORNING, April 20th
ORGAN
.
Serenata .Moszkowski
anthem
. „
,
n
ANTHEM
t
.«
a. Rejoice and Be Glad.Berwald
b. Awake Up My Glory.Bamby
OFFERTORY
b. Homeland .Schnecker
He Is Risen.P. Ambrose

SUNDAY MORNING, April 6th

TRENTON"

CLARK0

SECULAR
DUETS

’.'-

i wmm

v-—-—

Professional Directory
Strong

,
tl' u00JineWe Shall Give a List of Anthems,
Volunt'Jies Appropriate for Morning and Evening

Services Throughout the Year.

KATHARINE BURROWES, d. 246 Highland Av

ALBERT"
ry Dept.
BEEGHWOOD:
EMMA BOEHM-OLLER

Page US

W ANTED—By experienced piano, public
school music and orchestra teacher, a posi¬
tion for summer of 1924. Would like a nor¬
mal class In theory, beginners’ harmony or
thorough course In organizing, conducting
and arranging parts for a school orchestra.
For particulars regarding training and ex¬
of f"'
The Etude.
perience address f» ™ »•“ r'f

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MUSIC COMPOSED—Send wor
scripts corrected. Harmony, Corr
lessons. Dr. Wooler, Buffalo, X.

Langston Aajustaoie music menu- uw--and Interval Measure for Locating Major and
Minor Scales In all keys and measuring their
intervals. For Piano. Price, Locator with
Key, $3.00. Cash with order. For sale by
Jeffrey 1!. Langston, 4722 Girard Avenue,
FOR SALE—Old Violin—supposed Armatl. Philadelphia, Pa.
Tone unsurpassed. No purfling. Neck not -MOVING PICTURE PLAYING— The
original. Box 38, St. Martin, Ohio.
Art of Pipe Organ Playing to Motion Pic¬
tures,” a complete guide and reference work.
Wm. James, 69-71 North State St., Salt Lake
City, Utah.
________
’, California, Penn
WHY NOT LET US PLAY FOR YOU?
TESTED RADICAL IMPROVEMENTS Roy Johnson’s Unbleached American JaM
in band horns ; for cash, royalties or partner¬ Manipulators. Phone Spruce 10386 or write
ship. E. Sylvester, 1839 Michigan Are., 413 S. 19th Street, Phila., Pa.
•
Chicago, Ill.
MUSIC COMPOSED; manuscripts revised.
Band and Orchestra arranging. Complete ana
guaranteed instruction in Harmony by roanWestern States.
J. Rode Jacobsen, 2638 Milwaukee Are.,
Chicago, Ill.__—-

A Few Excellent First Grade Teaching Pieces

SINGERS

possessing this volume are well prepared
for duet concert singing or for pleasurable mo¬
ments of recreation at the keyboard with other singers.
Practically all combinations of two voices are covered
and in this one hundred and two page volume there is
a wealth of carefully selected, good duets.

Price $1.25
THEODORE PRESSER CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Please mention THE ETUDE w

ornv ruv

r Queen
Bugbee $0.30
Dreaming Poppies. Spaulding .30
Turtle Doves.Engeimann
Beginning to Play.Rolfe
Airy Fairies.Spaulding
I Begin.Willy

9629 Dan
16379
7664
16415
6482
7271

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

r»cv
Cat. No.
Price
6634 Fife ind Drum Brigade
Spaulding $0.30
16578 Cradle Croon.Strickland -SO
2262 Four Leaf Clover Waltz
Engeimann
JO
11165 Come and Play.Sewall -JO
16452 Haymaking.Slater .30
16338 The Big Bass Singer...Rolfe
30
*
*
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Musical Terms

The Piano Complains

This list was begun last month and will
be continued. Copy the words in your
By Marion Benson Matthews
note book.
Barcarolle- a composition imitating to
“I am not a bass drum,” remarked the you, sit down before me you pound, pound,
a certain extent the boat songs of the gon¬
Piano,
suddenly,
in
an
indignant
tone. Jane, pound my keys until I ache in every joint.
doliers. Generally in 6-8 time.
Ben—(or bene) well, as Ben Marcato, too frightened to speak, sat with her hands It’s high time we pianos went on a strike;
poised in air. “I’ve stood this banging just we ought to receive more considerate (not
well marked, or well brought out.
to say sensible) treatment.”
Berceuse—a cradle song or lullaby.
“Yes,” admitted Jane, “and I do try to
Bravura—brilliancy, boldness.
remember.”
Bis—twice. Sometimes written over
“Well, you don’t try hard enough,” re¬
measures that are to be repeated.
torted the Piano. “That’s one reason why
Cadence—a succession of chords form¬
I spoke to you. You don’t often hear a
ing a close to a composition, or to a divi¬
Piano speak, do you?”
sion of a composition.
“I’ve never heard one before,” said
Cadenza—a brilliant and usually rapid
Jane.
passage introduced on a pause in the har¬
“Then you’ll be all the more likely to re¬
mony.
member it,” replied the Piano. “I beg you,
Cajando—dying away in tone and speed.
however, not to go to the opposite extreme,
Cantabile—in a singing style.
and try to play a march, or a brilliant ca¬
Cantata—a small oratorio (that is, a
price as softly and dreamily as you would
composition for chorus, and solo voices,
play a lullaby—although I think there is
usually with orchestral accompaniment).
The words of a cantata are generally secu¬
not much danger of that. I merely ask
lar, while those of an oratorio are sacred.
you to use a little judgment and not to
as long as I can,” continued the Piano. “I bang my poor keys from the moment you
don’t know whether it’s because you chil¬ sit down at the keyboard. If I see that you
Listening to Others
dren have a grudge against me, or whether are forgetting, I shall speak to you again
Are you a good “listener?”
you’re merely thoughtless, but every time some day.”
You know a great many people like to
talk, and do so incessantly, but are quite
impatient when other people talk. You
probably know lots of people of this
What Happened to Cynthia
variety.
Once upon a time, in the Land of Music, pleaded the Fairy. “Think how wonder¬
There are some people just like this in
there
was
a
little
girl
who
took piano les¬ ful it is to be able to play and make
music, too. They love to play or sing, and
beautiful music.”
perhaps do so rather well, but the trouble sons. Her teacher was a very good teacher,
But Cynthia did not care. “If I have to
is they think that they do it better than any¬ and her piano was a very good piano, and
practice,” she said, “I hope I will never
one else, and would rather have people lis¬ her mind was a very good mind; but still
hear any more music,” and she ran away
ten to them, than listen to any one else she did not learn to play well.
down the field by the brook and laid
She
could
not
understand
why
it
was
themselves. Are you one of these people?
down in the deep grass.
You know, no matter how well you play thus, and she used to complain to her
The little brook flowed on by her feet,
or sing, or how pleased your teacher may Musical Fairy about it, for in the Land of
over the stones, and made little waterfalls,
be with your work, you can always learn Music every pupil had a fairy to help
but never a sound of the brook’s music
them.
something by listening to others.
“Oh Musical Fairy!” she would say, could she hear. “Oh, dear me!” she said,
You may hear someone play one of your
“why is it that I do not play better? I “I must be getting deaf.” And the little
numbers, and even if they play it poorly
have a very good teacher, and I have a birds came and sat in the bushes near her
on the whole, yet there may be some de¬
very
good piano, and I am not stupid, am and sang, but never a sound of their
tail which they play better than you do
I?” And the Fairy would answer and say, music did she hear. “Oh, my!” she said in
yourself, and you should listen attentively
“Yes, Cynthia, you have a good teacher and alarm, “I really must be getting deaf.”
and try to get some new ideas from listen¬
Then she ran back to her house, and
a good piano and you are not stupid. But,
ing that would improve your own playing.
you know, piano playing will not come saw her sister practicing her violin; but
Of course if you have the opportunity to
without work—without real, hard prac- never a sound of the music did she hear.
hear a great artist, you must really know
tiCe—and that is your trouble. You do Then she began to cry and call for her
how to listen or the opportunity would be
not practice well; so I am afraid that you Fairy.
wasted.
“Oh, Fairy!” she cried, “what has hap¬
will never learn to be a good player.”
Learn to be a good listener, whether
Cynthia felt very sorry, but she did not pened? I cannot hear the song of the
the player be much better than you yoursee what she could do about it, so she said, brook, nor the song of the birds, nor the
se‘f or not, and this will help you to be¬
“Well, then, I suppose I will never learn sound of my sister’s violin, and I am so
come a good player.
to play, for I really cannot be bothered
“Well, Cynthia,” said the Fairy, “you
practicing.”
Do Your Musical “Bit”
“Oh, but Cynthia, you must. Think what said that you hoped you would never
a terrible thing you are saying! Think hear the sound of music again. I am sure
M"sLic helps the world to go
what a great pleasure and power you are that you are sorry now for saying that
Through its daily grind,
0,®m8 your songs with all your heart, denying yourself. Take back those words you would not practice, are you not?
“Yes, and Fairy, I really did not mean
Twill help a lot, you’ll find.
Cynthia, please.”
But Cynthia would not take them back. it. I am going to practice two hours every
She was lazy and she did not want to be day until I grow up, and I am going to
'■otnn ‘ ?L0U Please pronounce the name of the
bothered practicing.
.
. „ be a fine musician some day. You just
16)1^ Georgia r‘V8Ve TorIussen-~L’ H’ (Age
wait and see!”
“Think how wonderful music is,
Answer. Pronounce, Trlg-vay Tor-yus-sen.

1)wVSNl0n Etcde:

Do-Re-Mi
By Leona I. Coddington
Do-re-mi!
I can’t see
Why Do and Re should
Play with Mi;
For they live farther
Down the street,
And always seem
Quite incomplete!
And Fa and Sol and
La and Si!
Such funny folks,
Dear me! dear me!
But when we get in
Line just so—
We make the sweetest
Songs,—you know!
But one-two-three
And Do-re-mi!
It doesn’t seem
Just play to me!

Enjoy Your Practice
Do you enjoy your music lesson? Of
course you do—everybody does. Do you
enjoy hearing others play? Of course you
do, and you enjoy playing yourself, don’t
you? But to play well, so that it becomes
a real joy to do, as well as to listen to,
you must do lots and lots of practicing.
Most musicians, and in fact all the good
ones, enjoy; their practicing thoroughly.
Do you? If not, it is probably because you
are not practicing correctly. There is a
good way and a bad way to practice ; and
to do it correctly you must exercise that
part of your gray matter called “will.”
You know your will is very powerful,
and its power must be directed correctly.
When you sit down to practice, say to
yourself, “I will to practice well. I will
that I shall practice correctly. I will that
I shall practice with all my heart. I
will that I shall concentrate on what I
do.”
Then your “will” will be the boss and it
will be a good boss, too, and your prac¬
tice will be enjoyable and worthwhile.
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BARGAINS
In Magazines Clubbed with

ETUDE
Regular Price.$6.00) SAVE $1.00

AN EXTRAORDINARY
OFFER

JUNIOR ETUDE—Continued
Junior Etude Competition
The Junior Etude will award three pretty
an(j neatest
each month for xv..
thi
answers to
puzzles.
>ssay this month—
Subject for story
i‘ustini” Must contain not
•r one hundred and fifty words. Any boy
girl^undii fifteen years of age may com
and

Puzzle Corner
ight mistakes in^ the
Thebe ”*,,fortl?!
December puzzle. Fran<
»..»_1(1
what eaeh one
found thirty-*’'""'" ^
'
_t__ required in the rules. _ Edith
Cranford found twenty-si
what each one was. I-found the same number and told
many^others^
t they were.
they found but did n

EVERYTHING for the GARDEN
IN EXCHANGE FOR ETUDE
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Let us supply you with beautiful flowers,
luscious fruits and nourishing vegetables for
your garden from spring to fall. We will
send you any collection which you may select
on receipt of the number of new subscrip,
tions shown opposite your selection.
16 Packets Flower Seeds,
-rbseription

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN NEW MUSIC?
This Page of Attractive Material Represents the Sheet and Octavo Music
Published by THEO. PRESSER CO. in the Past Several Months

MANY PROMINENT CONTEMPORARY COMPOSERS
Are Represented in This List by some of Their Latest and Best Musical Inspirations
PIANO SOLO

PIANO SOLO

SONGS

ANTHEMS
[ SACRED CHORUSES

.
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Save Money

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE

by sending your order to-day

The World’s Premier Musical

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
ESSER CO.,

S2.00

THEO. PRESSER COMPANY

USE

I

THEO. PRESSER CO.

/Dealers
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“^A Skin You Love To Touch”
painted by R. F. Schabelin

rYou, too,

can have

skin you love to touch
Three Woodbury skin prepa¬
rations—guest size—for 10c
The Andrew Jergens Co.,
5602 Spring Grove Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio
For the enclosed 10 cents—please send me
a miniature set of the Woodbury skin
preparations containing:
A trial size cake of Woodbury's
Facial Soap
A sample tube of Woodbury’s
Facial Cream
A sample box of Woodbury’s
Facial Powder.
With the treatment booklet, “A Skin
You Love to Touch. ”
If youlive in Canada, address The Andrew
Jergens Co., Limited, 5602 Sherbrooke
St., Perth, Ontario. English Agents: H. C.
Quelch & Co., 4 Ludgate Square, London,

City.State.
Cut out this coupon and mail it today

Sleep—fresh air—the right food—all
these help to maintain the general tone
of your skin.

skin needs in the booklet of famous skin
treatments, “A Skin You Love To Touch,”
which is wrapped around every cake of

But good health alone will not insure
a good complexion.
Many conditions
that seriously detract from the appearance
of the skin, such as blackheads, blemishes,
excessive oiliness, etc., are of purely local
origin.

Woodbury’s Facial Soap.

•The.

your skin.

Learn how to free it from

Each day your skin is changing

such defects as blackheads, blemishes, con¬
spicuous nose pores, excessive oiliness, etc
Even a week or ten days of the right treat¬
ment will bring about a marked improve¬
ment in your complexion.

You can have a lovely skin, if you will.
Each day your skin is changing—old skin
dies and new takes its place.
By giving

A 25 cent cake of Woodbury’s lasts a
month or six weeks for general toilet use,
including any of the special Woodbury

this new skin special care, you can actually
make your complexion over—you can
give it a clearness and smoothness it has
never had before.

treatments. The same qualities that give
Woodbury’s its beneficial effect in over¬
coming common skin troubles make it
ideal for general use.
Woodbury’s also

Give your skin itself special care, if you
want it to be smooth, soft, delightful in
texture and color.

You will find the special treatment your

WOODB UFLY’S
Copyright 192$,

Get a cake of Woodbury’s today, at any
drug store or toilet goods counter, and read,
in this booklet, just how to take care of

comes in convenient 3-cake boxes.

FACIAL

SOAP

